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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH
TO/LEARNING IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

By.

GEORGE H. EMERSON

August; 106
, I

'The needs, .a ities and learning styles cf community
I

co legetstud nts are
/
extreWtely diVerse, and different from thqs e.

of students nroll.ed at-faur: yearlinstitutionst It has become

1

increasingly dear to many that the material. Presented in cle'ss

must be morelclosely-related Co the-needs: intlreets and learn-

ing styles o' these students, both in the desired end-states

and means of

It

techniques o

of communit

Miami-Da

legd

in struction., ,

is'particularly important to adapt Curriculum and

f required, ggral edUcatfon courses to the needs

college-students. The Social *Sciente 101 Cburse .

. ,

e Community College, a, large urben comourlity oak.
r,

is su h a course. . It is the' first o'f two-semesters mf ,

/

0.
requielfr in erdisciplinary, general'eduCatioD soCial science:

. ,
.

,,

The o urse ate-rials-ere drawn mainly from' the discibline.s,ot

Anthropo, lo Sociology and *sychOlogy. Imparting inFormatiori
. , ...-

f

t.Prou h leo ures,\ \has peen the major teaching method, an& com-
,

^`\munic ting oody oPthebAatibel constructs-Aas Peen ibs gdal.
$

. .

. Many facult mempers a students have 'expressed interd'st in
. -.

,, 4pe :.
. .1

, , ,

,
iii -
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e'
r-evaluating teaching strategies as well as goals, with a ,view

to providing the kind of social science program. that tuould be

better suited to the learning pt/les, needs and interests of\\,

/the'learne .

.

A

'ff

6 o' . 4

t I; ----- The oal Of the present study was,to prepare-a model
_

,

ciPrriculueta* would take into account. the needs and interests
- , .

of community college---students and wouldaidso be'based on the

experiential philosophy of learning. Experiential learning is

learning througn methods ttlat, actively involve the student in

experiences from which he identifies facts, makes gen raliza-

o,

. tions and tests:and examines these in further_experiences. The

experiences provided arp.based on goals that reflec the stu-,

r

4' dent's needs and interests.

The'survey method was used,to examine the issues

raised in this study\ ,llorks of widely respected ilosophers,

theorists and practitioners of experiential education were.
0

examined and impa'rtant theoretical and practical.

sented. Demographic data `on student characteristics, preferred.

instructional methods, and results oe.!attempts a matching
'

methods to student preferences or other charact ristics were

indings pre-

obtained for both Miami-Dade Community College tuaants and

those attending other institutions. A variety of sources were

consulted including reports of research and r sults of surveys

conducted at Miami-Dade.Community College - N rth CaTpus and

other, community colleges.

The Appendix of this stuffy contai s a model curri-
-

culuM far general, education social science that incorporates

1 V
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the findings, 'theories and research discussed in this RajOr
4 #

Appliedltistsearch Pet regarding experiential educ'ation an

thrZImmunity college student. A =plan for evaluation.of--the

application.of the curriculum is also presented.

0
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CHAPTER. I

INTRODUCTION

0 3

1 V
-.

6

Social science curriculum and instruction rare moving '..

in new directions: . New undetstandin66 of' what to teach /how
'

.

. , .,

..tb teach for partiCuiar types bf learning objectives and' sty.;

dent learning (style are being sought. . Of particular concern

is the need 'for innovation in teaching in the community co/4.
.

lege. Students who 6Atu the comniuriity college via, the "open .\\

door" ehbuld not find s-therilbel'vel dissatisfied. with the eduo
/

tion .thec receive or else they hop' outland receive, no

further education. The form of 'instruction, CrieRation to
'

subject matter , and tyke of etuhentteacher ral!ttionship4 can-.
,

rt

no longer <be planned primarily for atbden s transferring to
.

, ...

four.yea institutions -. e.,''

,

.

. .

., . . .
.

Universal education is forcing thelnettuptor to ".

: .'
adapt his teaching, to differ04' learning stylee and to ,search

. . .,. .

.

, ...,.. .: .: :
..,u

, .

for innovation in teething styles. The often used e)clositort-;
....

- . ,., :_

. 0

-method in which' extensiVe. reliance is placed en the leCture

and th'e goal of transmitting intact 'a body' of ,knowledge,Card
1. ,

being_ reevaluated. The need is now to- provide the students

with reasoning and truth- giving `skills. What is sought' is a
r 4.''' ,

etier:al cation, interdi;ciplinary, social *science currir.'
,."....,...i..04,.7.., ., --;z,-----7----- _

- :

l'..1 'ctift* based on components that, ate ttleopetically suited and

testeds to fit the learning styles and needs of

variety of students.'
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

2

The purcibse or this prajedt was to develop a.curri-

culOm 4an for'cammunity College students-taking

-semester of a two-semester genieral education, Interdiscipli-

'nary,. Social science course. (SSS 101,= 'his course would bb

taught to freshmen in an urbap community college. Principles

of experiential learning and researchion preferred teaching
.

methods mere molded into a theoretically effedtiVe.curriculum,

fOr the needsindbackground of community college students.

(See STATEMENT OF BACKGROUND for a full discussionof experi-

'ential lealning.)

STATEMENT OF BACIOROUNb. . ,

/ --
,

$ tMany believe that fheocommunity co hedge, its.curri-
.

.... . ,

i Culum and means of instruction are not providing an adequati
e

education for its students and caMmunity. It i0s freqUently..

mentioned_ that developAental needs of 'college. freshmen are

not bei92g 'met, nor ate taken advantage of in the aourse of

instruction, and, that modes .of instruction- are outdated and
- 1
Jdased against outcomesthat go beyond, acquisition of "knoui-

ledge.".

For some students the traditiona academic curri-
.

Urli661grading and taming OTroetsidures ate likely. ,to further

-
reinforce'past failures. s (1971) found that these atu r

,,z, . . , ,

dentsvuere motivated by the deSite to complete 'the degree,or, .

,

tuerificate,,so-ifie" l d hi h,y mouId-dotk. ,TReylag aspiraions --
- - a'.: .. ---.--,-v--....-4-- -- --4--------70-7.1.--- -/- r r 7f-"" -- -------, ,,-- .--- 4- ,..- -f- '',,,^'''.`---- ---- ..-',-,-.:;-. --"'"`&."'"

in relation to backgrounds and came with'different socio- ,.

A
-. .

I
, .\-

.
)

,-

15



cultural value systems from\thqse of the traditionally academi-
; /

cally-successful student. was oriented to authoritarien_at-
.

t:

titUdes.and did not demonstrate a large amount Of-intellectdal

independence., The student ?vim this value orientationiants

his Problemsclarifiscrfor

more attention was being given to student roles that'"
-,.. . .

do not relate to their needi.' For example:, Keniston (1970)

noted three types of'studentst, those who,felt "excluded," ,

'those ,who saw themselves as "tenuously in,"=and those who were

"solidly, in." At the same time that student roles were being

examined, to see if ihey were' viable ?Or the needs and expect=

ations of today's studentIthe colleges were being called upon

. provide; "...resources for higher-need fulfillment and -self

development." (Richadson,1972, pager67.)
,

Students were increasingly questioning what benefits

they could derive from an education, Research indicated that

their needs were not biting adequately met. While degrees were

plentiful, money fox education was scarce. Career paths and

\. life-styles other than ,those of studentd, were increasingly

available. Do general education courses provide. end-states
,

A'Ythat are personally meaningful anti:relevant -- such 'as im-

proving,ielrconcept, interpersonal, or c vic skills? Will

the:cburse, be, abstract and- dull, remote-ft 'experiential

.

learning -- learning through, interactio 'with itd,environment?

It is not only the youth, but -60 percent 'of

addiS---without children in the 'community that ,are seeking new

(Harlacher, 1969) They too are in need of a

16
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4

meaningfulleducation connected with a need for learning brought i

an by ,the explo,sion of knowledge .and swift .passage of roles,

both due to impact..of teahnollogy.

A Alhatis needed is increased invdiUement for thd stu-

dent and programs aimed at meeting the bOckgrounds, needs,

abilities, and aspirations-of the yaung adult and other stup.
.

dents: -Too often genera education courses are set up in imi

tation of -four -year in itutions, adapted to the.traditionar,

acceptable', clasical curriculum of the "college4eveinrcoure):'

.The subject matter o the curriculum is seen as mere inl'oriaht
.

.

than meeting_the n eds of the' student.
//

/.

The universities which have traditionally served as

models, .patter7ed thdir functions after the need to provide

education for/an elite. They cannot Serve.the masses of

people with the neaessary values and behaviors thrdsgh Ushich a

student m y conduct a personally satisfying life and fulfill

h onsibilities as a citizen; They are often narrowly,

focused on plfeparing a student for graduate education and to
7 \

-fo7er the student's desire to remain in the academic setting.
...

a senior institutions are being forced to reevaluate their'

programs in light of, new pressures to meet students' needs.

(Committee on The Student in Higher Education; 1968)

All too often the faculty and administration of'

.community collegesare concerned with.',1urv32481,by serving the

needs of the transfer student traditiohal general education'

'curricula. Arthur Cohen stated that,the community college has

tended to become a closed system of "...marks, methods,

17
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5

sites, transfer recfuiraments and he campu .k

--(Cohen, 1969 page 82.)- Patricia Cross

Th prestige-educition or to
and i ;perpetuated by, acad

culty /and students. It
of traditional Students an
new students. 'To clam that e
leads to equality of'education

is,to over-simplify' the'p

a.

oted:

ay was design°
it lly oriehte
s to the stren
e weaknesses o
ality ofacce

o ortunity to
rob em. (Cros

1971, page184.)
v.

The Newman Report, alike,' highlighted we nesse
,- .

.,en'the curricula and instructional methods turrently
. .

. . .

d in

,most general education'courses. (Report on Higher Educatio

for-
.

th s

'

. .. __

1971. Hereafter;.,this source is -Cited as the Newman Report.)

It

- -

:.

stated- thtacilers, institutipns, and students must, -

.

.4. J / .

make basic dbdisions,regarding their roles. These roles
\ .

jedmed to be adapted to the' traditional lockstep pattern of

educatiOn. Thp mode of ,leallhg where students, sit and
.

listen, whe a teachers lecture as they haVe;-fdf-7,fiUndreds of

:-years; ld be reevaluated with a view ibward making edu-
.

cation a Useful and personally significant experience."

(Newman Report,' 1971,., page. 3.)

Social Sciencd 101 is the first of two Semesters

of requilred interdisciplinary, general education, social-
-

t

sciencS offered atra large urban community college. It ig

L.,,,_
, .

, 4
1

....ihterdisciplinary analysis of social inter- ,/,

d_hAnge, social organilation and personality
developmdnt. There is a-majim emphasis on
culture, its ,character shaping functions and
its reflection ,in isngua9s, attitudes, and e-

havior. (Miami-Dade Ca9imuhity'College Ca alog
1974, page 229.)

,

r

_ _



Imparting information through lect

sualtithiiques-hgt-g-been_the_major teac

.-,
"\

0

re and audioV1)\

ing method.,

Many Social Science Departments are reexami ingtheir pro7'

gramel.inquiring as-to the kind ef

that can fulfill the reeds ,of heir students. In one ra-

tionale written Per a rece Workshop it was stated,

Idacience program,.

We need to re valuate our own professional roles
and skills terms of\new designs: in social
science p rams. (Booial Science-Department,
1974, (a) page 2.)

for this purpose," faculty of the. same .At a, workshop h

Department concl ded that less emOhasis should be put on

theory, more n practical work,- add on;society'and its prob.

lens. they .s

.str_aegies f

Depiartment

*

ressed interest_in reevaluating teaching

"maximum.student learning." (Social Science
,

974, (b),, page 2.)

is increasingly clear to many that material

,presented n class must be more closely related te the needs

and'intersts of students, both inthe desired end-slates

and mean/ of iestruction. A coMpiehensive theory Loos

needed

ti

/

otherwise revision would have amounted to mere

"tinker ng". A review of the researcb.on the community col-
..

- -
:leges /udent, his ,needs,, and preferences for instructio6

.,- . . _____.---:----t-C

r ,---

would eve to inform thiscrevision. ' Based a

'firs semester social scisncelould have to be prepared. 'j
mode curriculum for general education ,-interdisciplinaryr

1

i -

.
. ,

i

A '

Y,

Z.

I,
, ,

- *P:
1

/ ,-It hypothsaized_that a Social;sciencecurri-
':, ------V' :

?
//''f

otiA m4end instructionai,methodiibuilt on-'4oriesiAind:
1,

'

-

S

Is

.
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research findings covering experiential education could effec-

,tively'meet the weaknesses found in the curriculum. Ur:61%Jan-

-.--tieleducation in this study will, mean education based on con -

*activities and goals planned around the needs and inter-
,

asts of students, and on methods stressing student participa-

tion. Used in this sense, there is a recognition that not on.

ly is the student's brain and hearing involved but, also, all

his other senses, reelings and emotions.

Experiential learning is learning which actively ina.

the student,in exgeriences from which he identifies

cts, makes generalizationsv'tests-Ideas and experiences COM...
\

seqUences. The experiences provided are based'on,the student's

intlests and needs. Experiential education was formally
\ ..

%,3 ,.
.

summed \up oy Dewey,
. . .

... in tee idea of continuous reconstruction of
experience; an idea .which ismarkeckfrom edU-'
cation as preparation for a remote futurei- as
unfolding, as-external foimation and as recapi=
Aulation of. the past. (Dewey, 1916, page 80.)

Providing act educatioilthat-is built with more con-
,

nectionto student needs is,,as pointed out-earlier, receiving

renewed interest: The Committee_on The Student in HigherThe

--: --, Edubatign said:

1

, \Something betters s possible when we put the ,-

individualstudent, and not abstract curricular
, concepes, at the banter of experience... In- the interminable discussion oyer curriculum re

form, there;s4ems to be littleitecognition of
the fact that if curriculum itto be really/ef-
fective educationally, the m erial present'
in the classrobm mupt.be rel ted to the needs
and interests of students. (Committee on. Pie
Student in Higher Elubatiop, 1968, page 17i)

Dewey repeatedly stressed that a split between
. /

2 0
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learning from experience gained piitside school, and learning-

. subject matter taught n school is'undesirable. craw:at

is that students are not given.a meanin. educatiOn:

....... Emphasis uponeyabols and institutions tends to
:divert erception.from the,directed growth of
experi nce in richness of meaning .. The out- 4.

Come f (teaching, "theory in pract e Was. shown'
to C an undue emphasis uponJthe trailing of .-

-nar ow, specialized moGles,-,or skill at the ex- '

pe se of initietive4,inventiveness,-.and re-
ptability qualities whicb depend upon the

oad and consecutive interaction of specific
ctivities with each other.- (Dewey, 1916, page

68;)

Sharing in actual pursuit, whether - directly or
vicariously in'play, is at least personal and
vital.., Formal Instruction) ,bn the contrary,
easily becomes remote and dead-abstract and
bookish; to use the ordinary words of depreci-
ation... There isthe standing danger thit the
material of.formal instructiolcwAtl be merely

. the subjec patter of the schools, isolated
f.;om hie s jet matter of life-experience.
(Dewey,\ 1916, p ge 8.)

Education, espec ally ,general education;' must be

more than the transmission of a body-of knowledge, it must

serve the student. He must learn by eXperiencing and evalu-

ating the structure.and;interrelation of knowledge to the

,ictiVities of life,in/which he is involved; ;and

portent to him.
, .

The philosophical and psychologica)..basis of

tial education is tnatlinowledge arises within the
- . ,

F"-Its - ,

. stu ent, rather- than directly from sources otitsidi thestu=
L , ., 7

y , ,
--

I

deck. The learner isaillied in construCting images Or con=
._ -.

. ,

V. ,cpts for the information ,he is processing. The'teabher is

Been as an,e4bier or midwife. Dewerstatedithatl,'

The develotiMent within youncrof the attitudes

AIL

, .
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and dispositions nebessarx to thedontinuous
emd-progressive life,of:a sobfe)y cannot take'
place by direct conxeyam4 or,,toliefs and
-knowledge.'4(DeWey, 1916,-page.22.)

/ . 2
The student's attitude tower:Ili:1'e And throce'ss by which he

%

adjirsts to-it;°should be of prima ,,concern to thig edubator.

If%.one values outcomes ,going eiond a6quisition,e
C ^ C

knowledge, student-centered
0

methods seemed to be an effective
,.-- ----,

- -
.

way to obtain them::->tMcKeachie reporti3d t4at, .

- _

°

..

In 11 'studies, si6Aiffcant differences in .

Ability_
\ N. to apply, concepts, in attitudespin motivation,

or group Membershieiskills have bpeq found be- -b.'
..

tween discuseion. teghniqUes emphasizing \ freer ,p ,*---,!.> , student partipipatipQ compared with .greater. .

instructor dpmi1Snwo.:4 In 4Vbikthese the dif Ab
ferences factored the morestudentcentered method.
OpKeachie, 1963, Pege1140.1-- . .

. --

'. , .

Some. maintain,that stildent., neNred-teaching,resulti in sacri:.
.' ,

. . ..

?ice of content. It is t,me-the4.podr,ptudenta meY gain moie
sz- -

from directive classes, but MdeachieLIkieWing the .. .'4

. -

1 4

search in this area, reported:' ,

12e hadlougg'ested that student-centerad'teaching
might be ineffective Ai. rachieVing oier-order .

cognitive objectives. Experirpehts report4ng
loss and gains in this arliesa4m to be balanced.
Students apparently can, llt inforMstion from .

textbooks as well' ikfroethe instructor.
.(McKeachie, 1963;4) e 11400.

-

Discusbion methods 'help students to'le4rn to thikk and -apply

concepts to new situations., 'It would seem an excellent'

method for increasinglstudentbe faith in their intellectual,
; . < ,

abilities. .

4 °
Students in group-cehtered classes:have also been

shown to have morEvinsight and understanding intoithe'per
/

sonal problems of others. (Soverd,-1951.) Students taught
.

2-'2
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,by upiirticipative-action" methods were significantly superior.

in roletflexibirity and self-insight to 'students taught by.

traditional lecture methods. (L.m. Gibb and Bibb, 1952.)

. In experiential edUcation the teacber helps the.stu-
t

dent in forming and testing ideas, not in the abstract, but

withinsituationizof interest'and importance to the student.
'o,(.

The formation of thought occurs: within-ag environmeht the
. .

student is required to function in and get feedback from. He

experiences the consequences of his decision,

vation to adjust is reinforced. The information and generali--
oram", .

zationa he forms' and, tests remain useful; motivatson-ciiiitinues
eT.

and\learning is the result of.'-participation in tbe,ptocesses:
. -

- of nought and reality*tesing

. The approach found it, experiential educatIon-wduld

be.ttiaigned to maate...Chilltingeof the seVanties.

=Johnson .(190) has state,d that if:changes in student enroll-,
A ,

ment _continue to take place, therirmust 1:fp changes in institu-

tions of higher education. Comflrtablakcomplacency with

"tried and true" must beovercome and innovation must proceed.

y to the bommunity collegesThe sixties_ brought reapectabil

when they clearly demonst ated that they could provide qUality

education eoi increasing

student is to be served

Jnnovat on such'as expo

jectid s,o 4teachere.
/-

al vp14tisi0 nation.,and:rAthesi

isiae py;;:nnovation. Exper4ential educatir wilii,accept these
/

J i
.c "A

6
4

umbers of-etudents. 'Now the new

d the "old client" served better.

iential education coulk overcome ob.

the,past that traditional "intellectu-
e4zi

. . . /

s are usually shunted,

/

28
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values yet will center,on the student and.his needs, an 1m-
,

portant goal of the seventies.

STATEMENT'OF THE MAJOR ISSUES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

What activities or learning experiences were'in
;

lirie with experiential learning theory ?" In expel.iential edu.,

cation the stress was on helping students form and test ideas

f.rom material close to their interests.. This questidn raised .

.

the issue of how Ruch content to stress? Learning experi-

ences should
A
serve as pints ol!,departure fog' concept and in-
.

tellectuil development, not as ends in themselves. .Affective

course goals are also,important. 'Increasing emphasis ig be-
.

ing given to the affective domain, however, care must `be
A lb

taken not to have the course end up as one in which feelings,

attitudes and vi4ewpo,ints become the sole concern of the

course - a common fate, of student-centered curricula.

'(Gallant, 1973.)

Progressive educators typically have.ileglected'the

emphasis Dewey gave to, intellectualization and concept'deve...

lopmerit. It seems either the student and his.needs'and in-
A

terests dominate the course or it is abstract subject matter--
1

and content outside the experience of students that dominate,

,4 Dewey cleaply took a middle position, between know-
4

ledge for it own sake<or complete abandonment of this po-

sition.

,Dewey saw the child as the center of the ediCa,
tionalTdrocess in the sense that'it is he for
Whom education is intended. He bedtimes the
.basis for the selection and timing of subject
matter and experiehces. He is not the curriculum,

24
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nor .does hp intentionally and actively determine
but it ise planned 'in reference to him instead of to
factOrs whic4 are extraneous and unrelated to him.'
(Gallant, 1993, page 412.) 11

It was. disturbing to note.that:
. _

American education ,has .been '

'to locate a middle ground where eithef subject
matter or the student was notin R position of
stifling dominance over the 'Other. (Gallant, 1973,
page 170

I .

What intellectual proceAses,:obsarvation, and

,thinking. skills were involved in concept development and

,

testing of ideas?" A grasp ofthese processes was essential

if°the teacher was to guide.the-.studentts'use of activities.
.

What teaching techniques weirenecessary.to help the,

student use thinking skills and develop .his ixperience into .

... . 1 ...- a fuller and richer and more organized form, .

i few that graduallr approxiMates that in which
subject matter is presented to.the akilled,
mature person.' (Dewey, 1938, pages73-74.)

. , .

The student must examine his experience. He Should be guided
.. ,

in explaining or valuing. He'Must look at the implications'.
-644i.,..A "Ilt.

. .

of his Rdaitions as welt as the validity and use of the facts
,

.
1.- ,

.
he bolds to.

-11t.zr

'What pers. the intizrZpersonal conditions for experi-

ential'learning? Inter-persdna contitione conducive to ex-

periantial earning require Careful attention. .Foir example,
. . ,

N
raw (1949,) pointed out that how the instructor treats'erone-.

ous or irrelevant inforMation_is likely to affect the out-

7-

domes of the planned course: Axelrod indicated guidelines

should be-set for' 4the instructor should interpret feelings
s

and ideas of, class- members. (Axelrod, 1955.)

,f
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What teacher` student' charact 'er'istics would corn-
.,,

: .
I 0 ,

bine most successfully with the experiential plan and philo- ':

,A). .
,

4,

sOphy,of education?, It is,impoesi.ble:ed ha* a student-need-,
1 1

centered,-curricm without taking: Into account steeds and
. '

L
.,

,

'

learning styles of studegts.anditheif in.souotors.
- ,

-

.. .
- ' *. 1

What deliyery-ery :requirementswould meet basic requirements :i

of 'experiential educatiOn and be rlexi4e enough so that' die
verse needs of students cOuld be met? Alining alternatives,.

. .

available were the unit plan andthe Systems-dgproaches that

use'individualiked instrWction.
4

0 .

`The resea ch plan Of this, study aaeto.Aeal with

the following questions: 4°.
\ 4)

I. What would the goals of experiential learning be?

A. What empirlasis-tOuldcontent receive in. experiential

education?

8. What intellectual sicls would eXperientia). learn.n

-ing 'stress?
.

C. What other goals would experiential philosophers,

practitioners and researchers '.consider important? .

I How wouJod experientiar14 oriented philosophers, practi-

tioners and researchers, thaorzelearning occurred?

A. What kinds of methods. would serve what learning

processes?

0
.c

, ,

8. How would acti- Mies and drocesSes used in an 'expe-

riential, apprOaoh to learning differ fionl those of

the traditional approach?

'o

III. What would the teacher's role in experie
.

26
44
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e and how would it 'differ from the traditional role?

A. What functions would the experientially oriented

teacheperform in'class and how would they be

performed?

B.,How should the experientially-Oriented teacher

interact with his students?

- IV. , 'What student characteristics-would be important to

success in experiential. education?

, A. How woyid students be chosen who mould participate

in experiential education?

B. What functions would the student perform in class?

C. What would be the essentials of effective student
,

relations in experiential education?

CI% What would be the place of peer teaching'in experi-
,/,...,.. ..... -,

. ,.
\f-'-'ential education? /,

r ,e.'
E. What relation between teacher and student/tharac..

iteristics would 13.19 most conducive,to experiential
4--

.

'learning?
t

F. What learning skills and styles would be optimal

for students in eiperiential learning?

V. What student characteristics would the community col-

lege teacheri:heve to take into caisideration in expe-

riential education?

A. -What would be their socioeconomic backgrouhd,

parents' education, ethnic-9 up characteristics,.

sex and age be?...

B. What programs would these students be_enfolled 16---

*S"

O

t'
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'and what would beAheir needs, abilities, and,

interests?

What would their academic skills and, aptitudes be?

. i

D. What, feelings a about their education w9plq they
4. . , ,

,
-

.

' bring to the ,c1-6s/

E. What groups of students might present special prob

lems to the teacher who desires to implement expe-
-,

riential approaches to learning?'

VI. What would the preferred methods and conditions of
I

Iearnirig of communitycolilege students be?

A. How would community college students react to use

of experiential iarning techniques?

8. How would varying student pref,erencewfor instruc

tion relate to other,personality traits?

'C.. What would the effects of'matching/mismatching stu,

dents' preferences, person4ity traits-and other

variables with teaching methods beZ
r'

31II.. Special, consideration

A. What-place wouldbehaViorial objectives have in

experiential learning?

8,____Should individualized instruction kg used in expe

riential education?

C. How would experiential education be evaluated?

LIMITATIONS

This study was limited to a theoretical statement

based on a thorough and coeprehensive review of the literature.

It was intended that the results of the-study Ilibuld serve the

2 .5
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. ,

. freshman community college studentenrolled'in gener.
, .

interdisciplinary social science courses'Of ered bun

urban community college with a heterogeneous, eudent popu .
,

elation. -It. was recognized thai:thera mall.rls many types of
.

teachers or students who would not profit.from, or adapt to,
.

1hr materials,,curric41a, or teaching prdcedubei of experi

ential education.

if
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CHAPTER II

PROCEDURE
'A.m.:.

In this chaptet sources of infoimation and analysis

- and interpretation of data are discussed.

,.;
SOURCES -,OF INFORMATION

The works of widely respected theorists, researchers

and practitioners of experiential education were consulted for

fuller development of the theory and philosophy of experien-

k

A
tial learning. ,:'Research was obtained by survey in areas of

.
.

experiential
...
dducation, process instruction,, direct-experience,

'

activity learning, problem solving,. peer teaching, self-pacdd

instruction, student- centered instruction, innovation in ma-,

terial and curricula, student participation, thought,pro-

cesses, audiovisual'instruction, characteristics of community

college students, cognitive styles of community cellt-K) etu-
-

dents and various teaching methods.

Such periodicals and publications ad Findings, New,

Directions for Community_ Colleges,, Community and Junior Col-

lege Journal, Journal of Educatid" al Research, Educational

Researcher, Junior.College Resear her Review; Journal of

(4 Experimental Education, Community College Social Science

Quarterly, Education, The .Journal ,of Applied' Behavioral

Science, .Social Education,` Phi Delta'Kappan, Journal of
.

, ...0."'

Teacher Education, Educational Technology, Journal of
ik'

17
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Educational Oilichology, and The Clearing House were consulted.

__Publications of the, American College Testing Program and Edu-

ca4ional Testing Program were also surveyeth The Handbook

of Research on Teaching and The Sebond Handbook of Research

/ on Teaching were regarded as authoritative surveys of re-
. /*

search done prior to 1973 on teaching methods and effects of

matching teaching methods with student characteristics. The

Review of Educational Research and the Educational Resources

Information Center (ERIC) were used as Teference tools.

Requests for bibliographic sources and absiracts

were made to Florida EdUcational Resources Information Cen-

ter (FERIC). Topics requested were chosen after careful re-

view of the index of ERIC and included: community college

student chareqerstkcs, community college, Dewey, inquiry,

individualized instruction, inquiry, learning prOcesspsimu-

lation, social studies, student participation, visual lite-

racy, role playing, process instructiontsmall group instruc-

tion, direct e)Tperience, probleM solving and activity learn-

Alt;

ing. FERIC made a computer search dating back to 1960 of

Research in Education, Curent Index to Journals in Education

and Education-Indek;

A request for bibliog- raphic Sources was made of

University microfilms. Ninety seven references were found. .

Key words in the query included, names sent to,FERIC as well

.
as teaching styles, direct, indirect, discovery, structured,

unstructured, learning style, student-centered learning and

4,,;* field experience.

7

4
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Corresp ndence was also addressed to those authors

whose work was found particularly=ueeful.',Statistics and

.research on c = racteristics of, Tiami-Dade students were also

/.
reviewed an data solicited f/ron administrators. "Department-

grand div sional records we're surveyed for information con-
.

.cerning ourse policies, revisions, goals and other guides /

to curriculum.

Curiiculum materials were compiled from a number

of sources including Over thirty.4ive letters written to

publishers of games, an annotated audiovisual fil of more

tha,500 sources kept by the author, and an audio Visual file

,of the Social Science and other departments.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATI6N;OF DAAA

Data,-,tO investigate the question researched in

. this'study were mainly gatherederom comprehensive review of '.

I the literature as welt.as results ofsurveys and studies
,

carried out at Miam i-Dade Community College.- A great deal

of information especially regarding student characteristics

. and innovativcUrriculum came from documents acquired and

processed by ERIC.,

`ot

.., he findings are reported and'summerized in Chap-

ters.4iI, IV and V. In Chapter III experiential approaches
.

to education were analyzed. Chapter IV was a study or demo-.

.

graphic and intellectual interests and need's of community
i

colldge students. Cognitive and learning styles of these

students were analyzed in Chapter V.

r,)

L
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Statistical data were appropriately displayed 'where

display bf such data added Meaningful'interoetation to the

subject matter. In Chapter V findings on student character-
.

istics and preferenceslas well as'on experiential' education

were Combined and developed Into summary form with implica-

tions for a curriculum design. A curriculum representing an
A

effective implementation of both theoretical and empirical(

findAgs was'designed and appears in Appendix 8. An over-

view with recommendations of the Curriculum was prepared and

appears in the Curriculum Design section of Chapter VI.,



CHAPTER III

PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICOtELATING TO EXPERI'll 'EDUCATION

The commun;ty collegesinstructor in order to carry

.0,, .

out-an experiential approach to instruction must have an'in-
. .;..

tellectual framework which includes both theory and practice
ti§,,,

.

.

..

in experiential education. He must:Acnow which methods are
-,,,A.:

,

recommended, when and tor what purpose they are recommended,
. ..

.

d' what it is assumed is le#rned through these methods, and'
--,.--,

.-c,-. ,-

what these methods requirw'of student and teacher. He must
..s,-

Ar

also have in mind the goalsof experiential education.
''

This;.

'X' 0,
. Wks,"r,7il

,
1

Chapter wall 'present varrops theories which provided sucha
4'-r-,,,--,,, )

framework._

These authors whopaoriews were found by this re
,

searcher to 'offer the most ipsAght.into the theory and prac-

-tice of experiential eduwatiow,were Dewey, Coleman, Kolb and

Sta4dsklev. The investigator 'therefore presented what he be.
. .

lieved to be their best statements about aims and assumptions

undetlying experiential as traditional teaching and

learning processes and what he felt were their best descrip-

tions of actual methods, their sequercing,-and demands an
4

student skills. At the end of this chapter conclusions will

be' drawn based on findings within the chapter.

THE ANALYSIS OF JOHNDEWEY-RE7ATINGTO,EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

John Dewey provided the int4lectual framework with-

in which the concept of experiential learning was broadened,
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and developed. He belie ed that truth was not an unchanging

body of ideas but ralSer a social_pracess by which, the ind-

vidual anq society interacted to evoivlim41;ods of adapta-
.

tion and survival. As such it 'Bangi heavily on experience,

constant change and readjustment.

' Presented in this chapter are Deweyesjindings on

the following:
e.

1) the goals of, education,

-' 2), how the process of learning should take place, .

3) how the learning should be implemented.

THE EDUCATIONAL COALS OF DEWEY

NI

The goal of learning, Dewey believed, should be

the ability to function eff*tiyely within the :environment,
.

1

not simply the retention of an unchanging body of ideas or

skills.

14.

.Knowledge in theK,sense of-inforrdation, means"
the working capital, the indispensiblg re,
sources, or further inquiry; ofindingout
or .learning. more things. Frequently it is
treated as an end itself, and then thelal
becomes to heap it up and display itgjp,n
called for.. This static cold-stoeageldeal
of ,knowledge is inimical to educative,deve-,
lopment. It not only lets occasions.for
thinking go*unused, Put it swamps thinking. '

No one would construct a house on ground
cluttered with miscellaneous jtnk. (Dewey,
1916, page 158. f,

Thinking which is not connected with increase
of efficiency in action, and with learning
mare.about ourselves and the world in which
we live, has something -the matter :with it...
information severed .from thoughtful action is
dead. (Dewey, 1916, page 154.)'

35
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Thus the goal of learning isenvisioned as an en- `14

is 23

abling process. .

Dewey believed that learning was a cooperative

-endeavor.. Thus, the learning of goali shoud be a cooperative

venture between student and teacher.. Once goals have been set

Mutually, the student as weil as the teacher Oars the respon-

sibility for their consequences. Goals should be constantly,

fieted for theirapplicability to experienbe; where they are

no longer viable they are/to be changed. jhis'pragmatic con-,

oept of truth%astprmcess in education, was innovative with

Dewey.

Since the goals are,not totifly imposed from the.

Outside, but rather a jiiint venture, the _attitude of the

learner will be positively effected.' He will conceive of the

learning.process asthe 'ability to work a group and

experience will be' tile new material., It should develop pn the

part of the learner a speciat..sfeisitivity 'to others and to

life situations. Dewey wrote:
tt, 4

/It (habit andexpetience) covers the foimation

e / of attitudes, attitudes th'at,are emotional and
intellectual; it covert our basic- sensitivities
and ways ofAseting and responding to 1(1,1'theL
conditions which. we meet--in4ivin§. (Dewey,
1938, page 35.) i

_

.

Heogtated that properly designed,

...an.experience'arouses cueiositi, strengthens
initiative, and'sets up desires and purposes'
that are sufficiently intense to carry a person
er dead places-in the future. (Dewey, 1938,

pane 33.) ,-

Another goal Dewey, felt Was impOrtant ft= education was that of:'

30 -
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The development within the young of the atti-
tudes and dispositions necessary to the 'con-
tinuous and progressive life of.societi.
(Dewey, 1938, page 56.)

He suggested that for the educator should impart to the learr-

er and understanding of the functions of the institutions of

society,'but,,more important, social as well as intellectual

skills need.to produce an individual who would have the deeire

for and ability,to-take hIsi place in productive interpersonal
'4 2

relationships. Social "skills including an ability to work

with people, to be effective in d'group and necessary intel-

lectual skilla incluated the above' mentioned capacity and con.-

fidence in having arid testing ideas.

What is learned -in the way of knowledge and
skill Ain one situation becomes anrinstrument
of-understanding and dealing efrectively-,.

.
with the situations which follow. s.(Dewey, ---.

o 1938., page 44.) 0

,
,...

_,-

Thus,that which he has learned will form a bridge enabling Him

to cope with the future.

To conclude, Dewey envisioned learning as an en-

ablihg process allowing the learner to'set his own goals within

the framework of society thus freeing him from the classroom

rAnd leading him to true autonomy within society. The learner

had to develop the means for becoming autonomous,. by working

effectively within a group, becoming aware of his ownneeds'and

their interaction within society. He believed that the learn-

er's attitude should be affected,by the process of learning,

thus, if he saw himself as active in the establishment of goals
,

for himself and society, he would have a true sense of his own

.worth and importance within society.

)*::1
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DEWEY's CONCEPT OF THE PROCESS BY WHICH LEARNING TAKES PLACE

, Dewey believed that Ore only real learnih/ occurred

When the learner could test, his hypothesis withih a real situ-
,

ation using his own judgement regarding the haturace the si-

tuation, his prior experience, and would force him to extra-

polate his actions Prom these. For Dewey hypothesis was the

tentative workability of an idea within a situation. Idea in

the traditional sense and hypothesis were used interchange-

ably by Dewey. 'Thus Oewey conceived oroj.earning as a constant

process
-
in which old ideas are tested and new ones evolved, as

, t )

we can-infer Prom the 41lowing quote:

The statement that' individuals live in a world
means, in the goncrete, that we live in a series
of situations'' Ie means that interaction is
going on between an individual and object. and
other persons.. The concepts of situation and of
interaction are inseparable from each other. An
experience is 'always what it is because of a
transaction taking place between an individual
an what, at t0-13 time, constitutes his environr
ent, whether the latter consists of persons

with whom he is talking about some topic or
event, the subject beingalso a part of the
_situation... The environment, in other words,
is whatever conditions interact with personal
needs,- desires, purposes, 4nd capacities to
create the experience which is had. (Dewey,
1938, page 44.)

For Dewey the World or-the learner consist d of a series of

situations by which he might test the workability of his ideas

of hypothesis.

DEWEY'S RECOMMENDATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EARNING PROCESS

Dewey believed that one of the essential roles of the educator

was to provide experience for the learner. Experience from which
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all learning derived would enable the learner to cowl with fu-

,r,

ture'experiences.

To teach effectively, the educator, according to
As

Dewey,
l
would have

.

to know the structure of environment in

Which all learning takes glace so he could Oovide activities

that would lead to ttie appropriate. learning experience. He'

a

would have to know his subject ma ter thoroughly and kn w the 1

,
.

, . .

-types Cof activities available w ich would correlate with the
.

needs, capacities and interests of his students. Dewey, in

the-following excerpt, spelled out the conditions of the

.
-

learning experience which the teacher should create.

They are,.first, that the pupil have'a genuine
IL situation of experience, that thete be a con-

tinuous activity in which he is interested for
its own sake; secondly, that a genuine problem
_develop within this situation as a stimulus to
thought; third, that he possess the inform-..

ation and make the observations needed to deal
with it; fourth,that suggested solutions oc-

( cur to him which he shall beresponsible for ,

devell.oping,in an orderly way; fifth, that he
-havilVopputunity and occasion to test his
ideas byvappikpation, to make their meaning
cl ar and to dkscover for himself their validity.
(De ey, 1916, age 163.)

The teacher was to present what the stddiint

accepted as a\genuine,problem, matte sure that they had the

capability of apprehending it, and ttfUsbe able to evolve''
\Or

workable solutions. An.important aspeci**.that the learner'

be able to comprehend the-implication of his solution, or so-
7

lutions, preferably by fiist hand experiendes.

In this process of evolving solutions, thtough ex-

.perience, he was generating ideas or hypotheses through the

use. of intelligence.,,
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...all thinking is origin al in a projectiqn of
considerations which have not been previoUely
apprehended... no thought, no ideas can,pos-
sibly be conveyed as an idea from 'one person
to. another. Whe2 it istold it is,' to the one
to whom it is tan, another given fact, not an
ideas.. what he directly gets cannot-be an
idea. Only by.wrestling With the conditions
of, the problem-at-first hand, seeking and de-
ciding its way out, 008S he think. (Dewey,
1916, page-159.) -

Fromhthe above, quote Dilwey clearly implies that the learner

. -

should not be simply the.passive receptor of the instructor's

conce pts.

Dewey put this teaching - learning si.,Auatien.at the
,

heart f 4the process by which studentsshould'be/ta-Zght. Hesaid,
All authorities agree that discernment of re-
lationships is the genuinely intellectual
matter; hence, the educative matter. The
failure arises in supposing that relationships

,can become perceptible withqut experience -
without that con -joint prying=and,undergeng
which we have spoken of. .It is assumed hat
"mindl can grasp theM if it will only give at-
tention,--ttnd that this attention may,be givtin
.at will Irrespective of the situation. Hence

a the delugeof half observations, of verbal,
ideas, and unassimilated "knowledge" which,
afflipts'the world. An ounce orexpelience
is better than,s.ton.of'theory dimply becatise7
it .is only ih experience .that any theory tide
vitae -and verifiable signifiance. (Dewey,

. . 1916, page 144.),
. c.........,-- Ae .

Thus's in the writer's opinion, there -is no substitute for the
. .

\""trial and error method of learning", though.
it definitely

..,

ofIr

O

requires mor9 subtlety and skill on'the part of,tne teacher
/

, ,

. -...

in presentatibn; -
-.

.

According to Dewey; the task of the teacher is to

introduce ,a series of problematic situations, each situation

cl?
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preparing the student to cope 'with, -what would be.for the stu-
..

- dent, a more. challenging problegk., Thus each experience pre-
,

'pared the way for the next:

It too becomes the office of the educator to
- select those things within the range of
existing experience that'have the promise
and potentiality of presenting new problems
which by stirpulating new ways of ,observation
and judgement will expand the area of flirther
experience. He must constantly'ragard what
is already won, not as a fixed pdsea'ssioh but
as an agency and in9trumentality for opening
new fields which make new demands upon exist-
ing powers of observation and of intelligent
use of memory. Connectedness in growth must
be his constant watchword. (Dewey, 1938,
pager75.) Ak

It will be remembered thatbewey implied that the

teacher structures various problematic situations which would

enable the student'to evolve viable solutions.
'

The technique inIconstructing this hierarchy of ex-
'

perience is suggested by Dewey in thefollowpg quote:
;

The... first approach' to dny subject in school,
if thought is to be aroused and, not words ac-
quired, should be as unscholastic asspO'ssible.
...give the pupils something to do, hot some-
thing.to learn; and the' doing is of such a rya-
tura as to demand thinking, or thetintentional
noting.of'connections; learning naturally re=
-sults... something to do ghick is not either
routine nor capricious-sorathirig, in othet
words, presenting what isnew (and'hence un- '

certain or problematic) and,yet sufficiently
connected with existing habits to tall out an

, effective response. (Dewey, 1916, page 154.0

Dewey's cancept'that one learps by manipulation of the con-
( 1

trete and makes the leap to abstraction foreshadows the work

of Montessori, Piaget and indeed, most'modern philoa4heri

and educational theorists. . I

WO.

4'1

4'
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Dewey divided the world into subjective and objective

conditions. Subjective conditions were the internal factors

such as "...the powers and purposes of these taught." (Dewey,

1938, page 45.)

Dewey continually emphasized that teaching could not

occur unless the needs, capacities, and interests ofthe learn-

er were taken into account and made to interact with the ob-

jective condil(ions.

For purposes of this discussion, the subjective con-

ditions imply the readiness of the student for certain types
C`

of experience:

It is not the subject per se that is educative
or that is conducive to growth. There is no
Object that is in and of itself, or without
regard to the stage of growth attained by the
learner, such-that inherent educational value
can be attrib6ted to it. ...there is no -such
a,thing as educational value in the abitract.
(Dewey, 1938,,pade 46.)

Dewey also made educators aware that within the

learning experience there are areas Which had been considered

peripheral or frivolous but hich modelm educators, uch as

Montessori, recognize as of central importance. That-is the

environment within which learning takes rilaca and the attitude

of the 'teacher and other members of the class. Dewey said:
.

...objective conditions cover-a widp range.
It includes what is dope, not only wprds
spoken but the tone of the voice in which
they are spoken. It includes equipment,,
books, apparatus, toys, games playing. It 7

includes the materials with whiCh an indi-
vidual interacts, and most important ofall,
the total social set-up Of the situations
'in which a person is engaged. (Dewey, 1938,`1
page 450

e4
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Since Dewey stressed "...all hpman experience is ul-

timately social in that it involves contact and communication,"

(Dewey, 1938, page 38) and indeed that truth etas a form of so-

cial hypothesis, -the teacher would be constantly aware.of the

social nature of learning:

The social environment consists of all the
activities of fellow beings that are bound up
in the carrying on of the activities of any
one of its members... It is truly educative
in'its effect in the degree to which an indi-
vidual shares or pERticipates in some con-
joint activity.. By doing his share in the
associated activity, the individual'aporopri-
ates the purpose which actuates it, becomes
familiar with its methods and-subject matters,
acquires needed skill and is Aaturated,with
its emotional-spirit.,. (Dewey, 1916, page 37.)

.- In the previous eection it was mentioned tha Dewey
,

stressed that education was a cooperative enterprise in which

the stpdent was an active participant.'

...there is no defect in traditional education
greater` than .its failure to secure th active '
co-operation of the pupil in constru tion of
-the-purPoses involved in his studyi ge (Dewey,
1938, page 67.)

.

To secure the active cooperation the teacher,

'...loses the position of external boss or
dictator but takes on that of.leader of
the group activities. (Dewey, 1938, page 59.)

He ailows-suggestions,

...made to develop into a plan and produCt.by
means of the further suggestions contributed
and_organized'into a whdle by the members of
thOgroup. The plan, in other wordslis a, .

,co-operative enterprise,. not a dictation.
The teacher's suggestioM is not A-mold for a
cast-iron esult but isa starting pdint to
be develop d into a plan through,cbntributions
from the e perience of engaged in the learn-
ing process. (Dewey, 1938, page 72.)
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Dewey wanted the teacher to be an active,/not/necessarily a

permissive leader.

The, mature person, to put itln oral terms,
has no right to withhold frdbAhpyoung on
given occasions whatever capacit-i-for'sym-
pathetic understanding his own experience

i. has given him., (Dewey, 1938, p e 38.)
____.

.4 i .Thte it follows that Dewey for saw the role of the -----
, . ----8-

_._.----"--
---teacher as an enabler rather thah a d' tato who

..._____

\ . , .
.

n authori ty. Dewey gave
k

1

concrete recommendations on how teacher could,, achieve

freed the students from ddpendency

this desired g

Dewey's primary / ignificance is that he broke down

the traditional ep ach to education in amphaSizing the no-
,

icessity of c -on as:pari of the leatning procese. Truth

las hot: t body of ideas but the ability to '- attain social

edIUStment. As Dewey-stated,

Thinking which is not connected with inbteased
efficiOncy in action, and with learning more
-about ourselves and our world in which we live,

'. has Something the matter with it. (Dewey,
.1916, page 154.) *

'.

.

..
. i

He provided the philosophical framework that gave intell,P-
)

6 1

tral respectability to the work\of philosophers, OucatiOnal
I, ,

theorists, teachers and researchers
.
who were to fo11ie.1 He

. .,,
. .

Placed the student's teadiness, his capacities, his needsiat
,

,

4 Ole center of the learning, experience. He seems,unique in' /
1- , 4,..

.403-,k, '-',,
/

--1.''': strIssing the social. nature of the_learging Apeiiengt.and
Li -, - ,

-, .

in emphasizing the tole of the problematic situation as

,*

centrdl to the learning process.' Dewey's contribution tom

teadhers in experiential education is invaluable.
w

.\

44
<5
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THE ANALYSIS OF JAMES S. COLEMAN RELATING
TO EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

A

The writing,,of Coleman gave additional insight into

the theory of experientiallearning as well as adding some

'new concepts in methodology. He broke dopn the process of ex-
....

periential .earning four steps and analyzed.thp strengths

and weaknesses of each step. The first step was to present

the student with a situation tbat,required pa rticipat ion and

action by. the student that resulted ii some consequence to

him. For ex mole, participation in simulation game could be

used. Though not as effective as actual e)cperiende, the stu-'%.

dent could observe others, participate and experience conse-

quendes vicariously.'

Though Coleman does n ot spe ify what t e "conse-

quences" are theimplica ions are tha they a e;in the winning

Of the game.itself. 'Howe er, for Colema , `hesp consequences, .

i/-
"...ordinarily t rmed a reward ", : "nishment"
...is, however, in ase ofhu a6-experiential
riiiiTTI,Idmewh more-cgsnaral th n this, for

,.

the effects of the a -may be ne ther reward-
ing nor punishing, Vide infor =tion about
a sequence of cause any effect.'1Cole an, 1974,
page 4.)

This is of significance for the experiential teacher and will:,

be discussed later'. -

His first step-in the learning context of experi

tial learning is the.establielimept of a situation which re-

semblesj"trial and error". ,Something has to be experienced by

the student as a result ofc,his actions and participation. The

important_ aspect of experiential learning was that It'began

with action.
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Although, participation in games was mentioned,, he

did not,specify other types of action. It is "instruction by

action" and experience-of consequences or.the observation of

them that is 'significant.

In its ideal form, it (the experiential process
of learning) does not use a symbolic medium at
all, but only action and observation of (con-
crate events following the action. (Coleman,
1974, page 10.) '

The second step'in experiential learning, after par-

ticipation and e*periencing the conseqdences, was called by

%Coleman "understanding the particular case." The student

took, note of and understOod his.actions7 their effect and

the situation.

Coleman postulate0 a third and fourth step in the-,
game model or. experiential mode of, learning. The third

,

step

involved the student :in, generalizing:

,! '---r 1 From understanding the particular instance,
, :the next step is an understanding of the .

/ ,
..z0,000ral principle under whiCh the particular

, ,- .:,
in ncejalls. (Coleman, 19.74, page 5.), i

t. -

l_ 1 Therefore, the learning process wouldsbe inductive goingi I.
(/ r .

/c from the\pecific to the general.' .

Coleman noted students seemed to differ .in the
. ,

ability,to induce from particular to general. Some would be

able to. do it with one example or experience, others need

several participations in, a wider range, of circumstances

that illustrate the general principle. Students would have

different generalizations to make as games encompassed a

wide range of skills and backgrouekis.

Coleman n-stressed the post-game discussion as
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extremely important:for learning. In steps 2 and 3, cduse and \

effect connections, even though experienced, should be,

Atresaed and generalizations should be_made.

Coleman said
3.

...elan consequence is perceptibly connected to
action, then such experiential learning provides
a direct guide to future action..

Since discussion of consequence'o cause and effect.of actions

is stressed, thus reinf4orced, Coleman points'out that the na=
,

ture of the learning is that there shoull:1 be
\

.

, ..i.no hurdle from a symbolic medium to action,
but only modification for the action to fit .

the circunistance. (Coleman, 1974, page s12.)
A o

The. student,-Colaman noted, may be able to show he
0 4

has understood the generalization by acting in a new situation

(Step.4), but he may not be able to verbalize7,his.understand.

ingl.simply be able toact on it in new circumstances. How--

ever, Coleman pointed out, foromany students,

...a strong, second learning experience Occurs
in discOssiog after the game. play in a game
is not a self-contained learning method but '*
one that is complementajy to the Verbal dis-
cussion and.informaiion.transmission of which
mostachool activity is now composed. (Coleman,
1968,, page 24.) 4 4

Step 4 of experiential learning wde-termed by

Colemr: "action in a new circumstance." The student would

demonstrate his ability.to apply his understanding of the

principle, "...through action in a new circumstance within

the range of generalization." (Coleman, l975, page 5.)

Coleman noted the characteristics of simulations

that were particularly conducive-to learning. The game.

0 °
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learning model allows the student to

...practice, in his limited framework (a set
of players, and other constraintson beha-
vior), action that.is interdependent with
the actions of others, carried out within a set
of rules' in purSuit of a goal. (coleman, 1968,

--page 16.)

The student ?wet take action within-a specially created envi-

ronment, and then must experience the reward or consequences
---

of his actions in
r

this environment, Th e'the Student learns
.

the cause and effect on relationships through experiencing

the effects of interactions tetween himself and others.

Besides constructing an idealized theoretical expe-
.

rient4a1 situation,' anq noting the,learning processes in-

volved, he contrasts his experiential 'model of learning and

teaching with a thedretical model of traditional teaching in

which learning it accomplished through information-assimila-

tion..

°

s receipt of in-The first step given by Cdlemap wa

formation. The transmission of ineormati6n was through a

symbolic medium-such as a lecture, books, etc., and ocaurred

visually and/or orally.

Next, the studjent had to Understand the general

principle. He had to assimilate and organize' the verba

symbolic material into his own framework of experience,

rather thah memorize it.

In most things to ba learned, the information
is intended to be processed, so as to-lead to

'an understandingi- rather than mere commitTerit
to memory, (Coleman, 1974, page 3.)

r

fp Only by assimilation would the general, principle be under-

stood.
4
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At this point one can be said to have learned
the meaning of the information,. to have assi-,
milated this infcqmation as knowledge.
(Coleman, 1974, page 3.)

Step 3, according to Coleman, involved the -student

in "particularizing." This involved
4
giving the student prac-

tice in inferring a particular application from the general'

principle. The student had to be able to tell which prin-'

ciple applied in a particular instance. Step-'4, involved

, moving from the cognitive and'symbolic p ssing sphere to

the sphere of actiont'using gen r principle understood to

it to a particula situation.

In last step in the instruction by transmission

. .

of information thelatudent is expected to be able to act, to

move,

...from thecognitiv, and symbol procesiing
sphere to the sphere of action. Only when
this step has been completeCcan the person
by said to have completed the learning so
that the information initially received is

.. useful-to him, id hia everyday action.
(Coleman, 1974, page

Coleman disdussed various other weaknesses in tra.w"

ditional learning ocess. Thomgh*he found that the proper-

ties of information essimiIation reduced the time and effort

required to acquire

because the student

symbolic rapresentation of something new,

did not hage,to briA together inferences

rom a wide'range of experieneds, he, flound it lacking in four

ther areasi It was highly dependent on cognitive skills and

verbal abilities, the move from understanding to action was

=s
,large and often not underiaken by the student, And motivation

to learn was weak and forced the- teacher to use extrinsic

48,
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'-inotivations such as grades. A verbal structure of knowledge

is more apt to be forgotten,-Coleman believed, whereas a

structure oexperientially acquired knowledge (through

action) was retained longer."

Coleman feltthat the experience-processin Mode

of learnihg provided answers, to all three of these-objections.

4.

.
,

Though he did not' reject information-assimilatiop as a means

of learning he did feel that experiential learning could be

used to overcome the three main weakheises of traditional

instruction.

A!With experiential teaching the student s thaetbred

the principle through action rather than simply verbally.
..

,

Therefore, the ability_to apply the principle in future
At

action should follotnaturally. In additior,,Coleman be-

f lieved, that knowledge of prihciples based. on action ,was re-
C5

0

,tfned%lopgar'thah one that was purely symbolic.

k 1-6Plemanpoihtec-Out\ that. the transmission and as.,

$

similarion cfl*thbols, uedielt\tarpal, cOuld not be done

1 thatlaesiequally w by

depended greatly on It

skills

0.0111,- of verbal,, information

learnerls4linguistic background and -
....

.

In the words of Colemani

...there is .a cost to the.Compressioh of 840-
rience thiroVA language, the cost that lies
in the inc thpletely understood language, de-
'facts in t e.chains of associatipns that fha----

-A 'words may ring, defects in the4OroceEqing of
information stored in the rote' of wards and
their assciations. The cost lies in the de-
pendence f this process of learning on` prior 'N\

learning of a complex systeM of symbols. When
this set of symbols, and the skills of

p

50
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manipulating it, are poorly.learned, then learning,
through information assimilaton.with symbolic
medium must itself be poor. (CoMman, 1974; page .

10.)
\

Coleman believed'-that languageind the manipulation
.

of symbols 'were not sufficient .midia for a true learning ex-

perience. Language must be supplemented by experience.

final difference in the area of learning outcomes

between the traditional model of instruction and the social .

simulatioh game model of learning is in the area of motiva-

tion. Coleman theorized that in the..schdol model of learning,

where Students are taught by "instructig0, the teachers were

not primarily interested in'Creating motivation that leads.a

student to actively assimilate the information transmitted td

him. The student is assumed to be already motivated or.that

the material will remain with him until he ha's future use of

it. Grades are used to serve as temporary motivation. j

In,the experiential model of learning the game)moti-

vates the student to seek knowledge. Even'though in a game

i

the learning is incidental to the student's achievement of a
4

goal, self-motitiation seems to lead to retention of prin-

ciples-and the desire to acquire further Information. 7 .

Coleman believed that 'the reason this took 'pla awas Watthe

student', -------,-

.

becomes motivated to pick up more, and more
. informationlpbout the new environmental con-
text that enables the action to take place
more efficiently. (Coleman, .1968, page 17.)

The reason that Coleman stresses gaming ios that at the outse-
____

of the game the student must-learn the rules in order to play.

.

5
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.Since action occurs at the beginning of the
sequence rather than at the end, the:ne for
learning exists from the beginning. If he
learner ia to gain his ends through the action,

) , he must learn whatever 'is necessary to'guide
.

his action.b, ref this reason, motivation is
seldom a problem with experiential learning,
while teachersNaften see it as the major prob.
lem of leaning in school. (Coleman, 1974,
page 134)

In. a sense the student learns motivation through playing the

gafue. He learns a goal, the goal meaningfUl C him,

and he seeks information'to attain it.
ak

Coleman recommended that both methodsof teaching

be used in conjunction with Bach other but more. attention be

paid to using games first for the principle ofL motivation.

It would seem to follow, from Coleman's theory that students

who were especially weak in motivation, or for whom grades

wete not the ideal form of motivation, would-particularly be.

nefit from,the axe riential method of teaching.

A reVi of Coleman's Work gave numerous and use-
. 4

ful insights-in the process 'of learning experientially ver-
y

sulthe tradit nal information method. Coleman's hypothesis

is that there re benefits to be gained in experiential, le4arn

rp

ing which are not present in the traditional situation.
-

, Coleman outlined four steps basic for the acquidi-
j

tion of true learning. The four steps were: (1) participa-
\

tion in an activity in which the student must'achieve a gOal

through his own act/on, (2) understanding the action, (3)-
fk

generalizing about,cause and effect relationships or 'whatever'

process or content the aCtivity was intended to portray, and

(4) application. to a new' situation. The entire_ process of

-t

a
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r
learning&dan be expressed by the student non-yerbal y, although

post-game observations, such as what happened and w y, are sig-

nificant learnilig experiences for the student.
, c"

.

Coleman indicated.that the strength of his method is

that.the student is immediately, from the onset of the acti.

vity, forced to. -pay attention, think, act, and thus-at least

learn an appropriate pattern of behavior that perves in the

activity. Since participation in the.game is its ownrewardi

the'studentwants to participate and the motivation is inter-
.

nal. The skills 'verbal /nonverbal, learned through action,

hava transfer value to similar life situation Moreover,

the student retains this knowledge better than.in the tracti-
,

Ntional classroom model.

In contrast, Coleman believed that in the tradition-

. .
al mode using the four steps of, ansmission, assiMiiation by

discussion, generalization by discussion and applicoption,

there are-four significant weaknesses. In the tradition4X .

mode the 'acquisitidh of verbal and aymbolic knowledge may

take place at a faster rate, howeyer, the-latudent may ryil;t be

able to'apply.the principle learned'or'to recognize it in a

4 .

life situation. Coleman believed that traditional modes rely:,

heavily on the ability of the 'student to assimilate verbal in-

formation, thus the student who isweak in verbal skillawdoes

poorly in the traditional_classroom. Inasmuch 'as in the tra-

ditional classroom motivation to learn (grades) is extrinsic,

relatOd to the subject, his.desire to seekknowledge is

not stimulated. Colem0 also believed that retention of,
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principles was probab4brshorter when they were taught in the

traditional mode.

However Coleman does not advocate discarding,iradi-
.

tional methods (symbolic information-transmission-assimilation

modes) but that experiential methods fihould come prior to it.

He indicated that the attitudes gained in experiential teach.

_ing, e.g% self-motivattpn, application, will have transfer
/

value. Thus, by combining methods, the student will expieri-

ence greater success imthe,trad#ional classroom as well.as

in life situations.

*

THE ANALYSISOF R.M. KOLBR.ELATING TO EXPERIENTIAL LkARNING

Koib's analysis of learning by experience provided

additional theoretical knowledge of how studerits learn from

experience. His views yielded information particul, useful

in adapting experiential learning processes to the strengths

a. nd weaknesses of particular learning- styles.
t. .,

". ..,.
_ . .

).
Kdlb believed that learning from experience'odcurred

in four stages, each of whiCh involved different activities= ;
--%

.tg

and learning. styles on the part of the learnei. o(Figure 3.1) o
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Concrete Experience (CE)

Concrete Experiences

Air

Active Expertmentation" (AE),

Testing of Implications of

Concepts in new Situations
1

Reflective Observation (RO)

Observation and Reflection

Abstract Conceptualization (AC)

Formation of,Abstract Concepts and Generalizations

,

FIGURE 3.1-

The Experiential,Learnih model

Learning from experience started with the student involved -in

a concrete experience (CE), thed he'must observe and reflect

on it (R0), then abstract. generalizations (A ) and finally a0-

ply these to a concrete situation (AE). All four ofthese

learning styles or activities must be'used at different times

to achieve maximymlearning from experience.

Kolb also outlined the types of methods which the
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teacher could-use to implement the foOeltages of experiential

learning. (FiQire 3.2)
I.

Student Has Concrete Experience (CE)
Clinical, laboratory, role playing,
.game'dimulation, film of concrete

. experiences,- observations of con-.
crete eXperienceiv'itructured
exercisei:

Student.Attively Experi-
meAts with Theory of Intel-
ledtudyodel (AE)
Appri s theory in clini-
cal situation, laborato-
ry, role*playing, struc-

' tured exercises, game
simulation, creates and
implements structured
exercise.

0

Student Reflects on Observa-
tion From Co crate Experi-
ence (RO)
"Cless-discussione small
grdup discussion, post

Sk conference, writing paper
on observations, indivi-
dual discussions with
instructor, written log.

Does AbstraCt Conceptualization

istene to lectures and asks questions,
writes\paperslasd,presentation as '

individu 1 or group on intellectual
model or eorn Makes film or tape,
reads text, andouts, etc., see film,
hears tapes, scusseaconcedts with
anindividual or group.

"Th Figure 3.7---

`Model for Learning Experience .Design
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The teacher gives a learning experience and encourages involve-

ment, makes it'possibl or the student to observe and reflect

on,Ahat he has experienced, encourages abstract conceptuali-

'zation through other activities and finally sees to the re-.

application of ideas.

In the first stags (concrete experience) the teacher

can prov,ide any of these experiences: role playing, game sia

mulation, film of concrete experience, observations-of con-

crete experiences, structured experiences, or.a laboratory or

clinical-experience. JheSia experiences are action oriented,

that involve learning by doing, and problem solving for the

learnei. They are chosen by the teacher to enable the student

to generate his own data about a key conceptthat would other-

wisey,in a lecture method, be presented in an abstract manner.

The next step in the process of learning from-expe-

rience involved the student in observing end reflecting on

what happened.' (Reflective observation)). This is an induc-
t' ''

tive stage during which the learner is called on to become

aware and to recognize what happened during the first stage of

learning. This new data included observations, actions,

lings ,and reactions.
At.

---',---Theleerher then entered a stage of learning in

which he thinks of principles, concepts, hypotheses or gene-
,

ralizatioris. (Abstract conceptualization). This called for
'-

the learner to generalize, use logic, conceptualize, and use

other thinking rational processes in combining and abstracting

-from the data revealed in step 2.

.
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In stage 3 learning during which thei,,istudent did

abstract Conceptualization, the student could /listen to lec-

tures, -ask questions, 'write papers, make a clss presentation

as an individual or-group on intellecOal nodall or theory,
..

. , .

e
make fili Or tape, read text, handout etc:, see film, hear

:45

tape, discusd concepts with an individual or group. Koib in-

co
.

dicated.that the group cld process the pooled nbservatioris,

. feelings, reactions that were aroused from the original con-.

crate experience and brought out in stage 2. , From this data,

the grOup-could

...attempt to pull out common threads and
-f generalizations linked tcrother similar-

situations The resulting concepts pro-
vide the fourth.stage of the learning model.

1974, page 39.)

I

Kolb noted- that .the types of 'activities that the

1 teache;,could provide the student with to facilitate stage 2

.-learning (Observationi\and Reflections) were class discussion,

small group discussion, post conference, writing paperS'on

observations, individual discussions with instrdctor and

written log.

Kolb particularly stressed the value 1Of pooling

_responses, observations, etc., pf.individuals with those of

others.
. .

The sharing of individual observations and
,

reflections is an important part of the
learning Orocesi. Each person-his the op-
portunity to teat his personal reactions -

and observations to a given_ experience with
a numberof others and he-gives-others the \
opportunity to test their reactions against
his. The more open,' sharing there is', the'

,

greater,Ls the data from Which the entire
group can learn. (Kolb, 1974, page 40.)

...

t.'
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v
',The fourth Step- irirthe experiential process is" the

application stage. Ft ere the Student actively seeks similar

situations, tests and applies his principles in a new

:instance.

In tq,fourth stage of learning/the student active-

.
/I

,

ly experiments. The teacher could help the student apply

his concept and theorize inia'variety of ways, in role play,

lab, clinidal setting, game simulation, or he could create
4

V and implement a structured exercise. It was up to him, the

i

''' which the responsibility for seekihb'hew concrete experiences

lay wIththe/stpOeht,___not the teacher, and thus initiate a
i t `. .

new learnifig cycle. Kolb was interested in.giving the stu- -

, , _.,

. - .

dent, t Sponsibility foi his own learning thus stimulating
v e

.

sel f/directed learning. He anticipated that each student's
/ '

.
.

needs and goals would-lead him in different directions.

/ //
/

student,/to seek new experiences commensurate with his needs.

Kplb, stressed that the fourth stage is one in

,

he direction thilt-learning takes is go-
verned by one's,felt needs and goals. We
seek- experiedces that are related to our
goals, interpret them, in light of our goals,
and form' co*epts and test implications of
these concepts that are rele?Jant to our
felt needs and goals. '(Kolb, 1974, page 28.)

Kolb indicated, the learner should probably ini-
i

y-1

tiate a neW cycle all over ageid,

...this learning cycle is continuously recur-
ring in living human beings. Man continuously

0 tests his concepts in experience and modifies
-teem as a result of hiS observation of the
ekperience. In a very.impprtant sense, all
learning is relearning and all education is
re-education. Kolb, Rubin and McIntyre, 1974,
page 28.)
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Ari8ther advantage that Kolb saw for his model was

that it generated principles that were useful to the student',

and which were specific rather than 'abstract, since they

were based on knowledge derived from concrete experience.

Kolb studied the work of psychologists such as

Bruner, 1966; Kris, 1952; Kagan, 1964; Harvey, Hunt and

Schroeder, 1961 and others, and incorporated their findings

and theories with his own model. From their findings je de-

duced particular learning abilities needed by the student

in each stage oft the process of experiential learning.

/- Kolb noted 'that the qualities required by the

earner fos step 1 (Concrete Experience) and step 3 (For-
,

to/
mation of Abstract Concepts and Generalizations) require to-

,

tally different intellectual and emotional qualities on the\,,,,,

part of the learner. In the concrete experience one must .

lose one's reflective state and immerse oneself in the expe-

rience, one talks of-"losing oneself" 'in a book or a

movie. Conversely in the third stage (Formation of Abstract
4

Concepts and Generalizations) the ability.-Wo understand

inset
1one's experience requires ability to assume a mental ,

detach-0e ego from the outer world, to account for acts to
,

oneself, to verbalize the account, to grasp the essential of
. .

a given whole. Kolb, did not place a value judgement on

__either ability4 simply noted that both were necessary:

"Abstractness 1.s not exclusively good and concreteness

excluiively bag." (Kolb, 1973,, page 29.)

The other two characteristics reoruired in learning

60
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that are opposed, are reflective observation and active expe-
f

rimentation. 'Kolb notes that,

Rdflection tends to inhibit action and vice versa.
...very active orientations toward learning situ-.
ations inhibit reflection and thereby preclude
the development of analytic concepts. (Kolb,
1973, page 29.)

Thus .Kolb found two dialectics in the four stage

experiential learniAg proce4s. One was,

...the tension between actively testing the
implications of one's hypdthesis and re-
flectively interpretihg data already collected.
(Kolb, 1975, page 29.)

4 The other was the tension between detached thinking and

{

active involvement.

Kolb stated that a111 of these abilities, while they

tend to be contradictory, nd create tensions within the

learner, are necessary fo growth and learning.
1)4

The nature of the learning process is such
that opposing perspectives, action and re-
flection, Concrete involvement and analytical
tetachment are all,essentials of optimal
learning., When one perspective comes to
dominate others, learning effectiveness is
reduced... From this we can Conclude that
the most effective learhing systems are
those that can-tolerite differences in
perspectives. (Kolb, 1973, page 31.)

For optimal learningiallof these mental, sets should

be equal. adwever, Kolb theorized that this seldom happened.

The differing background of the students, e.g.-, heredity and

e"

environment, predisposed them to strengthhand weaknesses in

each area.

Kolb felt it, imperative that the student be aware of

his strengths2and weaknesses in order to maximize his learning
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capacities. He developed an instrument to measure these vari-

ous capabilities called the Learning Style Invenory 1LSI)

which could be used by the. Wiacher and students as a wo, rking

tool strengthening the experiential learning process. .(See.

LSI, Appendix A.)

The LSI developed by Kolb is- a simple self-
.

descriptive inventory that is designed to malOure an indivi-

dual's strengths and weaknesses, as a learner. It measured an

individual's relatives emphasis on the foUr learning abilities

- conc e Experience (CE), Reflective Observation (R0), ,
k't

Abstm t Conceptualization (AC), and Active Experimentation
t

(AE). It has been administered to Massaohusetts Institute of

Technology and Harvakd graduate students'in management and

'norms establish. ,Validity and reliability were apparently
41

satisfactory..

Attempts at replication at Miami -Dade Cbmmunity Col-
.

lege - North Campus by John Scerba (1975) were unsuccessful,

only a 0.38 test-retest reliability was found for the test re-

administeked after a two-week interval. The test was not suc-

. 0
cessful at Miami-Dade Community College - North Campus, be-

cause the students lacked the verbal ability of the Harvard

and MIT graduate students. .Mhen the researcher explained the

terms used in the LSI and administered the test to'hisstu-
,

'dents, the students reported that the test did,-itideed, ihdi-

cate their 'learning styles. This piints out to /the author',

that use of the' LSI with simpler terms insert 'd can be a 0.i

ful tool, in experiential education at the community college
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level. Inasmuch as the correlation between learning styles

and actual teaching ,methods-seem to be great and are of utmost

importance to the community college teacher; student learning

Cr characteristics Were researched and findings are presented in

Chapter, VI. This data Will be further discussed in Chapter

VII, "Findirigs and Implications.".

Kolb i!viewed the role of the teacher in the experien-
--.7---...

tial learning proce as a.facilitator. The teacher helps

students.to experience irvan immediate,personal way' the phe-

nomenon of the field. He provides observational scherlitriand

perspectilies, by which to observe these experiences. He

stands ready with alternative theories and concepts as stu-

dents attempt to assimilate their observations into their own

conceptions of reality. He assists the student in deducing 41

_implications of concepts and in designing new "experiments"
L 1

to test-.these implications ,through practical real.world ex-

)

, periences: (Kolb, 1973, page 39.)

To conclude,gKolb provided a theoretical model of

the steps involved in experiential,teaching and learning. He

depletes' it as a four stage process that moved from actual

situation, to observetionoto conceptuaiizetTon.and

zation, to testing the c nbepit,in actibm...At this point ,the

entire:cycle of learning begips anew as the student eXRari-

eneS'and reflects on what the implications orhis concepts
,

_zip experience, Mere for him. He indicated exercises that the

teacher Could provide at every step ta i'Mplemerkt'the process.

63
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He noted what through use of this model, concept's that-wOuld

be abstract in traditional teaching, would note be .specific

0 1
__Ind serve thestUd4nt in ways that were meaningful to him.

It waswas the student'kresponsibility tot, test the,implicaticins

of his knowledge in aCtion.

'Kolb further-vnthesized from research the ldarn-

ing.abilities needed for each step in his learning model.

He noted that the abilities required for each step were dif-

ferent and somewhat contradicted eachother.

Kolb noted opposing strengths and weaknesses on

the part of individual studerits.

Kolb found that another virtue of the experiential

learning model was that it helped the student become a bet-
.

a

ter learner by requiring him to use all his abilities in

leaning from experience. Kolb believed his method would

hajt greater transfer outside of the clasproom than

the.traditional model. He believed that it was of the'ut-

most importance that students have the skills to apply that

which they learned, indeed learning for'Kolb was not so much

a memorization of specific ideas as the ability to adapt to

the constantly changing demands of _jobs and careers in a' ,

e

constantly changing 'world.

Today's highly successful manager or adminis-
trator is distinguished not so much by any
single set of knowledge or skills but by his
'ability to. adapt to and master the changing
demands of his job and career, his
ability to learn. The,same is true for suc-
cessful organization-S.: -Continuing success
in a changing wor10 requires an ability to
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0

explore new opportunities and le rn frbm past
successes and failures. 1Kolb.,.. 973, page 27.)

Kolb developed the Learning Styles Inventory (LSO.,

as',a simple self=desailitive-inventory of learning strengths

and weaknesses. When the LSI was used at MIT and -Harvard it
4

was successful; however,-attempts to use this at the communil

ty college where this study is being prepared failed,it'Wes

believed, due to inadequate student preparation.

Jolb's concepts seem clee enough that a modified

instrument can be prepared and, even without an,instrument,

the insight provided by Kolb into experiential iearning,' to-
.

,gether with. practical suggestions and the 'example of this

textbook (Kolb, 1973) were found to be of great aid in the

design of an experiential approach to learning.
)

THE ANALYSIS BY RON STRADSKLEV RELATING TO
EXPERIENTIAL TEACHING TECHNIQUES.

Stradsklev wrote Handbook of Simulation Gaming in

Social Education (1974). Part 3 is a textbook and Part 2 a

directory of over 700 "games" to be used in experiential

education. In Part 1, he explained the learning theory of,

experiential education, its goals, and offered practical ad-

vice on conducting and debriefing games.. His comments ap-
,

peered to be' representative of those offered by many other

sources consulted and reflected clearly the advice of one'
4

,with extensive field experience. In addition, Stadsklev of

fared a model in which five frequently used. techniques were
')

defined; (1) learning games, (2 role playing, (3) instruc-i

tional Tes, (4)'eocial simulations and (5)'simulation

65
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.

, . games, accoiding2todominant charactaTisti-Ce and implications
,.----:

of these-techniques for experiential learning., (Figure 40.).

Stadsklev examined, classified and cOmmtnted on thEI,value and

use of these games and techniques.

Their usefulnels in experiential learhing is obvious.

4

ISIMULATION GAME

OCIAL SIMULATION

Social Model
Role Taking

41.

Iriliet PLAYING

Role Taking

1

Simulation

Direction
0

FIGURE 3.3

INSTRUCTIONAL GAME

'Drill_
Game'

LEARNING GAME

Game

Ceming

Direction

Autotelic Inquiry Techniques

Source: Adapted from ,Stadsklev, 1974, page 6.
6
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These techniques are ranked in his diagram (Figure

3.3) in a hierarchy from simple at the bottom to complex as

one proceeded to the top and in which techniques on the.eft

-side were classified as simulation techniques (Socio-dramaip

and techniques on the right as games. On the simulation side

the<participants are'involved'in vicariouseXperience and on

the gaming side an\blanipulating concrete objects such as game

markers, dice and game boards. (
On the'simulation_(left) side the lowest position

was occupied by role playing, in which participans took end-.

acted ilut roles in a simplescehario. -Role playing involved,

"...practice or
.
experience of 'being someone else' or of be-

ng oneself in a new situatio. n." Moving up from role playin

i4"soclal simulation. In social simulgtion the participant

takes & role "within the context of a Comparatively complex

social Model of an actual or hypothetical social proceis."

(Stadsklev', l974; 'Sage 7.) .Stadsklev noted that itWqp

cult to khow when the simple social scenario graduated("'into .

the more complex modal of the social system:,

On the right side cif the diagram one first ec
- -o

countered learning games. Stadsklev gavenClark Abt's definioT

tio'n of a game: "...te game 1.4.11 contest ("play) amok t adVer-

saries (players) operating under constraints(rules),for an

objective (winning)..." Stadsklev added, a learning One was°

II ...any bimple-exercise whicK,lif Affectively analyied, leads.
P

participants to learn something .about themselves and tHeix-

' terperSonal relationships." Above the learning game in
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1.

plexity, were instructional games:

Instructiocial games present knowledge or
information in a gaming process, and one
must gain some cognitive understanding of
this information in order to function well ,

in the game. (Stadsklev, 1974, page 8.)

lin addition to the game element%, learning games had.the added

element of practicer.'
..,

.
7,

At the top of the;diagram, Stadsklev placed the si-
.

, - ,

mulation game. This position, he feltp.represented'its.com-
c ',...

/
plexity, and combination' of gaming elementslInd social model-

-.-1,-
,.ing. i

0

-
.

;.
.

..

, A simulation game, Wran is a,soOhisticated
, 1%

'!technique ii7tvolving"ridte tak4Al_within'the
context of 'a 'comparatively C6415.1eX''social ,

, model of an actual' or hypothetical S6cial
pro-Cass-in "lled-into-game-for0.

4 )
-.A

/What is uni ui simulation' games is
/theattempt'to merge a social simulation

: with an.iostzuctional game in order to
receive thewbenefit of both techitliques .,
in trying to reach the participants and
facilitate an autotelic experience.
(Stadsklev;974,

,
page 8.) -

StadsklevOndibatiWihai the five experiential ,,,

--,

techniquesOisaUssed by himwhicii most4peorie would classify '
1

'..
' /

as either a socio-drama or gamey, arti'distinduished by

fact that they --sra-expaziencas-irr---wh-ich;° the activities of the

student are self-directed toward a meaningf4 end., The stu-

dent becomes engaged in these and warts to do well .either_

because he becomes genuinely interested in, it, or it relates

directly to a felt needloritoverlies an area of his experience.
tf,

Because of the self directing, self Motv6ting properties Of

these techniques he termed them " autotelic inquiry techniques."

4
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As'a result of these autotelic techniques students learn

through directly experiencinthe'results of their actions,

by coping with their environment rather than by<being taught

through verbalization.

Stadsklev in his textbcpkressed that experien-,

tial methods were particularly good for'teaching.p6 rOcesses

rather than content. He noted the techniques were usefUl
ir

for developing. .

P
,

...learners, not learned-people who are able
to solve problem,s, make decisions; and find
answers; not people \who are merely fullof
information. (Stadsklev, 1974, page 5.)

Stadsklev stressed,that, unlesstha gamewas pro-.
.

perly debriefed, students would niit acquire the opportunity

to learn how to think
\

...a good,,debriefing sessio" can help all
participants to become' more effective
thinkers, by providing a structured opportunity
to practice the skills necessa y for clear,
rational thinking. (Stadsklev 174, page 44.)

He stressed that unless analytical thinking was. used to'

process the information ,gained froM the experience of playing

the gable the learning from games would generally not occur.$

Stadsklev divided the debriefing of experiential

learning' through gaming into ,four parts. ble,first step was

"Experience.:, After the game the teacher would help the stu-

dent express %hat he was trying to do in the game. The stu-

dent should give an overall statement in which he tried to

explain what he was trying to do in the
,.gami'experience....,'

,

The ,next step was "Identity", in which the teacher
ca
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Would help-the students to look at the experience and describe

it. They could then, explain the Asymbolism in the game, try

to describe their feelings and reactions, look at facts or b

other-types of data. The teacher might ask questions
'

tions such as
-

i .

. 1

i
,2

i
1

"How did you feel when...?" "What did you say when..-. ?"

"What did he do when you...?" "These types of questions draw

a

out the'eXperiences of the students.
7

The third step was "Analyze."' The'inptructor would

help the student think about the outcomes, analyze the cause

and effect relationships and explore the results of alter-

native actions. The teacher, after listing data, might ask,

"Whit rel tionships did you see in this dater "What probleMs .

did you fac and how did you attempt to meet them?" "How were

you affedted by this happening?" "Why did this result in...?".

Students could be grouped by the roles they played and asked

to discuss the problems and solutioris. Sclutphs-whicn'did\

not occurto individual players were often generated.

The fourth step was "Generalize." In this step the'

instructor was to help the students draw conclusions that
,

would be valid and help him cope with his environment more
--,

1

successfully. At this point in the debriefing,
.-

...the students hadenerated a great deal of
data .about what happened in the,Igame, why it
happened, how they reacted and felt# and what
they were thinking, They are ready now to re-
Elect on that data and draw conclusions about
the learning they derived from, the game expe-'
rience. (Stadsklev, 1974y page 55.)

The teacher would assist the students in drawin.g con-
. -

clusions'from the game end supporting these conclusions by
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citing experiences within-the,game. They were then asked to
.

consider .the applicability of the-se conclusions ,in the real

world.

Student participation in this phase ofl,the de-

//
,c-lbriefing could be- increaSed:byasking'fqr answers to the 7/

question, "Anyone playing -this game is likely to conclude."'

or it could be made a homework assignment in which the stu-

dent must also validate his answers by using the above model.

Sharing conclusions and supporting data would lead to dis-

agreements, especially if the teacher brings these out.
a

Further empirical data for the conclusions woad be sought

in additional assigftments.

The extent-of the debriefing would vary with the

length and complexity of the gape. A simple closed- mo.del

game would need no mor than a few well- chosen questions to

"Crystalize the two or three"learnings about reality that'.

are built-into the nodel."' (Stadslev," 1974, page 56.)

more complex games in.which_participants have to' deal with

an overwhelming number of ekperiences, thoughts_and feelings

that otherwise might never get sorted Aut in a meaningful

way may be analyzed step by step in the Aebriefing process.

outlined above.

Stadsklevprovided examples of a variety of other
,

debriefing techniqUes, all of which'were used to challenge *

...4 . . .

. ,

students capabilities to analyze and apply,solutiona.-With

each he game an example of its use with*a specific game in-
-

cluding model dialdgues. These e amples included a model of
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how to identify conflicts and provideda etructue to 'help cla-

r'ify and resolve conflicts. It include listing and tallying

agreement with conflicting conclusions, pur6uing documentation

1
through research,, and bringing in a type of discussion involve

1 l' '

,.,

i .
;

i.'ng a Moral value. .The
,

Model was designed to focus more on

the process ofcommunication °and. conflict resolution than on

content.

Another model of a debriefing process incorporated

techniques for surfacing feelings. In "You Said It"r partic/-

pants were encouraged to project their own ideas, personal-

ities and cultural'mores into the experftnce of a game auch as

starpower. This method stressed the'use,of direct quotes as

data from which groups would deVelob their conclusions. Still

another-model illustrated how to use "analytical questions"

with a game such as Ghetto. These are questions that are

close-ended, focus only on conclusions and asked for data to

support them. He noted the drawbacks and advantages of not

asking the student to deal with the way it, was in the real

world. Another technique he illustrated was "What's they

,Question7" Students take turns providing data and having the

rest of the class guess the, question the data would.answer. j

The'data and the "conclusions are then shared so that new rela-

tionships can be evolved.

A final technique was tbvshopw.. h .stUdents a filM

or give a reading assignmerit and ask then to list the things
.

that happened in their game that alsotappened,in the film Or

book.

'7.,

7
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The gaming and debriefing process evolved, by Stu-
-4.

dents, requiring the active participation of the-stiudent, is

of primary importance f
v

he ekperientially oriented

teacher;

To conclude, Stadsklev viewed experiential educe.

tion as primarily serving, to teach processes, that is the

learning of analytical skills and how to cope with the envi.1

--ronment He noted that this was learning during the de-

briefingiarocess and described five steps that ultimately

allowedstudents to validate or seek further evidence for

,conclusions aswell as compare experiences, problems and so-

lutions. The instructor serves as a facilitator for learn-

: ing, allowing the student to draw his own concl,usiens, and

furnish his own proofs. He not a dispenser of-inform-

ation and as much as a skilled questioner, and facilitator_

6

of learning experiences.

From descriptions that Stadsklev gives af a

,variety of debtlefing processes in which he included nume-

rous dialogues, it is clear that if the classroom is axperi-

ential, he conceives of it as a place for dialogue, Contra-

versy, 'challehge, Compromise, reality testing, and other
0

activities which are designed to test the students' powers

of.thought and inquiry.

Stadsklev singled out five types of experiential

,eechniquest (1) learning'games, (2) instructional games,

(3) role playing, (4) social simulations and (5) simulation .

games, as noteworthy for their autotelicor self-motivating,
.5trt9s.1%

73
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self-directing characteristics which are valued in experiential

education. He furthermore, made generalizations about each one

that helped the ,teacher in providing just the type(of experi-

ence'he wanted for his

7

4
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CONCLUSIONS

62

This Chapter revieWeland summarizes the philosophy

and analysis of Dewey, Coleman, Kolb and Stadsklev's Wprks

experiential eduCation.' In `addition some of their obl.

jections to traditional education in its failure to achieve'

"real learning"'have been presented.,

Their views yielded a variety of perspective n,

the philosophy of experiential education, theories ofolea n-
,

ing analysis of the learning process and recommended me>

thods of implementation. Their opinions and recommendations

have significant implication for eAperieqtial teaching and
4

* -----,-,)_

learning on the community collage level, since they'present 1

/
,

and define what learning is and how it-should t4ke plade.
.i-

Ttbugh each author emphasizes different aspects of

-educational philosophy and methodology there was found to be,
N f

v

general agreement that the following steps were/npcessary
t . .

for. the learning=experience and must ba understood by thze

teacher.

1) Action is the key tO'all learning, therefore the stu-

dent must be involved in a situation which requires his

,/

,,participationt-etg., gaming, simulation, rola$iaying,

etc.

The next step is that the,student take note of and ana-

lyze the various elements of the situations he has expe-

rienced. c.He must be awarg.of the consequenpes of,his

actions and their casual r ationships.

0.
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3) The above e60.steps should lead to his being able to make

general or abstract
Ak
principles.

4) He should be able to test hips findings by seeking new

problems or by- the instructor assisting him, in structur-

ing new situations, thus returning to action and starting

the learning cycle anew.

All researchers agreld-that the concept of learning

is cyclical in that one starts from the concrete, goes

through the various steps and returns to'the life situation

for new experiences and principles.

.,--
What then is the significance'for the experiential

-',,,'

-'1. 'teeCher'in.these findings?
1,.,

;....,

.-?

1.,-.-t The teacher should conceive of himself as a facilitator,

rather than a dictator, who, whenever possibl shduld
.

use autote) iilic.situatons, e.g,, those in wh cn the acti-

vities of the student are self directed to and a meaning-

ful end. Some situatiora discusded in t s chapter' are

role playing, social simulation, gaming and simultion

gaming. All f these activities invol e active partici-.

pation on the part d the student.

2) There is a rich.variety of situatio s that'the teacher

Can use depending on what-concepts or processes he would

like the student to generalize from.

3). All researchers agree that students can.only become in-

volved in, can learn from, a situation that he accepts
. .

Os genuine. Thus, it is up to the experientially oriented
_

..--

teacher to have-a true 'rapport with students so that he or
4

7C -
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she can structui role playing, eta., that is meaningful
-,.

to them. :, . 1

:ft4) -Kolb, Coleman, and Stadsklevj all agree that, unless the

\ y student anlalyies his experiences`,' he iuill4ot be able tO.
.

1"

profit froM them..eild thus ta, apply theM. Kolb and''

Stadsklev provide a variety of techniques for the teach-

,

%._ er to use ti leading the student to discover and test

underlying)principlest and emphasize that the teacher

should be careful not to impose his views, ,thus inhibit-

ing the student's response.

5) Dewey stressed the social nature of learning and the

other researchers agrele that interaction among students_

is necessary to the learniry process. Here the utmost
.)

skikl on therAioart of the: experiential. teacher, to keep

3...

this a meaningful-process is required.
, .

.-,
.

6) Another area that Dewey and Coleman stressed was that,

Itexperiential techniques are.used, the_ student is im7 -
-...

. .: .,

mediatelyftmotivated,.to succeed and, because he wants to-
..

-.3, succeed', observes ' analyzes, generalizes, test44 hypo-
,

0L

thesis," seeks new' infoymatioo, etc:. *

7)
u

All authars_agree'that.there is' a probability `that prin-

oldies learned throUgh action, are more likely to, be ap-

plied an& remembered--than those learned through tradi-
,

tiona information-transmission techniques.. Indeed,.

Colem tates that, though traditional information-
.

transmissipispchniques resulted in faster learning of
.

tT:4

symbolically stxuctippd information, there is often a'

6
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breakdown in,the fourth step; to make the transition from

that _which is known intellectually to that which is

applied. ,

Kolb evolved'a theo6, and method which may have

significant implicatio4S for the experientia;llyc 94ented

teacher. He postulated four types of learning abilities

which are analogous to the four steps that are netessary for

complete experiential learning: (1).action, (2) analysis,

(3) generalization, (4) application. He noted that people
o

need all these abilities in order for optimum adaptation td*

reality to take place. However, he realized that individuals

will have varying strengths and weaknesses in each area.

Thus,_one student, will be-able to immerse himself in action
o

but have difficulty in analyzing, while the reverse may Cgs,
a

true of another student. But since a degree of competOnce is

necessar)rin all areas, it is important that the student and

teachez?'.be aware of specific. weaknesses" and strengths. He

developed an instrument which he termed the Learning Style

Inventor (LSI). Though there has been some question as to
.

its a cability on the community college level, this auttllr-
.

feels that, with some medificatiOnOt cah be an invaluable

tool for the experientially oriented teacher.

The unify.ing thread underlying4the work of all

these authors is the 'assumption that knowledge gained through

analysis arid testing in experience.will'result in the type of

person who is a learner, not a memorizer. By this we mean

someone who will seek new experiencea, successfuly analyze

7 b
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and apply principles, be an autonomous person, adaptable and

independent, capable of meeting the demands-of a continually

changing world.

YO

I
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-CHAPTER IV

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS .%

Since Sociar,-SCienCeq01 is a cobrse for both tler-

minal and transfer students, the,ent6ilment will ) made up

of a cross section of the-entirel,student body. Therefore,

the spectrum of needs, Gels; abilities, interests'end back-

.ground'will present a tremendous range. The Social Science

101 teacher Should not expect a homogeneous group.- In\drder
. 0.

to' cope with this multileveled group the teacher will need
.

a wide variety of instruct onal skills.

,

In order for the; eacherf to construct a meaningful

experiential approach it would be important to investigate

the characteristics of .the students which teachers will n-

doubtedly encounter. in this course.

fl

0

ln order to find out the characteristics of stu=

dents attending Miami-Dade Community College - North Campus,

for which this study was being prepared, demographic and

statistical infOrmation was sought. Other -student character-
.

,1

istics, such as income,sex, ethnic gfoup, types of programs

enrolled in, whether enrolletfull or part-tin-1e and the nue-
I

.

ber of hours 'worked, were investigated. Information regard-

ing-family educationa,1 and economic background was alsirfert

to be, pertinent and was sought.

Needs, abilities and ,interests of A Aciate in
.

Xrts (A.A.) students and Associate in Science (A.S.) students
, .

4 -,'
were-researched. A friajor'findlng was that A.S. students out-

,

.
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_r-

number A.A. students, Academic skills and attitudes df the

students found in the community college.werWalso explored.

All of the above research was done with the purpose of, deter- ,

mining their implication& for experiential education.
s

age

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDEN

In 1969, 59..9 percent of all students attending

BY -SEX

Aiami-Dade Community College )were male and 38.2 percen a-
%

male. In the Fall of 1975, 55.9 percent. were male and 44..

. peicent female. ,(Chart 4.1). Comparison of the preceding, fi-

-gures indicates that the disproportionate ratio of male to
Mot

female students has disappeared resulting in a nearly, even
oto.

ratio of students.

ThEr-ratio of males to females studying for an As-

sociate in Arts, Associate in 8cience, enrolled in occupa-

tional careers, or undecided was also studied. (See Table

4.1.2,,Women.students outnumbered' male students in the

A.S. program. Otherwise, the highest proportion of male

students were found in A.A. or undecided-categories.

TABLE ', 4.1

Program Enrollment's Distributed by Sex of
Student- Fai Term 1975-76

Prdgram . .
Sex . Total by

---Pqra m4 ,

;Male % female %

AA Degree Prograrh 58.4 ' 41.6 31.8.

AS Degree Program 48..8 51.2 22.,8

Occupational Careers ,56.7 43.3 18.1

Undecided 58.4 41.6 27.3

car Miami-Dade Community College, November 8; 1975,
page 1..

0 1
t../ A.
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DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT$ BY' AGE

'In 1970 the average age of all students taking,

69

sograss for credit at.the -Community college for which this

curriculum was designed was 23 (Miami Herald'', march 28, 19761

-2D). The average age was 26 by 1976 and in 1970-7a the av41-
.

age age of full-time students was 19. In 1976 it was 23.

(Miami alpaId, March 28, 1976, 20).

Palenchak reported that the natidnai median.age.

for al} students attending_ community_ colleges throughOut the

country was 27. This statistic was close to the median age
t

of thel_student attending Miami-Dade'ComMunity College

(Palenchak, 1973,-page--190;) Chart 4.2 which gives age dis.a

tribution for students attending the North Campus of ffliami -\ ,

Dade Ctimmunity College indicates thatin 1974 less than 35

percent of the students attending Vdre recent-high school

graduates., i.e., 1 ss than-20 years Old. (Chart 4.2)

Palenchak indicatei that it was not unusual for less than 40

percent of the applicants for admission to come from members

of the most recent high school graduating class.' There wad

also only a 5 percent difference in ths age of Miami-Dade

students. It Mas also found that the mean age of graduates

a Miami=Dade Community College for .the year 1971-7i was ,

24.6, with 13par.c_ent-baing-30-or_aldar. (Educational Fre-
-t

-search, 1973, page 3.)

.

Po

1 -

o ,

o
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. '70

Sex Distribution 'f,0 Students Attending MiamiZade Community
College = North Cam ui,1968-69, 197.5,76:

.

Sources: 1968-69 Percents - 'Divi'sion of Counseling,

Testing and Research,, 19711 page 1.
. n

1975 '-76 Percents - Office af°.Institutional
Research, 1975, page 1.
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The findings for age:disiri.bution indidate that stu-,

dente'inc.reasingy do 0Ot'Coe directly-to college- after high
11

school. Instead they obtain approximatel years work ex-
,

perience before entering college, thus increasing the average
0

_age of entering and graduating students, Bushell (1973) end

Palenchak( 1973) repoited this tp be a national trend which

is expected to continue into-the seventies.

/DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY PART OR
fULL-TIME ATTENDANCE- /

In! the Fall of 1976 of the 16,684 students attending -

the North Campus of Miami-Dade Community-College, 47 percent

(7,857)-were attending part-time and 53 percent (8,827) full-

time. (Office of Institutional Resear.ch, 1975, page 10 The

number of students enrolled part-time had-increased from 30

percent in 1950 to almost 50 percenirin 1976.- It was also

found that 4,635 students or 23 percent of all at-
.

tending classes at North Campus of Miami Dade Community Col-
-

/sage in the Fall of 1975 were enrolled only in courses that f
-

. met after 5:00 0:m. (Wenzel, 1975,,page 2.) This figure did
_

not include students. enrolled in-non-credit courses., aTJ the,
(

'Humber of-students eArolle)for classes during peak morning
s.c

hours in the-Fall-term of t.974 had declined from tHanumber

enrolled in the Fall term of 1971: Thus ftwaifound that 47
1 4,

percent of the students attendi g iami-Dades Ndrth Campus

attend part-time and that over 23 percent attend after'5:00

p.m. It was found that the percent of full-time students Had

greatly declined to 53-percent:
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.THE NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED-BY STUDENTS

Whetherotudents-tiork is of definite significance

to the educator, therefore, the author sought data'on stu-

dent employment.

In 1976 only.an estimated 25 parcent.e. st ants
0

attending Miami-Dada Community College said they did not

work. In 1970 only 32.9 percent of.students iho partici-
.

pate in a randoM sample-of ten percent of the entering
, -

fra hmen and transfer students said they did not work: -Thus

it was found that a large number of students work. Though

2/
data on 'whether they work full or part-time was not availabls.

several already mentioned' findings supported in assumption

r

thqt large numbers of students held regular jobs. Twenty-

three percent of,fthe students enrolled at the-North Campus'e.

Miami-Da e Community College attend Only after 5:00 p.m.

Alsq Men ioned was that the full-time studenOs average age

was 23, while his part-time counterpart's age was 26, and
Y

that 47 percent of the students are part-time. It is likely

. . .

that a high percentage of part-time students have regula jobs.
t

To'c nclude, economic. reasons, hive always seemed to -

#(9be at the fo efront of Otte reasons students choose a' community

9

college. It was found that `in 1.976,onry 25 percent of the
:

4

itudentS said they dicao; mork, and data on the age of full

and part-time students, when students attend, and the fact

that a fu 1 47 percept of ,the students attend part=ltime4 sup-',

port the generalization that many students attering the tom.'
, 4

-munity colleges not only work,\but hold regulir or full-time

I`
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Dr-5fRIdUTION,A/STUDENt5I' FAMILY INCOME

Inasmuch as economics play such an important role in

the decision of the student to attend the community college,

we felt it significant to research the income of the average
-=

student.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education found
9

the follbwing nationaldistribution of incomefor the typical
1,

ily of the community college student 'in 1966 as follows:

(Chart 4'.3). The Commission found the income levels of the

students' familiesfairly evenly distributed among the three

,middle income brackets. (,000 to 7,499; 7,5.00 to,9,999;

10,000 to 14,999). These families' incomes comprised 72 per-
\

cent, of the total students. The'incomes of the gamilies of

the mthsr students Were either below or,above this range.

30

m
m

20

U
_till 10

TSTrr 1 12.d 24.6 24.2
Lessrthan 3,00 - 5,000- 7,500-

3,000 4,999' 7,499 9,999

23.6 Ft;71000- .15,000
4,999 or.. more

fQ CHART.4.3

Family Incomes of Studer-4s in.Tmo4Year Ihstitutions, 1966

Source: Carnegie Commission on the Future of Ffigher Eductition,
1700. Chart 31.page 5..

\
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Estima es, made by Miami-Oidi"fomm ty College -

North Campus stud nta of theii.faOilyip0' m Ore\obtained
fk k \

from all students
,

ttending in 1969. '(Char 4* ,.,StudSn,ts
.;.' )./..,

74

"Fepoi'ted their ,own income, thereoce tie riform tior nat

considered as reliable as the censu a0 used b
N..

arnegie Commission. Sixty tnio- percent of the students' fa-

ilies earned incomes in the Middle brackets (5,000 to 6,999;

,000 to 9,999; 10,D00 to 14149 eent_atthe

0, 6.2 percent less' thanamilie_s exed more than

, 7

30

4.2C 4P-0
'03

I 44-.10

6.2 12.3 17. 23 22 14.1 5.4

Less
than
3,000

3,000-
4,999

5,000-
6,999

7,000-
94999

10,000 15;000
-.- or

14,999. more
0

No re's-
ponse

R.

CHART 4.4
. ..

,

family' Income of Students Attending Miami-Dade Community College
- North Cimpus, 1969.

1

%.t.

Sourde: Division of Counseling/ Testing'and Research; 1971,,
° TOle 6. b

.

The number of families/ reportedly earning less than

5,000' dollars was almost identical in the two. reports. 1 (17:8'

percent .vs. 18.5 percent). Also 14.6: percebt.of the students
,

, . .

attending Dade indicated their families earned 15#000 dollars .

0
, .

or more as against 9.8 percent. orthe 'national, average; a

Ilk
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r
sample used in the Carnegie Report.

Additional information on the\mediel family income
-

'for the students of tha three ethnic grodps that dominated

the enrollment statistics 'at Miami-Dade was obtained. These

:figures which were compiled from 1970 census data show that

,income for black families in tri-ethnic Dade Codnty was only

56,6 percent of that for Non-Spanish speakingowhite families

andthat of Spanish Americans 75.6 percent of Non-Spanish

speaking white families. of

141
_

flk

It was found that overall distribution of in- (

comes ofstudents'llamilies attending-Miami-Dadelts approxi-

mately the same as the national distribution of
)incomes

of

families attending community colleges throughout the country.

National norms found abovp,were indicated byithe

Carnegie Commission to be considerably below those af'family

incomes fdr students attending four-year public and drive e

colleges. Thus students for4both Miami-Dade ,sand national

community collegertome from a considpratly lower socio-

economic backgrAnd:than ths4 drawn from public and prfivate

colleges..

\.

. . 2c%

A

Ina stydy authorized by the;ealifornia Coordi-
a

naing Council 'or Iiigfter. Education (1967), investigation .

,concluded. that o students-in-the state's three segments,"of
'

pubic higher educ -tion, those -att'ending junicrt. colleges de-
,

. mo teethe Veal st financial

Median 1970- ncame for Dade County bladf< and

.
Sdan.24 speaking families indicated that their socioeconomic '

- .

,
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A'
, I o ,

background 1.0 even, lower than*thoss of white non- Spanish-

speaking students., median income of:black.families was

5,979 dollars, 56.6 percent of the median in of non-

,Spanish- speaking whites in Dade County which was 10,563 dol.=

lars in 1970. Median income of Spanish-AMerican:families ih

'1970 was.81091 dollars or 76.7 percent tJat of

speaking whites, (Profile of Selected Ethnic and Economic

Characteristics: Community Improvement Program, metro Dade

County, -1974,- Median Family Income.)

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OP'PARENTS OF...SIAM-DADE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. STUDENTSII

)

Socio-economic level and college sUccess'hit tie-

ditionally been associated with family backgiound. A study
f.

AIR
by Wolfe (1967) showed that there was a marked' relationship

t ,
I

betieen the father'.s.cwcupation and the student's success in

),:collegework.44StOdents from.professiontl and semi-profes-.
/

.

sional families had;, it wa'found,by far the Pest chance of

graduating-from ajour-year college. The.managerial groups.
/

,

. , was second,.and the .white collar group was thitd. Sons. and
_...f.

, ..
daughters of factorY workers., craftsmen', unskilled laborers

. , 4.,; -
i

.. . .

and farMersusally dropped Cyt of school and didknot obtain
t L

. . , I

. . .

.. , . . /
any degree,. 1 7

. . ... ,The.level feduca)ion of s end fathers' of, .

1 . . .

0 students attending iami-bade calmunity, Colleg,4Zs Nerth Cam .

,

Pus'''were found for L969 and are preSented in Table 4.2.

StudentsandiCated that'less.than 16 percent of their
_

.. . i 4 .

.

Athers had a Bachelor's Degree and less thah 9 percent
- . 1 -.

.. , ....
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indicated the same for their mothers-. These findings not only

supported the glaneralization thatENA socioeconomic and educe-
,

tional level Of community collage students tends tb be lower

than those attending public nand private schools, but that most

students attending the community college are the first of'.

their faMilies to attend college. .Sixty-seven percent Of-the

students_reported the. }r fathers had a high school education :or

less and a76 percent reported the same-for their mothers.

4av

TABLE 4.2 .

Extent of Father's and Mother's Education
., for all Students 'Attending Miami-Dade

Community.College4orth CaMptis, Fall Term
1969 - 70

40

.

-
EDUCATION'

6

.

-

-

Mother's ' Father's_
4. %

% .

Grade'S or :lets
SoMe High SO'hoo.f.
High School Graduate,
Two years of college
Bachelor's.Degree
-Professional training;
Post-graduata studies
Not indicated'

.

. .

.

,

A

*

14.0 ,
-4.17.2.vii
45.5
12.0
4.3
4.0
1,04 .

1.6

..

I ,

17.4
16:6

31.13..

6.1 .

2.3
,
2.3
3.0

.

4
'Totals ...

.

.

.

IlL

10G.0 :
.
,

.

.

,

'

.

100.0

aSolturce4
1 ,

..

Division.pf Counseling.4pating and Research, r971,'
Tables4'and S.

.it / /
, .

, -
: -

)

.s

4
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DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS' ETHNIC GROUP
s 4 r/

Since there is so muct4,cultural diversity in Dade

County we felt it significant to do a study-of the various
- -

ethnic groups comprising the Student-body of the North Cam-
.

pus.
. .

ii ,
.

,DistributiOn by,studentskethnic group was 'found.

for the years 1971 and 1976-al is presented in Chart 5.5.

Thq\data was obtained from students'' health cards, filled
.

out at repistration.. In 1976, Whits Americans'(Nan-Spanish-
.

speaking)-comprised 49.5 pereqt of the stu

Black Americans 20.3-percent,-Cuban Nationa

.percent, Immigrant Aliens 11.1 percent and

4:7 percent.
,

., ,

C byomperisonib*,percent of.student e rollment.

. ,

t populati6n,

refugees 7.8

her categpries

.
ethnic category for Vie years. 1971 and 19751Tablp. 4.3)

showed the following ethnic' distributions increasing:, Black .

-1 .144

American, Spanish American-andImmigialit Alien:- The propor-
v,

tion orPatddents who)clasaitied themselve as White American-
a

and Cuban National Refugee decrease*

/It was found that the enroIlmebt by ethnic group
. I °

', .

reflected tiEl tri-ethnic character the ,county which

Oiami-Dad, Community College was located', trends toward in-

,

-creasing enrolAlnt students, of minOri4 were also
..

1

found. In 1970" ethnic compot4tiqp9f-D de County-was 23.6
. , ,

percent Spanish -American, 15 percent' B lack and 60- OerCent
r

.

"other". Plod-Latin'

nit;;`IniOroveMent-ProOr rn, Dietro,DadeCbunty,157-i.

hites,CrientaXs and Indians). Comm/.



'TABLE 4.3

Student Enrollment at Miami-Dade'Community
College , North Campus by Ethnic Category

1971-72, 1975-76 .

..

Ethnic BaCkground
.

/

.

, v
-

. 19.71 -72

.

1975-76 ,..

,

.

N
..

% N .'

.
.

WhitaAmericari

Slack American'

Spanish American

Cuban National-
Refugee

Immigrant Alien

Foreign 'Student
' On Visa

.

_-
0- her .

4,

.

..

,

,

11,359

2,678

783

1,845,0

. '970

.

427
.

167.

A

62.3 -

,,,14.7
.P

4.2

10.1

5.3

U

. .2.4

.09
, r

8,685.

'3,572

1,156

1.2366

1,942

585

306

.

49.5r

20.3

.6.6.

,

.&.:14.

..:7,8-

.

11.1
4

3.3

1+.4

o
'r

Total's
.

.e.4 18,226 99.09 17,542 1001.0

,

Sources: Loscak, 1976, 4abke1 III. "

Scerbailk1974, 'Table VIII, page 6.
7 A

4

a

I
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PROSLEMS,AND PERSPECTIVES OF SLACK.STUDENTS

-80

It-was found that 'for the past five years increasing

proportions-of students enrolled at Miami-Dade Community Col-

_
legs s.

Z"
North LaMpua'were.black..,Insight into problems, needs,

and interests of.blacks was considered' important to the con-

c.
.

btruction of a well foundedexperiential curriculum and to the

_. teaching 'of blacks. :-
.

,Knoell found that blacks in several communities at-
. ,

tending community colleges were more concentrated/in the low-
.

est categoties of income, ,Ahrle this was riot true ;f whites

attending the same community Colleges. 'Also it w s observed
. .- ,

earlier that'aedian lncome of ,black families in ade-Countl-
.

. ,

was found to be 5 rcent less than that of.whipte, .non-

A :

Spanishrspeaking emilks*. The evidence warranted the obser-,

vati;on that blgks atteddin4-Miami-Dade seemed /likely to face
1 , . .

V greater finanCial problems than whites mid we e also likely to
-',. I.

.

. _come from;Idebr soc

kgoell an

eAnomic levels than tHerwhite peers.
f

her associates found bl cks received a
v- .

great deal. ,-mOral and finaticial support f '.their families,all
/

. .
/

.

.ttkat family ,ai*Atrdes toward their attending ollege were
..,.-

. .
. .

positiye and .4,6astbiacics felt they co d:stay at home,
.....:71

4 4

elan though th4ilhomes w9re poor. Many we e found living in
, ,.,

'poor.
. ;, t

.

...

homes prom which,lhe father had abse nted,hi self. Family
*$.
wage

. ,...r,T 1

earners were womiiih;cfoe the most part, empl yed in unskilled
. - r-N.L.:

,
._

Jobs of the type'. available to the undereduc ted black adult.
P.-6

(Knoell! 19710.

Knoell,.10 had otherst'found that the tr ditional

3
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tests of mehtal ability and academic achievement were heavily

weighted in favor of the middle class student and discrimi-

nated against those of a lo er socioeconomic backgrounds.
.

0

These tests were heavily gea ed toward the ability to verbal-// -s
,,

ize. -Knoell found that on a traditional IQ examination givOln
1

to black, junior high students 1 e. perc

alb'

es fell into the

.
Ztet.

, ,....

lowest'categories.. --"-,..
e... 0 N,

Nearly one-third of the black males received.
very lov scores compared with fweper than 10%
of the white safflpling. 9<noeli., 1970, page
178. t4

- These were examples of theotypes'of teg,Vfesults used to dis-
.

. .
. ,

4,

courage blacks from attepOl.ng college, Knoell reporterCkcnyr---/
._..

,
_ .

. /V-2
.

.
.

fi.
.. :

rectly,assessing or dit11gnosing learn'.ng weakneses,.would be a

problem for many black students. In her stliy non-verbal ,-

.tedts yilded best results. -She recommended alternative

;means of evaluation, helpfor blacks in remedying ureaknesses

.and use'of more concrete ways of learning and evaluation.
, 4

Though the trend of increased:enrollment of blacks

,from 'lower Sbcioeconomic groups has not been g9ing on long
4 '

'enough for positive conclusions, itApuld appear that with

.the high degree 'cif motivation of black students and their.

families, their prognosis for upwaid.Mobility throCigh edu-s
ction,isindiChteTA In spite'of the fsbt that on the ,junior

and senior high school level.their'verbal ability has tested 4

lower, therefore they have moire difficulty in a traditional

acacademic sesetting, given the cooyatiOn,of the community col-
.

leg.le,they are apparently staying in school in-significant-
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_numbers. Evidence from attrition figures indicate the dropout

rate for blacks is no more than for other ethnic groups.

<30
Knoell '(197Q) round ifta series of interviews that

(Miami-DadeCommunity Coll gge, 1975.)

for the-averageblack; college education represents entry into

, the world of material 'success:*that they haive so long b de-

)priOed of. most are not interested, in the traditional studies

iJ of -the humanities, - philosophy', social theories, poetry, etc.
-7-

For ,,them opliege repfesents the key to a good wage, a_secure
.

job, rather than "inteiesting"-challenging. job.

°

'PROBLEMS AND. PRSPECTIUES'OF CUBAN STUDENT

There is little research relating to Cuban 5tuddfits.

much of the following is drawn from the resaarch*O's years 6f

teaching in the corunity cotlege.

It was found* that nearly 25 percent of the student

population were Spanish speaking, motst Ofthesl, Cuban.
L.

-.
economic income of. the Cubap family had been reported as of

1970 as 76 percent of that Pf the non-Spanish speaking white

family. Since that date further economic gains for the
eJ

40D,000 Cubans living in Da County_has been reported, nar-

rowing the incomegapMetyeen the two grbups.-

-Contrary to other ethnic groups, where the-yound.

people wanted to merge with the mainstream of American life

and sJke the traditions of the old.00untry, Cuban youth'are
140

.1*
subjeCted to greater stress from their family and wiVin.them..

f

selves to retain their old values and traditions. We can fore-
. 7
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.

see problems arising in the futupe,over tpesia onflbte. Many

of the Cuban ,families have not accepted Americaas their per,: '

'
mapent.home, thinking of their-stay belle as a temporary one,

rand this, of course, )has affected the attitude off'

''r Pen. 4

They are likely to, bring to- the experiential class-

more different perspectives toward. democracy, individuality,

marriage, uomenhe-liberation, the new morality,' child rearing,_.
4. r .

', .
6 ,

and authority, including the-teachers.. They also contribute-
.

f.

i- different ideas -which have,resulted n-debatesthat hayed 6.

opened up new areas of- understanOng on the part of both Cuban,
z, f.e 6.

a
A,students and, other ethnic groups,: Wiecan see that a curri,*.

..,
..,,

cdlup geared to an experiential, less authoritarian approach,
,.

4

.

c. co

a may lessen resistance to new ideas.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE STUDENT, BY DEGREC.PRO kffl 4

art of the planning for. curricula and leaning
, . , ,.

., .
. ....

,

activities must include recognition of ,the difeerent_goals o .

) . , -
4% ,. ---

._(:

ograms,e6d the type dr studehtloenrol/ed in
6

7 ' c

0
0

n

1

f p 7

,

Figures,wer.g obtained sfmr enroriment in the v'azAdvs !

'Jog
,..._

-. . ,. .
,

.

,

progl4g27:for Fall! and fall of./975, 'TheeowrWfor '' '.

/Pa 4 ,

t. ! K.. :
A the 1469 figures was, the Divisipn of Cbt.mbelin9 sting and

.
. ,, ,,,,.

Resetirch, 1971, Teble 15, and- the eadtce for the-1975,figures
.

,. m
. ,.

1 /4?TpUS deg

° these progi

. .,

t , was the-Office of Institutional Reseerch, 1976,,Table 15. -

%, The Associate of Science.degree was awarde,for
-

__ __
_ _ . t

,

successful completion' of a two-yeer.program generally,de-;
, , . . Jr

1 ,

sini3d to prepare students for direct entr/into Abloythent.
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a

The programs included were variously called semi- professional,

technical, occupational or career courses. In the Fall of

1,975 there were over fifty such career, programs with students

enrolled in them. In addition, there are special prograMs

for occupational 'careers requiring less than sixty semester

ours which lead to certificates and direct employment.

In the Fall of 1975, 31.8 percent of the studes

indicated they were enrolled in programs leading to an Associ-

ate of Arts degree, as compared.to 59,7 percent enrolled in

.programs leading'to the same degree in the Fall of 1969.

Thus it was found, in'1976, programs in'which students were

awarded an A.A., suffered a Substantial reductidn. in enroll-
,

ment.

Comparison between the perc-ent of students enrolled

in programs leading to the A.S. degree indicated little 4

change between 1969 and 1975. In both years about 23 percent

ofethe students .indicated they were seeking an A.S. degree.

Further comparisons of the enrollment figures for

1969 and 1975 indicated a subStantial increase of students

'indicating their intent to pprsue courses in occupational

\aareers and spe'bial,programL T19ty-nine percent of the stu-

dents were bnrolled in these technical programs in 1975 as op-

posed\to approximately 'nine percent in 1969. This indeed was

a signifi ant increase.

An. ysis of the figures of 1969 and 1975 revealed a

. large dropin e ollment in the A.A. degree program, a sub-
.

'stantial increa se, the-technical programsand a relatively

9 '7

1
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stable enrollment in the A.A. qiegree program.

The community college teacher must keep in mind that

a large dumber of students are not certain about their career

plans: and that an important function of the community collage

'is to-provide an opportunity for students to try out different

`-Cro TeMS and assist them in making their: career choices.

No empirical data was available from Miami-Dade ls

orth Campus on transfer.between programs and other withdrawal.

information. Discussion with academic advisors and counselors

did, however, reinforce the idea that the rate of transfer be-
, .

tween programs and withdrawal from 'school and/or program6 was

high and National studies were found that confirmed a high

withdrawal rat-b. Clark (1960), for example, reported that

many transfer students failed to, transfer and suggested the

reason was that students disCover a discrepancy between.aspi-
.

ration and ability. He stressed the essential task of-the

community .college was to help-students examine their ability.

Meyer (1968), too, found that-many students were prone to

select majors and programs for study which demanded,a higher

level of skill than they were capable of demonstrYiing.

minaa degree or where in terminal degree programs, did indeed

It was also found that many students who got a ter-

/.go'beyond their original two, year expectations..

J

Wenzel and Corson (1973) surveyed th= 1972-73 gradu-

ates of Miami-Dade'Community College and fou d that, consistent

with previous years, the vast majority of grad tes who an-

swered their .survey planned to-continue their ucation beyond

9
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the level ich',they had completed. They fbund at lease

tweilty paice t of bhose who had earned an A.S. degree planned

to pursue thei education. Data from a study, conducted by

the College Ent ance Examination Board in 1968 paralleled the

Wenzel and Corson study. Eighty-five percent of the students ),

in college parafle programs', 43 percent of students in tech-
_

nical programs, and.! \1 percent in vocational programe hoped

to transfer. (Colleg Entrance Examination Board,',1968.)

4 DAscussion with an administration official indi-

,cated that probably sixt percent of the entire student body

enrollment at Miami-Dade °liege pursued fuither education

either transferring or gra uating from Miami-Dade. This fi-

gure was based on the 'assumption of an earlier finding that

the totalransfer rate was pproximately double the gradu-,

, ation rate. In 1961 the gra uation rate was 18 percent, and °.

the transfer rate believed-to be 30 prcent. In 1972 the
-/

graduatidn rate was ,approximat ly 32 percent.

EXPECTATIONS :AND GOAL OF ASSOCIATE IN j

SC/ENcE S'TUDENTSARTS AND ASSOCIATE VN

Thus ,it was found that the community college at-

tracted a great many more studen s into, occurltidnal programs
ow ,

..

'4

than had former y been ,the case., The number o tudents in
E

,

transfer programs and students wigh distinct n e s and inter-

est from thus that had transferredl.declined
.

o[ about a third

I

. of the student body. . High, transfer, rates betw n programs
. , ..

I

were. noted both on the local and national leve s, underscoring, :

Y "
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a primary purpose of the community college which is to help

the student find his,areas of,interest_and ability and to

provide an opportunity to pursue education-in a wide variety

of programs. '

It was found that increasing numbers of students

are career ox occupatiOnally oriented. Only a third of the
.

students e rolled in the general education.interdisciplihary .

social c ancd couxse_were likely to be pursuing ern A.A. de-
.

gree.(Fro now on A.A. students will be designated as, trans-

.
fer student and A.S. students as terminal 4udents).

4ngs reg rding differencesfbetween A.A. and A.S. students in

the area1s of,opersonal. d educational background, attitudes .

and asp rations were sod ht. fflost of the information was

ogather d from students irectly out of high school, though

some w s obtained from hose enrolled in the community col-
.

lege.

"Findings he area oe academic-ability showed

that mewin terminal, programs consistently scored signifi-
4

-*cant y lower on tests .f academic abilit0h.an those in
. .

tra sfer programs. Si ilar differences wereMot 'found for

wdth n trOsfer,and terminal student's. 8rue (1971) 4nd

Fense (1969) fount that a large proportion of "ftder-
,

achievers among the terminal students scored high on acade-
/

m'c achi ement tests in high.sohodl but 'had low grade ave-
.

I

ages. \
\ .

..-

' It as also found that transfer students made
/ ,

'higher grades desp4a lower academic test scores and high

li)-,,1 0

1

L
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school grades. (8rue, 1971.) Both groups included a wide
4

. -range or academic ability and income levels. Economic status'

-was. not foucid to be a-good predictor of .academic success.

Academic performance of transfer °students from low-income fa-

millets was as good as those from higher socioeconomic status.

(Wilhelm, 1969.)
a

However, the expectations for length of education'

was less foi those in lower socioeconomic groups in both the

terminal and transfer groups, with the terminal groups ex-
,

pecting fewer years ,of education than the transfer group.

8rue fo6nd that two thirds of the students in the occupation-

al group expected less education than they desired. This
A

was due primarily to limited family' resources. Only a third

of the transfer group,expected the same. (8rue, 1971.)

Research in which each group rated their own abil-

ities yielded the following results:. (8rue, 1971> terminal

male'students rated themselves higher on mathematical and

mechanical ability. Transfer male students rated themselves

higher in communication skills. Terminal and transfer women

students were found different from each othe'r in only two ir

sdales,.artistic and social orientation. BrUels evidence

suggested that male transfer students mere more Sensitive and

socially oriented. (8rue, 1971.) He found occupational stu-
,

dents more.realkstic\and practical. Occupational men rated

themselves higher in skilled and technical areas, transfer

men in_communication service, leadership and artistic skills.

(8rue, 1971.)
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Personality characteristics and attitudes of trans-

fer and terminal stualts were found to be different. 'Th

College Entrance Program showed that occupational students'

were twice as likely as trao* fer stude nts to set VIE) objec-
0 .

/

. . \ r
..

. 4tives of education asmoStly or 'entirely job training; makst ,

of them planned to concentrate on learning
,,

things tha would

be useful in, their future work. (College Entrance -Exbriina-

tion Board, 1968.)

To summarize, the findings onthe differe4e be-
-

tween transfer'ancCterminal students in view of their self
A

image, terminal studeVts :valued sed'urity, saw their) role in

society-as job oriented, followed established patt rns, and

had lower educational.expectatiOns. Transfer stu ents tended
.

ta.7'be more idealistic,senvisionedstheir work as fulfilling
.

and'sought higher,*.though - somewhat vague goals or them-
,

selves. In' fact,-both groupswere'not precisely sure about

the programs they were choosing. These findings were appli-

,cable to the group applying for admission directly from high

school, a group conqsting of only 35 percent of the Miami-

Dadels student population.'
.

INTELLECTUAL ABILITY OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS'

Wolfe,(1954) found those who go to community col-

leges more intelligent, qn the averageipjhan those who grade -,.

ate from high sdbool and do not g to bollege;

Koos (1970) found.that the community co.11ege stur

dent averaged lqwer'in intelligence than those students in
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most four-year colleges, with some stu dents on a par with the
4

x:". brightest in four-year4institgtions, but"with a larger propor-
.4.

/
in" in the lower 'ranges of the distribution. ross (1969)

determined the clientele of the community college represented
,

.
.

.

the following distributions: '20 perceot.frod the first quar-,

tile of academil6bility, 63 percent evenly distributed. over

the second and third quar'tilesAhd 17 percent from .the fourth'

, quarteile, .

Percentile distributions for Fall 1972 entering *-

Miami -Dade freshmen scores on the Florida Twelfth)arade Test

(FTGT) of academic ability were almost identical to those

found by Cross (1969) 0Wher.measure of ability. Approxi-

mately60 percent of the students scored betweep thi, 60 and

.20 percentiles of the FTGT. ,Twenty -one percent scored 25 or
14.1

lower and 20 percent scored 80 or better:f

Students who scored less .than. 75 on the FTGT were eA''

usually dehied admission as freshMen to state, four -yeas

institutions. ThUs on the basis of their FTGT, some 80'per-

t of Miami-Dade Community College students would be denied

fission to most programs offered by public four-year and

seni r institutions.

A report which gave a statistical breakdowortotal

scores for the FTGT or the School,andCollegsAbility Test for

85.5 percent o f- the graduates of Miami-Dade Community College

graduates through June 1969, indicated that Miami-Dade gradu-_

ated a large number of students who might do satisfactory

upper division work but'who would probably have been denied

103
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admission to a state university upon graduation from high

school due to the cut-off, score'of 300 on the F%1. (Miami-

Dade Community College, eserch Department, l971.). Some

Florida schools had cut-off scores as high as 400. Tnus

was found that the c mmunity college's open doft admission

policy resulted in, admitting students denied entrance to
.

state institutions and .whose test- scores indicated they 'had
...

only average or below average academic ability. Findings
,

.

/ indicate that*many of these students would be capable of do-
)

. ing upper divisidn work inspite of their-poo showing on the

,

FTGT.

`The FTGT measured verbal and.quantitatie ability,

not other types, of abilities, or skills. Students attending-

Miami-Dade Community College could also-have been denied ad-

iesion to foyi-year institutions fo-r lack of a high school

diploma (approximately ten percent of Miami-Dade students
.

did not have one) and/or lack of required college prepara-

tory, courses.

SPECIAL ACADEMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS

(

Findingssindicate clearly the Cdmmunity College

attracts-students representing a wide rangy of academic'po-
,

tential and achievement and environmenta backgrounds;

Moore (1970) referred to the = tudents who attend.
4p

the community college as high risk students who have little

change of achieving academic succes in traditional-colliges.

Collins and Collins (1966) estima =d that frdm 30 to 50 per-

'ce,.nt of students enter the open oor college in need of

104
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A

basic skills required for collage study.

It
A
seemed necessary.to learn more about these. and

4 .
4

other students. whose tested academic aptitude was lower than

that-of students admitted to state institutions.

THE REMEDIAL STUDENT

The first type oe student on which infcirmation was k"

4
gathered was the remedial student. Students are clified

,

as remedial ,by scoring-at or beloW a given ;percentile on a

standardized achievement test and/or a particular high

school rank, and/or grade point-aveTage. At Miami-Dade Com-

munity College the academicilry'unprepared or remedialNStm:-

'dent has been determined by a score, `of less than 23'onrthe

FTGT. It was round earlier than in 1971; 21 percent of the

Fall entering freshment students4attending Mia"mi7Dade scored
,

less than 21 on the testi', Later figures Were,not available,

since, the FTGT test is no longer required for all entering

students.

A special programfor'the ,considerable, numbers of

remedial students does exist at Miami-Dade but it is volun-

tary and only a small ngmbillr of such students participate.

It is likely then that the teacher
1 of social science 101_will

have remedial students his clas$. Alsop.the,Dire4or of
.

Testing, and Research" at, Miami -Bade Community, College studied
0

the remedial program offered by Miami-Dade during the Fall

term of 1961-68. ' His fipings indicated that the purported

beheflts of the remedial reading and Writing'program provided
( ,

105
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. .

by.the college did not provide new participating students any

sighificant academic adkrintage over similar new students who

did not participate in the remedial-program. .(Loback,19714)

Other studies also supported the findings that most new stu- -/

,dents in remedial,pro9rams.do not reach higher achievement

levels' than similar students in regalar cour-ses: (Sharon,

19700 Dispensieri, et. al., 1971.)

LosackP , Jefferson and Sutton (1970) examined s

dghts classified as remedial who v'oluntee'red from 'a gro p of

students that scored beloW the twenty -first percentil (3r1 the

verbal pection of the School and College Ability T st. They
4 '

found that-on the individually administered WAIST /93 percent

of thope students obtained a'full scale intell gehce.liuAient

dravere-0-d-Or bove, in spite of their earlis
-

,

phe FTGT. Wide differences on subteslt sc es were noted as

- weed inter-group differences with retspa to sex and ethnic
..''''-.

.

background. Their fin ngs indicated, hat most studentewho

low scores on '

elect to' attend the community clollepa do have the ability.

The authors found their/Cubjects:had a variety of
* .

other problems. Three fourths g theAlmedial students were

found to have personality and
/
smotional adjustment probliiiiS

of.varying degrees. At 1 third showed _moderate anxiety

and another third moderatp/ to severe ego AskRfects. Counseling

and psychotherapy were r\Rmmendsd for a large part of the re-

-medial population of thS.Communit4 College., They noted tha4

.52% nave/tha potential to, function at a
higher level if significant psy.Chological
and/or snyironmental factors inhibiting

106 t Nib
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academic performance cat' be isolated and appro-
priately dealt with (Losak, 1970, page 37.)

O

V

I The Miami -Dade group also determined that at least 16 percent

of the remedial population they examined did not appear to

.

have the potential for attending academic or vocational suc-
,

'cess
,

at the-gf .community college. They
,

made these judgements

through a balapce of findings on the cognitive and emotional
4

functioning of their subjects.

In another Study, the Task Force on-Testing for the

State of Florida (1966), set.out objectively to describe the

characteristics of'those students who come to the open -door

publio,junlior College academically uoderprepred. The re-

sults of the study supported a hypothesis of the Losak Study

that the use of only traditional academic achievement tests

narrowy circumscribed the academically underprepared and

failed to distinguish among many academic subgroups. The %tu-
t

.
-/

dents of the1t7sak study Were found to have a variety'of dif-
.
.

. .

ferent problems requiring differential diagnosis and placement.

They classified their remedial population into four

subgroups. / t

1) Qy fai the largest subgroup functionios eat a 1 m level has

psychological disabilities. Counseling psychotherapy

was considered. essential for 40 perceK and it wav judged

that an additional 32 percent could probably profit from

it. In other words, approximately 72 percent" of remedial

students do not function, wall academically not'dbe to lack

of intelligence but to emotional problems;

. 16 percent we're,found to be Tunctioning at a low leVel
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..

?..
* 11 ..

primarily because of limited intellect;
4 .

,..! 3) those'who have neurblogical and/or organic involvement; and
'LI

0, ,., 4 ,
vif

4 .

'4) _those who haVe a cult6ral background diffferent from the -' .

. . . . %

-.:. majdrity of students attending the:bollbge: (Losak, 1972.) .

0, y
? ... - -

,.

NI- Losak And his associates believed that the remedial

students could succeed if modifications were made in the curri.-

culum., They recommended differential diagnosis and,placepent

using several tuts. .These tests included:

k.s1) a measure of verbal, and.na)-verbalaepects of intelligence,.."

'2) a measure Of.anxiety,

3) an everUation of overall emotional adjustment,

4) a measure-of academic skills,

5) a.measure of.organicity.,' .

t

. .

They further recommended some form cf.psychotherapysfor thoep

who evidenced psychological problems and a gUtisensory Approach

for the'high percaltage of the population who appear Weak in .''

verbal ability. The many students they found weak in general,-
l I

izing and abs'tra'cting 'ability were directed intb relatively

non-verbal areas and provided enrichment and sur/by type

courses geared to a lower level.
\

aw

0 a9,

. In an earlier study, Losak stress ed only a handful gi

.

.
A

8t1L4ents entering the 'junior college "academically
11

underpre
.. , 4

.

pared"ared" maybe expected to be "assisted" in. the' traditional
. .. .

sense. The others mast ereve-"availablelhe different experiences

and goals prescribed above provided by a curriculum that is,,
....:.;4 . . .

releVank to '-them -as individuals.

f . ..
1.,

r .'.1

1
4
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THE' NON-TRADITIONA OR' NEW STUDENT .

'Information was obtained on c haracteridtics of "mar-
.

1 .t

ginal" dtudehts. These .students may include 'the remedial stu-

*

O

96

det,,but they need not score as low on tests of academic abi=
. 4

lity.' He is common ly classified has, havin9 graduated from,the
/,

/

lower third of his high school clasl. He has-been attending
, ..%

. 1

. .

the community, college in increasing numbers and it is beliexed

'brings with him outlook and experiences not .dommon'to the
, .

college student enrolled in the-past. This'ettlfdent has bepn

,.

called the non-traditional'Or new sudlant.
.

As with the remedial,student'a,.low:intelligence was--T,-----2
.

not foundto be the most important reason for his lack f suc-
.

.
.

cess in school. Cross ranked low intallignce as the leant

important.of seven viables as a major obstacle o learning
i

of the new student. Also,
4

in most bases 'the studOnt lacked
r '

. './
7

,

the skills to be successful in taking cultUtallY-14ased, stan=
. . : 0

.
.

dardized examinations. Such a finding Was also rOpored by
,__-2.

Knoell in 4er work with black students. HoweVer,over half
.. / .. .

i -
;

.

of the new students are bel4eved to be Cauca4an.;
.

, .

An important reason for the lower, lev.dif f-unctiori-

ing .of these studdrits cobld very well ba lack of'confidencd in

their own abilitrWhich contributed, to them lack of academic

success.

Data from Austin and his associates (Austin4'167)
,ta

-

showed that junior college freshmen were, less,00nfideht than.
-\. .

. ,

--1-Kfour year college and universi,ty
.

freshmerron.a6i4emicl-

109
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leaderships\ mathematical and writing ability. traits as well as

on motivation to achieve and intellectual'self-confidene. ft
,

was' found that, when- asked, the typical Miami-Dade 'student at-
,

tending the North Campus alsO"faltweak in the areas, of math.'
0

and reading and a number of other skills.

While 'results wei'e to-be weighted` against the ten-

dencies for Students sometimes. felt to be less than candid

when filling out self-report forms, 16.5 percent said they

were "weak"-in reading, 11..7 percent in arithmetic, nearly 9 ''

percent in writing skills and almost 40 percent in study hab-

its. Many of these students lacked confidence'in their poten-

,tial for ac(demic success. Tillery and Sherman (1966) found

that_71 percent of students who went to independent Miversit

ties definitely believed they could dp college work, 71 per-
,.

cent of the public junior college students had doubts about'

their:capabilities. Tillery (1971) expressed qi'is opinion that
e-

many of the junior college group who.said,they itprobably had

the ability" were expressing over-confidence. and

4 ,

. Sherman 01966) also fo.und that 38 percent of the high school
A

seniors who scored in the lowest third admitted that they often

eelt'nerVOus, tense, or shy in cla'ss as compared. to 21 percent

of the high achieving students.

The "new" student was ?mind to lack interest inin-,

te1,144yal.-pursuits and to prefer non- cognitive activities.

Onthe intellectual disposition scale of t'hiOmnibus Personal-
. .

. r

iiy ventory marked differences werefound betweenhe top
.

4, --

third arid bottom -third high school. seniors. Fifty-nine percent
T

. . -.1..

"1.

116 .
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of the traditional college students scored in the top third on

this 'scale of intellectual and scholarly interest compared to

only 16 percent of:the new students. (Cross, 1969, page 12.)

On questionnaires which measured passivity, the new student

scored quite high'in contrast to the traditional student. al

(Cross, 1972.)' Thip was attribvted to his academic failure

piior ,to.attending-,the 'community college. Students.who had

'experienced failure in high school-were ore 'apt to believe-
-

that regardless of how hard they tried they would fail,

toos reported that review of' the lerge=scale.etudy

ofTpiena of junior 'college students (in California) showed a'
.

major portion of,students of lower ability, to .be unrealistic,'

in their Choice of career,plansf or without choices altogether,

Another finding was that over two \thirds of the stu-%

dent's who scored in the lower third'of 'academic aptitude,tests..

I-- were found to be first geReretion college. students; their

fathers naVer attended College (Cross, 1971). It will be re-

called from earlier fiandings that approximately the same pro-.

port,Aon of fathers or Miami-Dade students never attended cols

. 'lege either., The npw student also often.came from the lower,

middle `or working class family= as did the' majAkity.of Miami-
a

--.'Dadei students. m
.

C--
. arnstein (1966)'commented:that-the disadvantaged

student wa''not likely to possess theelaborate linguistic

codes required.for precise conceptualization. They would be
t

at 'a disadvantage when competing With middle class students

who were.more likely to have higher individualized language

1 -I-
1 lv
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skills and thus a greater breadth and range thought.
t

Bernstein wrote that:
.

.

middle class children 'become, accUs omed tO
enbarate communication codes befo e enter-
ing school. Reinforcement in the ome and
acdeptance in school, serve/as incentives
for their continued use, Vower clss child-
ren, on the other hand; tend.tcrut'lize

F

restricted,comm119,icatione4odes tha . are dif-t
ferent from those accepted by the. teacher

'attitude toward school and what i.t has to
and that leadto negative

"

Offer. The end tesult is thatboth the
child and the teacher, have difficulty in
communicating with each other. Often they
use different speech patterns and symbols
to refer to the same objects. These differ-
ences accentuate the learning problems of

. the children. (Bernstein, 1966, page 121.)

Cross (1971) found Unquestioning acceptance of, aulthor-

99"

.

ity and authoritarian values' cdnsistently related to lower abil-

ity, lower educational achievement and lower socioeconomic sta- .

. .

tus. She,found lack of autonomy in thought and judgement,and

agreement with statements that emphasiie the virtues,of hard
,

work, determination and ambition characteristic of this group.

'Cross reported that the "new" student preferred phy-
,

sical action-oriented Modes of learning, the application of
, ,-- .

ideas to life situations, rather than the, manipulation of
,

abstractions and preference'for having problem's explained
.

-- rather .than figuring put problems for themselves.- (Cross,
,z

4

1972.) She stated t ese students stopped listening to lectures

ilk '-aand' failedto put f rth their best effort. .

T _he "new( student and the remedial student were=
v,-

1
/

., W./

. to have in common
/
low functioning on standardized:achievemer(t___

/'

l , , ,
,

tests and low test scores. Both types of students come tohe. ,

112



community college lacking in certain:verbal and conceptual-
-

ization skills and:inself tonfidence-;-"Larger numbers of the

new students*come.from middle to lower socioeconomic gso ps'

and from homeS where parents had not gone beyond, a hig
t -

school education.

In spite of the Commonalities found above, neither

group was found to be bbmogeneous, but rather hete ogeneous

in-terms of specific weaknesses in the areas oflt ychological

and intellectual functioning.

'Academic and personal guidanbe is Imp° tant for /*

* ,

'both groups of students. Many were found to ha e.u9realistic

pictures-of their potential or limitatIons and hat they wil1

need help iri determining their strength in achi vemen and fu-

ture toals. Instructors would.haVe to take int account that
, / J

both T'emedial and new students had failed in tr ditional.aca-

demib-settings. New students were found to hay= Somewhat

aut itarian, anti-intellectual attitudes, to refer to have

their problems broken down for them and to have' non-academic

vocatien appreciation and interests.

It is likely that the non-verbal approach and the

emphasis on experiential education will be of great benefit

to both groups and that the instructor will have'an Oterest-

ing challenge in using the experidntialapproach. Thieap.-

Iproach should be of significant benefit in assisting 1-1glm to

achieve greater emotional and intellectual independence. It

P ,

A

3r1.' d111, also bevtofSbenefit in helping' them develop atiatracting
J . 4/ 4

f ,,

1 and generalizing suchkills. -Active involvement throUgh su

/. ,

II a t:-
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techniques- as game playing, value clarification., role playing *.*

, and simulation should help in overcoming passive acceptance

44.

'of authority as wells It is also a method that appeals to
,i

their desire to be directly- involved with a learning situ-

ation rather than abstractly through symbols.

t.>

4

o

e

4

.
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racteristics 61e students

believed.to be of import nce in deve oping a plan of experien-

tial instruction and curr cu),,um rior pomrunity college students

enrolled in a general edu ation Interdisciplinary social sci-

ence course at a large, u' ban community college (Course SSS /
.

101.) These findings \wily be helpful in fac itating the

teacher's role fin prepari g for and prese ingrSocial Science
r/

101. Research 4.6 the lit rature to students en-

.

:;Tolled at,Miami.ODade has rovided/evidence to' show that:
.

*1
'

1) The student' electing o go to Miami-Dade Community College.
.

. -
- North Cempusl'has a wide variety of reasons for attend- /.

i

,

. /_\

ing. Some Pertain to purely economic and career cciisider--

I-
atione, others ..to the fact "that they may not gain admis-

1

1

sion tore four-ear*or senior institution.

2 A .great many students at Miami-Dade, North'Campus T b-

ably the vast majority, hold regular., fUll-tithe 'o bs.

Drily 25 percent of,the students at' Miami -Dade say they do

not k at all. It -can b'esessumed that udents who work
,

have 1 ited tile for academic study d would appreciate

' gaining knowledge tha will be 6 f 1" to them, rather

than 't e d a
, -

3) Ten percent more males thanfemales, attend Miami-:Dade Com-

munity College's North Campus. Women students octnuMber

men in occupational-career programs, suggesting perhaps
/ s

J
some-Women

/

have unrealietically low aspirations in relation

A*.

t

A

115' ?r.
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to their abilities. This suggestion ilesupported by na-

tional findings that women in occupational programs and

women transfer students differed little in academic abil-

ity. This is in contrast to findings 'tor male students.
ti

that indicated male transfer students did have greater

potential for academic achilevement than male terminal
.

'students.
t

'4) On144 a third of the students at Miami Dade's,North Campus

pursue.a transfer degree. Nearly, two thirds are in pro-
,

grams in which the goal is immediate.employmentid speci-

fic fields on completions The teacher of-experiential

education must take into account the fact that transfer

:students have different objectives band needs fr,dm stu-

dents in associate in science and other occupational pro-

,grams. Some of these differences are_given in national

findings,.

5) Regarding minority students attending Miami-Dade, slight-

ly more than half the,students were non-Spinish-speaking

white, a third Spanish- speaking and 20 percent black.

6. Cuban students are confronted with cultural conflidts

that they ay bring with them to the social science

course. Of significance io the teacher wishingto use

experiential approaches, is the\-fact that many CCuban stu.41
ti

\

dents are believed to prefer more authoritarian and verbal

ornon-experiential approaches to teaching. This finding

is based on the researcher's experience and has- not been

validated by research.
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The findings in this study are drawn from research

found to be Commopfor both: students attending Miami-Dade
.

Community College's North Campus and community colleges

throughout the cortryi

1) Students drawn to tfiecommanity college core from a veil.-

ety of socioeconomic groups, but mainly from families of

average economic means and low Rducatioal level. More

than 60 percent'of the parents of MlamiiLaade students

have less than a high school sdugationJ Studies indicate

that students whose parents have no better than a high

school education are likely to aKperi nce difficulty suc.-

ceeding at a four-year institution.,

2) Approximately 35 percent of Miami-Da e students attend

college,directly after leaving highlschool. However, thehigh' school.

of .the full7time student. averages out- to 2a, meaning
l<

that many students come back to the college after -a few

years _of, work experience. These facts, thocigh correspond-

,ing with national findings;_are,,surprisin
4
g in that they

are at variance with generally accepted national views

that the community college student comes to the,school

:fight after graduation.from high school.

3. The majority of students (65 percent) were older than AP-.

,Th authot's .years of teaching and expefience has

Cated-therr motivationfis-primarily material. They feel

, they havereached a "dead end" economically and se** fur -
s.

ther education as means of attaining economic success,

4) Percentile .distributions by, academic ability shOw that

14.

el.

\
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7. .
Miami-Dade students conform to the na'ional 'distributi n

105-

-t. "by quartile -of academid,abikity. A e° p ximately 0 per-.° i i '

0 Centjlf-the-commUnity co;iege--students-sre.found in the
.

4 e"ta ...
loWest quartile, they are cor14i red remedxal, All:pre-4

A.

,

paredfor College wbrk, while 20'iperb fall. into the

top quartile, thee quartilathattfour-year and senior
t

'
'0° 6-,

. .. / :
institutions draw from.

.

. 5) -Many "new" or.rioo-traditionalkstudents,who are admitted
.

to the community college.are/known to be4and see. them=

-selves as deficient in warigus leayning skills, such as
" 9

studying and verbaleskills'Ireadinv and writing). These 41
.

etudeots do not, score as low or*alify in other-waysas

remedial stadents:, The- ye not done Well'in their
-

high school academic ordgrams Snd' continue to lack con.-

fidenqe-in their'abillty to achieve -in-a.traditional

educational program., These "nee...students tend to feel'
° .

shy'or,nervous in class, tend tb have.paregts,who have'

never attended college, and cig not have academic knter-

ests. They are often founcil4to.1Sck autonomy in though,--(.-

"judgement,judgtment, to be -job ariented,to'prefer!application

of ideas rather than disdCisskom-,OT ideas.
.

,
.

6).-- Many of those who are classified as remedial students do.
1

t- .

not lack the intelligence to do college work but are in

need of psychological counseling. Compltqating the prob-
; , . '

1 lem of helping the remedial student l's the fact that many
;

1,7
academic subgroups arSnoted,eaCh amenable to'different'

learning app,roaches and curricula* 'Some are weak in

-7>

44,
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verbal skills and/or generalizing and abstracting ski13.s

land/or they may be weak in a variety of perceptual

ills.' They- show a diversity of inadequacies and would

Itherefore benefit from programs that are tailored to the

particular needs of"the various subgrbups as indicated

by diPferentibl diagnOsis Using a variety of tests. It

can be seen'that this group places great demands on.the

;community college'teacher.

7) i8lack students generally come. froM families with lower

incomes, and are likely to be facing 9r -eater financial

problems.than white students, 'Mille their attrition
N

'rate at,Miami-Dade is no- lower than the -attrition rate

for other groups of students, they are likely to -face

lingbiStiC problems and do not peiform well on verbal

tests of ac4eVement which lie at the heart of the tradi=

tional academic curriculum. In view of their non-verbal

background, they should do.ell in the experiential ap-
4

to learning. As with other groups their motiva-

tion for attending the communicy college is to achieve

success. They are, interested in alifyin'for.a job

rather than in self-fulfillm =nt or learning for its 'own .

sake.

8) Mal? students in terminal programs rate themselVbs.high-

er in mechanical, mathem tical, andtechnioal abilities
+,4

than-transfer males rate themselves.higher,in commu-
, ,A I

niOation, service and leadership skills. CT-Ominal men
.

are more realistic and practical, more oriented toward'

/
4
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the family, consider education as training for a secure
- 0

job and are interested in application' dr ideas.. Transfe r
..

.
students are found to be more idealistic- and more tinter - ,

ested in 'self-fultillmentt
7

9) Transfer and terminal students diieotly from high school.

were-found to be somewhat Unsure of the programs they

were choosing: Terminal students, particularly, %tend to

decide, at a later date than transfer students'enrolldd-at
. ,

the communitYlollege.
. .$'

10) NatiOnal and local findings indicate that one of the most'

important functions of the community college is toallow

the gtudent to discover? his areas of interest -and ability

and to assist,the student in making career choices. Stu- 0

$

dente do often change their-minds and their career choices

after CommURity college and acquire more realistic pic-

tures of their strengthl and interests. The community

college teacher must facilitate the process of feedback

and choice. He should assist the _student in ! "finding him-
.

self.

From the above generalizations it is clear that the,

planning of a,curriculUm of general education, Social SLence

101 Course should take into account the fact. that a majority

of the students douid appear to desire as well as benefit ?roe

more concrete, non-verbal way kof teaching. The practical and

non-theoretical should be emphasized as a means of"presenting '

and applyinci-subject matter. The teacher should also be sure,

that the' student Is given the oppo-r'tunity to realize and reme-.

diate areas of skills where he is deficient.

12 0,/
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CJAPTER V

LEARNING' PREFERENCES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
STUDENTS =RELATED TO INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES-

,' le
. . .

.

.
in this chapter information pas sought rsgardihg stu- p

.

dents' feelings about theill edEcation; prefeiences of students
s

f'r instructional -styltes.andi.cdnditions, the cognitive styles
. .

arid other cha\kuteristics of students as'related to their ,pre- 4 .

ferred instructional style; and the effect of Matching-both

cognitive styles.and, other student, attributes with methods of.

instruction.
.

."

Two ajor questions considered 'A this chapter are:

What were the community college student's preferences regarding

"instruction? How do student characteristics regarding methods

and styles of instructions interact with the teacher who holds

an experiential philosophy of tSaching and learnidg/

The premise was that the Community college instructor

would be able to teach more effectively when he had insight as

to his,own Instructional preferences and dislikes and those of
.

students4 Analysis, using a greaterevariety,of variables than .

merely comps ng relative merits of,teacning,techniques,osuch
. ,

as interaction.be11 twean student preferred learning modti and

cognitive styles has yielded meaningful results.

Students' expresSions of academib.preferences'in re-

gard to a-variety of teaching techniques were also spughe. The'

results of national surveys representative of all students at-
. ,

. -

tending community colleges as-well as Miami-Dade Commun4.ty

108
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College,:s North Campus are reported and conjectures made.

EXPRESSIONS OF ACADEMIC NEED MADE BY
MIAMI:pApE STUDENTS

,

Ina major study conducted by the Needs Assessment

Task Force (1974), a representative group of Miami -Dale Com-

munity College - North Campus students were visited in their

lases by teams of. researchers and polled ,on their unmet
,

, u

needs. The classes were broken in,small groups of5 to 10'

persons and a team member assigned as a recprder in each

small group. Among tha tasks members in eaqh group had, was

to respond to a trigger.statspnt a king for unmet n eds. '

These we .e later, ranked bithe group. _Sixty, -onegra pa

tailing 432 student,s participated in the_slUdy:= Over.130
-

responpas were, received and ranked:

...preference for new techniques /challenge /re-
levancy to major/student participation... V.

propelled it into the top ten unmet needs.

-Studentsin'the above study frequently requested

more class discusslon and participation) More 'varie ty in

teaching methods-and materials, more communication between

Students within classed, more relaxed classrbbm atmosphete

More practical work,and closer relationship of courses with

major fi610. The committee founcktflat students:

...ask for increased and irpprovAl guidance
toward. educational and vocational goals, and .

they look to,M-DCC to provide varied and
open - access programs to reach these goals
with courses taught by competent and student-
oriented instructors. They ask,to evaluate
and choose their instructors and indiCate"
that desired' teaching strategies would, be
chillenging and student-involving, but that
at the same time attendance policies would

9 `)

lb.
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_,be_less rigid. The proglems of obtaining
'current and reliable inforMation are per-
=vasive, as are financial -problems.

short, it Was found-that students desired less passive

and more participative approaches.to the classroom experience.

NATIONAL SURVEY OF ACADEMIC EXPERIENCES

° A survey desighed to probe the academic and college

experiences of community college students throughout the na-

tion was conducted by gbelfs and Wairen (1973). Itwas deve-

loped through compilation pf views expressed by large/numbers

of faculty, administrators and students. The'compilation of

views encompass& a'number of colleges and was later adminis-

tered to 6,500 students at 27 two-year colleges. The authors
F

4-- grouped the items according to the waystudents perceived is

00

sues that were felt to describe accurately particular commun-

itY college experiences. The students polled were fairly re-. 7-

presentative and included fart -time and full-time students,
0

evening and day students,. vocatioely. and academic'students.

More than half the students in any age group felt

they wE'et neither doing very poorly nor'very well. At least

a third of the students under 30 felt they were experiencing

academic difficulty.*:(Table 5.1) Academic difficulty was

defined as being left behind In -the Tourset.unable to compre-,

hend what was being taught ana having an instructor who ex-

plained things in a way they could not un erstand.

123
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TABLE 5.1

Percent of Students Indicating Thdy are
Having Academic Difficulty

t. a

111

Age Group ' No
.

Yes

10 - 21
.

'22- 29

30 plus

.

.

.

10%

15%

28%

_

37%

'30%
,

'-19%

Source: Roelf 11975.

Roelf ,reported that only one in a class of 20 stu-

dents, 611 under 22, "would'bxpress great satisfaction with

- what he or she is learning from the instructor." (Roelf,

1973, page 9.) He also indicated that class members would

',// probably reveal they were freqdently bored oVunchallenged by

the material presented or by -the instructors handling ofdlit.

Roelf indicated that if the same class were composed, of students

in their 30's or older" it would be liAlythat at least five be

them would be pleased with classroom instrbction. The majority
404

would have few complaints about materials or instructor contri-
# -

Roelf found that older students had a more realistic

i.

P

pictm9-e_of their tOlents, physical stamina-and mental capacities.
., . ,

Their must serious problem was likely to be under-
t

(

estimating their abilities.
\

. ..,

In other words, on a national scale, students younger

than 22 were often dissatisfied with traditional material and

124



ways of teaching, while students over 30 were found less like-
.

ly to be'oxperiencing academic difficulty and more satisfied;

with traditionalimethods.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND LEARNING CONDITIONS
PREFERRED BY STUDENTS AT MIAMI-DADE NORTH CAMPUS

Conclusions_emerging from various research studie

indicated that learning conditions, when matched with studerft,

preferences, do produce differential learning achievement.

(Travers, 1974I 'page 1035

Scerba (1976) Used Canfield and Lafferty's Learn nq

Styles .Inventory (1974), hereafter referred to as LSI, to sCir,

vey preference for instructional styles and instructional, con-
,

ditions of students at Miami-Dade Community College's North

Campus. He administered.the inventory to 795 students in ran-

domly Aelectad English and Humanities Classes at the'co lege, '

a sample representative of the-entire studentbody.

The inventory consisted .of 30 items. Each i em re-

quired the person taki ng th' inventory to read four o tItons
, .

and to; rank options in the order iti which they descr bed their -.

preferences or feelings. It was an untimed instrume tend

could be completed in about 25 minute's by the typip ji. student.
- , _ , r, ;'

Ranking sets consisting of four items forced the Otudenti to
f

statetheir preferences for four learnibg actievItiS: listen- fl

. . i r

ing reading, iconics and direct experience. With all se ks) fr----,,

the lowest-posSiO).e.sdore for any scale or category was 6.
.:.

,

When a,6 .appeared, would .mean that, the, student Consistently
. i

picked that repoRse as the most desirable or descriptive,'

125'
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Of more than 700 students surveyed,'35 percent chose

direct experiences, 25 percent listening, 25 percent iconics

and 15 percent reading.: It was found students would rather

learn bytdirect experience or actual contact with materials.

Large numbers ranked reading as the least preferred mode 'of

learning. These expressed a high preferente for the auditory

channel of learning and for Seeing concepts and their inter-

relationships in visual rather than verbal symbolp.

Student responses to twelve other scales on the LSI

were also obtained. Eight scales dealt with conditions of

= learning. Canfield andLfferty's premise was that these

scales were based on varying motivations that would interact

differently with various environmental' conditions. The

authors'state that,

About,two-fifths of the times(or the eight
scales) are designed to measure student
motivational qualities. The items are
phrased in terms or typical classroom-or
instructional situations and are oriented
around. four major motivational areas of
affiliation, eminence, structure, and
achievement. (Cdnfield and Lafferty, 1074,
page 2.)
/,-

There are eight scales and four subgroups in the

LSI. Its should be nckat the higher t e scdre the less dis-
.

tinctly the student expressed preference for the partitUlar

learning environment. They are presen ed'in terms orAffili-
.

ation, Structure,,Achiev,ement and -Eminence. (Table 5.3'.)

Theae four subgroups'and'related subscores
4-0

ti

flatted aspects of the conditions under which students learn-
.

ing .can be-controlled by the teacher.

. 19
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TABLE- 5.3

Learning Conditions Preferred by Students at
Miami-Dade Community College - North Campus -,

Affiliation f Friendly Warm, supportive relations with
others.

1. Affiliation: 15.5. Preference for good
.rapport with fellow students.

2. Instructor: ,13.6. Desire for informal
relationships with instructor. -

Structure-L. Logidal, orderly, well-defined and clear
Study plans.

3. Organization: 11.2. Logical sequence of
material and systematic presentation.

Detail: 12.9. Preference'for precise '

information about all details of course.,

A hievement Independence of action', pursuit of one's own
interests.

Emi

5. Goal Setting: 15.5. Preference for set-
ting own goals related.to interests and
capabilities.

6. Independence: 16.7. Preferenqe for
.Working ,independently and chooding means
of accomplishing goals..

ence :A Comparison with others, competing for recog--
nition., desiring classroom discipline and
order.

7. Competition: 18.1. Desire for comparing
performance with)others'.

8.. Adthority: 16.6. Desiring informed,
knowledgeable instructors who clearly.
control the classroom.

4.

0 rce: Scerba,

ti
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Though the. differences in scores are believed to be

si6nificant, etati.stical tests of significance have not been

made ageinst,the scores, thus the items are merely ranked by

the means asotIated with each item in order of those condi;

,tions etudentd most pAgferred (lowest score) to least pre-

ferred conditions (Aighett score). (Table 5.4.)

TABLE 5.4 I

b
.

.

I r Rank Ordet of Learning Conditions Preferred by
S. tudlatits at Miami-Dade Community Cbllege - North Campus

1,

f

1., 4ganization (11.2) Desire for logical, clear study
plans and coverage of material.

(12.9)'Desire for detailed infOrmation on
all- aspects of the course.

D4tair

-,Inst,rUctOt (13.6)

4:- Affiliation (15.5)

DesireNfOr friendly, personal, in-
formal rlOttionship with instructor.

Desire for development _of warm in
terpersonal relations with other
students.,

5. Goal
Setting, (15:5) OPportunity to establish one's own

objectives end,go4s.-

_
6, Authority- (16.6) De ire for a well controlled and

. mal learning environment.
sit

7. Independence (16.7) Desire for work ing independently.

.8. Co petition (18.1) bes re for competition and compar-
with others.

Sodr

ISO

---Scerba,°1976,

11.

4
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The largest possible point vccipe wash 24, which would indicate

the student *ranked the responses in the category'as least in-
.

teresting. A low score is, an area of high attraction for the

student, a high score an ate,of potential avoidance. Since

statistical tests of significance have not been made against,

the differences in scores,' the results obtained by Scerba

.

student
A
preferences for instructional style are given in high-

est to lowest order of their choice by students. (Table/5.2.)

Also indicated Is the percent of students, who gave first

choice to that particular modality: r

TABLE 5.2

Learning Modes Preferred by Miami-Dade
Students

Category Percentage
,

Choice
.

.

Direct Experience

. )

Listening

Iconics
.

.
.

Reading

,

.

,

,

14.
-

13.8
.

14.8

17.46

.

(35%)

(25%)

.

(25%)

.

(15%)

A preference for learn-
ing sit ati6ns with
actual ontact with
filateri ls, topics or
situations.

Preference for the au-
ditory channel of cOmL,

.

munications or learning.

Preference for the vi-
sual channel of commun-
ication or learningti.

-

Preference- for accom-
plishing learning ,'
through uselof printed
materials.

.

Source: Scerba, 1976.

12,9
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students felt it most'.important to know what the teacher ex- ,

At ,

pected'of them and logical sequenCing of material, that an-
.

other strong desire was for 4aff.DTiation", waracrItlation-

ships either between studenes or between student and teacher.

Opportunity o establish one's own objedtives was ranked in

the middle./ Lowest .in,the hierarchy of preferred learning

condition /was a need for Comparison-with others and pre-

ferences for working independently was ,next lowest.

A IONAL FINDINGS FOR PREFERRED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

/ Roelf (19.75) analyzing a survey made by Rcelf and

\Warren (1973) in, which they sampled 6,500 students repre-

sent tive of the national community college population,

no't' &-that in a class of 20 students, all under ?2, 8 indi-

ca ed dissatisfaction and,

....would prefer spending their time in more
activeltntl-§puOy sessions or spontaneous
dismissio i hmrellow students and the
faculty..(RoW1).975, page 99.)

. .

Roelf found that the majority of older students

expressed satisfaction with standard group instruction.
1

Using the same class of 20 students but over 30 years of age,

5 would be pleased with classroom instruction, 3 would feel

unchallenged, however, instead of deiiring more active learn-

ing roled, would want the instructor io move through materi-

als atea faster pace or on a more sophisticated level.

Supporting Rodlf's findings, Kitchin's data from
-

his study with_200 adult subjects at the University of. North

Carolina, University.Extension

.""

1

d that more

1
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adult students chose 1,0re-discussion rather than mther me-
.

thOds. (Kitchin, 1970). He also found that teacher's style

seemed more important than teaching methodsrto student satis-.

faction and performance. Accepting and interactive teachers
0

0 .were preferred. 4l
Warren (1974) studied student preferenc seor teach*.

ing techniques. For this study, student- canterej approach_

is that which focuses on student interests and puts more con-
,

trol in the hands of students. Instructor-centered teaching,

is based on the teacher's judgement of what students should

learn, the method for presentation and the pacing and evalu-4'.
1

-,..

ation of achisTentp
,

Warren found that 56 percent` expressed Ao strondUre-
,

e .
i

e .

ferlfte, 22 percent indicated a clear cut desire 'for teachers-

centered instruction and 22 percent wanted a more active stu-,

dent role:
.

.
\., ..

. -

The 22 percent who preferred thS'student-,oentert4

learning experience, responded""definitety yes" or "yes" to

all three of the following statements:

,

1) I would like more class without text or.assignments,

organized around informal discussions,-..

) 'I would like more small informal seminars, even'-if they
,

meet less 'often with the instructor,

3) The faculty should stay with topics that have caught the'

class' interest even if they don't cover the planned

amount of ground in the course. (Warren, 1974.)
r °

Students whb preferred student-centered instruction also

131
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indicated they favored noncompetitive grading procedures and

informal contacts with faculty members at the expense of for-

mal classroom contact. Students who respond "defirlitely

not" or "no" to the sitme statements, wanted`c asses organized

around explicit instructor requirements, frequent contact
4

with the 'instructor, even if lafgelec"tures, and content

. and organization that did not accommodate'interests ,of parti-

cular students in the class but concerned the subject matter.

Sepe apd Connoly (1973) asked classes from
7
four -

community colleges which of two methods, individualized .or

traditior41 group instruction,. -they preferred. They.found

student preference, almost eqyally divided between the two

instructioul models., Studentswere also asked to indicate
ca,

the reason for.their selection. 'The reasons given by the

studeMs in the samples for their floice of'ipstructional

model were sorted by a'panel of three judges, and seven cate-

gories were develbped for each moof instructidh; (Table
Sc

4

5.5.) This indicated which features they-liked most about -...'

each., method. s

6. A

.

As will be noted,in Table 5.5, the- characteristics
,...

4-*
of traditional instruction mantiopd most oaten by students

, .

'were,"exernal tontro1" (23 Percent), "gio,up emphaglirri-6
,-.

percent) and instructor as learning` leader" perCent).

132
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.TABLE 5.5

Charactefistics of Self and Traditiohal
Models of Instruction Preferred-by

Community College Students

120

Self Instructional Option
. ,

Characteristic
/ .

, Percent

Grading on achievement of objectives

Learner Controlled
.

Sdif-Pace
. ...

Individual Emphasis -

-)

Val.iable time input

Learner initiated testing`,

Instructor as a resource
0 .

,

.

6.3

5.1

-40.9

5.1'

6.7

7.9

Total
0

, -

,
.

,
100.0

,

.

,
Traditional Option

.

,

.

*

Characteristic
.

.

t

.

Percen"

.

.

Competition
.

External-control

Group pace

soup emphasis

Set time -input,

Pre-scheduled testing

Instructoi' as learning-leader

7.1

23.

4./

36 9

...o.

4.0
4

9.6

.

4

.Total / -
,

00.0

Source: Adapted from Sepe and Zonnoly, 1973 page

133
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The responses in the pth= four categories werd'low

enough to conclude. that dents 4 notvalue thect.ara,9teris-

.tics of competitio percent), group pacing (4 percent),

set-time %ftp-Llf16.0 percent) and pre-scheduled testin?,(3.0

pertent). SeleCtsd comments, felt tb be indicative of how

students felt about the traditional model, indicated they

enjoyed having the instruct$r act as leader because they

learn by listdhing. They also. preferred taking notei.sinCe

they felt would ggasp ideas better thaw by studying on their

own. 4n additiOn, they commented, they-felt more secure in a

group arld.enjoyed groUp ioieraption.,

Characteristics valued most in the individualized

model wsre'the self pacing,44t percent) and individual em-

phasis (28 perpent)... Theirselected comments indicated 'they
C,

felt they would learn mcre,on their own than at aclass pace.

.The researchers.allsO presented the students with

two 'models and asked them to choode which one of each of the

seven characteristics of the two models they p referxed.

(Table 5.6.) The results .indicated that students preferred

*
all but one feats re of the individualized ins uction model.

The feature they rejectej0,.'was responsibility or control of

the rate at which material should be presented. .In other

words, the authors felt that, though the students expressed a

preference 08r self-pacing, their response indicated that '/

they refused to accept the responsibility'for this."

134
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Olt .

Responses to Forced Choice' Between Self-
Ilistruotional,and TraditioMal Characteristics

122

Cilaracteristic
,

Percent Percent ''Characteristic

Grading On actileve- .

,,ment of objectives 71.5 28.5 _Competition '

Learnei..controlled 43.8 - ri6.2 External control

Self-pace 70.1 29.9 -Group pace

Individual emphasis 65.6 34.4 Group emphasis
...

Variable time input 61.0 39.0 Set tirrieinput

Learner initiated Pre-scheduled -
testing 63.8 36.2 testing

InstructOr as a
source *

,

62.5 37.5
Instructor as
learningileader

Defined semester Defined semester
length

_
64.1 35.9 length .

Apted" .Sepe and COnnolly, 1973, page 11,

To conclude, .),n the national studies, a clear cut

dichotomy between teaching styles preferred by students under

'22 and over 30, emerged. Only 5 percent of the students 22 or

younger (1 student out of 20) expressed complete satisfaction

with their learning 'experience. corty percent indicated, they

would prefer to spend their time in more active learning

roles. However, few students over 30 appeared to desire more .

active learning roles.

When community, college students were examined.for

their feelings about laius of control over the teaching ro-

cessand gontent, it was found that the majority did not ex-

135
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pres4.clear'cut preferences for statement's which prabedhib

issue. Twenty-two percent of the. students preferred 'student

4 control of the learning process and 22 percent wanted the

.10

inetructor to remain in charge.. A further study yielded evi

dance to reinforce the impietsion that many students-(56 per- 'r

cent),,when confronted with choic e of whether they or the

teacher should,control the learning situation expressed pre-!

ferencefor externa3 control of:the traditional mode and

valued group interaction.

PERSONAL TRAITS OF THOSE WHO-EXPRESSED
PREFERENCE FOR VARIED INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES

CharacteristiCs of students who preferred certain

teaching techniques are p resabted in this section. Also re-.

sults,_cf matching ,student characteristics and/or preferences
. .

with instiuctional style are givens

In-Warren's National study of two -year college stu-
,---.

dents, 22"percent wanted clear and specific-directions from

-their professors and 22 percent expressed a strong prefer-

ence for academic self-determination. ,(Warren 1974.) f4-

rest of the students did not answer "definitely not" or "no",

;'definitely yes", "yes:, to statements'which indicated

preference or rejection of either style:,

Warren analyzed students' other answers and found
--, o

,

that those who wanted student-centered instruction detired

more help from the faculty and had more complaints apout lack
\\

of attention than those who wanted the .1-1sti,uctor to control

all aspects of the learning ituation. WarreA,gammented that:'
\41

17,

J
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Paradoxically, ,in virtually-every other respect
the student-cen'tered students appear much more
dependent on the institution than the instruc-
tor- centered studenes. The latter appear quite
content to manage every aspect of their campus
lives on their own, including academic require-

. merits,. as long as they are told exactly what is
'expected of them. (Warren, 1974, page 3.) -

Students who appeared to want more autonomy actually desired.
-e AW0

more' guidance than those who appeared, to -wish to -be-told

what to do'.

a Orran also found the two groups differed in'

fields of study'and age but not in grades or other measures

of academie achievement (Tables 5:*i and 5.8.) Warren's ob-
.

.

v
servation of the ages of students preferring different in-

.

structianal styles included further evidence that younger .

students desired more active learning roles than older stu:.

dents.. Support for student-centered instruction was found

highest from those 19 and yolinger and detlinediapidl as

age increased.

It will be noted from Table 5.7 that students de-

siring more active learning roles are either undecided as to
et

their major or enrolled primarily in the fields of'social°

science or.humanities, where students A priefered the

teacher-centered instruction were found in technical. areas Or

the physical.. sciences.

.

(

if 3

k

e
L

-,-

t*
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TABLE 5.7

Major Fiplds of Students Preferring
Different Instructional Styles

r .

FIELDS

Instructional Styles
Perceptages

...

.

_

Student
Centered,

. Instructor
}Centered - .

Undecided 13.2
t

7.9 ,

Behavioral Sciences , 7.3 2.3 ,

Fine Arts 4.1 1.9

Social Sciences 5.1 3.0

Humanities .- - 4.1 2.0

33.8 17.1
,

business 17.0
.

21.6 .

Health Tervices 6.1 10.8
,

Technology 5.4 8.9

Trade and Industry 3.2 '6.2

Physical Sciences 3.2 5.3

. ;6 34.9. 52..8

Education , 4.7 .10.0-

Engineering 3.9 5.1,

Public Sgrvices 4.1 , 3.6

Natural Resources 2.7 3.8'

Other 10.9 . 7.6

.-,.
31.32 . 30.1

.4' Totals 100.0 100.0
.

Source: Warren; 1974, page 3.
a

-
-12't.vC.3
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TABLE 5.8

Age Groups of Students Preferrigg
Different Instructional Styles

126 .

_
*0- _

Instructional Styles
. . Percentages

AGE GROUPS

Student Instructor
Centered Centered

19 and younger 51.4 37.7

20-21 23.7 '21.3

224.24 .12.1 15.1

25-29 7.4 . 10.2

30 and older 5.4 . 15.8

Source: Warren, 1974, page 3.

4.

° COGNITIVE STYLES OF THOSE WHO PREFER STUDENT-
CENTERED VERSUS INSTRUCTOR-CENTERED METHOD

It has been found that distinct differences occur in

how people deal with their environment: that is to say, in

what people attend to and-how they process it.

Witkin and others (1975) place these people at oppo-

site poles in the way they order reality. They terra these pro-

cesses field-independent and field - dependent cognitive styles.

The- field-independent person has a cognitive style which is as-

sociated with baing analytical, oriented toward ideas and ob-
,

jects rather ithan people. In other words they'pay greater at-
.

.tention to their physical environment and feel a'need to mani-

p ulate it , rather than pbople. They tend to show greater

-,verbal strengths and be more realistic and definite, in vocational

139
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choices. In addition, the field - independent student is apt to

choose technical areas, e.g!,'science and engineering where

they mar4ulate.things rather than peopX.

On the other hand, characteristics of the field-
:

- ,

dependent personality. exhibit "...a cluster -m-g social oriNta-
4,-

°tion
,

and social skills plus less conipetencein articulation.

(Witkin and-others, 1975, page 23.) ,They respond to social

cues and ate m9se dependent,. n others for orientation and self

image. In addition, they are less decided about th4rpareers.
4.;

Warren (1974) in his study citedearlier, folind that

community college students who preferred student- centered

teaching had a high correlation of per6onality. and epistomolo-

r

gical,approaces with field-dependent cognitive style,, and

that students, who preferredcharacieristics of:instructor-
,

centered teaching had the' trait of the field-indeldend cog-

nitive modes. For .example, he found that community college

students who pref.err ied student=centered instruction were ver-
.

-,, whelmedly,eKrolled in' the humanities. . /.

--1
./

Twice as many student-centered as fistructor-
f

4

5

centered students were inbbhavioral and social scirces,,the

fine arts and the humanities, and the came ratio held fir stu-0,,

dents who were undecided"as to field of study (Table 5.7).

t

However, students in-:the more practically orienpd fields:
, .40

-..7 , -

t -4.---"`..:
°business, health serviCe, technology; trade, industry and

. the physical sciences, were twice as likely to favor instruc-
.

--tor-centered teaching. ....,

Warren, therefore, concluded that the student who

140
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preferred to be in control of his teaching situation frequentl§

has field-dependent characteristics and those who OtatedAtrong
I

n I

similarpreferences for teacher-centied instruction war! l to
i

1

field- independent thinkers in their cognitive stles.

APPROACHES PREFERRED py' TEACHERS WITH FIELD.1INDEPENDENT
AND FIELD-DEPENDENT COGNITIVE STYLES AtiD THEIR
* INTERACTION' WHEN MATCHED WITH STUDENTS

Just as there are .studepts,who are field-independent

and field-dependent in their cognitive styles and preferences,

it wfafound thttarchers can be distipguished by the same

characteristics. Evidence indicated that the'field-dependerit

teacher favored student-centered teaching and the field-inde-
\

pendent teacher, instructor-centered-teaching. Wu (1967) re-
.

ported field dependent teachers pieferred discussion add die-

'covery ways of teaching to le turing. 'Ohnmacht (1967) found
......

relatively.field-independant teachers were more direct in
a A

their attempt to influence s udents He also found field-
,

dependent teachers had a more vorable attitude toward the

use of democratic classroom proce than field-independent

teachers.

Riesman, Gusfield and Gams n (1970' examined faculty

preference and faculty-student int raction at dakland'Univer-

sityand Monteith dollege,and cla sifigd faculty members ac-.-

'cording to their preference fop a ",-didactic" and/or "evocative"

teaching style. Their description, quoted below, appears to

describe the differences in approach taken by field-indepen-
,)

--dent and dependent teachers:

A didactic teacher takes for granted his 'greater
knowledge ancauthority, and invites students in-
to the materials in terms.set by him. The class

1 4 1

6
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is a productio; in'which th',19 instructor is the
,, producer, the director, and\the writer, while

the students are the actors under his direction
and also- the ultimate audience. At the very
least, what is asked of theni isthat they "get
the material", but the effort also maylbe to
help them become active and go off on their own.
In the classes ae came to call evocative, the
instructor was less concerned with covering
'ground or conveying ideas thaln, with gettiAg the
students to- connect what they were readin9 with
their own experience, even atthe cost ofLa

.certain fuzziness of outline. The invitation
to learning.was put in their own hands; they
were allowed to help write the script or even
rewrite it. Oiesman, Gusfieia and Gemsom,
1972, pap 122.)

Field-dependent and ffeld-independent teadhers, seem

to Oproaqh the.. teaching situation quite differently: Through

a discussion approach. which their

likely to favor, field -dependent', teacher

orientation seems

can employ informal

,conversational methods.tmepgage 'students in learning situ-
,

ations and' to develop rapport,with4heffi. The,field-indepen-
%, _'

dent teacher prefers Vo airectli,l.nfluence students by the Use
1.4 . ,

.of lecture techniqueyd questions designed tatevkaispdcific

responses.

Few studiestindicating the result s of rri*Oling

Student - teacher cognitive 'styles haVe been made arid ,the re-

sults have not beenicanclusiVe. However, itkin (1975) noted

that when.student and teachers have been m tched, interperson-,

al attraction and satisfaction was signifi antly greater than

.) under unmatched conditions. No studies ha a been made of in-

tellectual accomplishment of matched and mismatched students,

Am using the field-independent and dependent approach, that can

be applied to the college.
.

.
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A study by Schroeder (1969), which investigtted and

used an approach different'from the field=independent-dePen-
1

,sre.nt\mOdel, the cognitive styles of one hundred and eighteph

(118) high school English students and their teachers were

examined for interactive effects. It was found. thatistudents

rating the teacher high in effectiveness tended to a siatih-
.

tically significant degree to those having cognitive styles

"similar" to that of the teacher. The statistical signifk- b

canoe was found to be even grpater when success 4n class as

represented by grades was studied. Students diagnosed,as

having "similar" cognitive styles also tended to be the

dents receiving the highest grades. In an.earlier study;

Washer reported similar findings. (Washer, 1969:)

Though few studieh and fewer conclusions have ben
/

. -
made of intellectual attainments as a result of matching

and/or mismatching student and teacher personality types,
.

there havp-been studies mpde of the emotional overtones of

mismatching and matching.' As was-to,besexpected, those stu-

dents who were moat comfortable in a student-centdred class-

room expressed pe;sorial satisfaction when theyewere matched

with a teacher whose 'approach was the same. cRnversely,

those students who were mismatched, experiancedless per-

sonal satisfaction with the classroom experience. Teachers

also seemed to value more highly the intellectual and per-

sonal...qualities of thPse,students whose teaching needs

matched their own inclinations.
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ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS WHEN CDRELATED
WITH TEACHING STYLES

It"was assumed that research` on' student preferences

might reveal. not only what methods students. seemed to prefer.

but also the achievement _or students-when there was matching
,

of teaching methods with student needs, prefererices, o'r

characteristics.

other

Calvin, Hoffman andiarden (1957) found that "less

intelligent students" consistently did better in classroom

pioblem-solving situations conducted in an authoritatianman-

ner (teacher- centered) rather than in groups conducted in a

, permissivemanner. The same difference did not occur for

"br "ighter students". Ward (1965) fOund,evidence to support

the concept that "abler students" benefited most from small

group discussion,:' it teacher - centered. He found that,"poor-
.

er'studente gained more frOM'lectureLdemonstration. His

measures o achievement were underst,nding and problem solv-
.

ing. Wisp (1951) came to. the conclusion in.his experiments

that-teachirf9--s4ies (student-centered vs. instruction-
. ,

centered) had no-effect on,the fiAal examination scores Of

the "brightei. (high.SAT score) students", whereas the "le

able students" did 49.tter in directive authoritarian-class s.

Wh reas Wigpe concludes that teaching methods had

no posit,ivWin,teractive effect for "brighter students",

et: al (1957) indicated their "brigheer students",

benefited 'from small discussion groups. In view of these

contradictions it is interesting to note that McKeachiets

(1963) findings were that "bright students",oenefited from the
ti
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informal face-to-face discussion group. o

Beach (1970) experimented -.with small learning groups

in a social psychology course. Self reports on student's with

lower grade-point averages indyatedt4 hat they profited consri-

derably from small independent study groups. They report6'd1,

consulting more books in preparing their papers than did the
.

control students and an increase in their interest in social

psychology. .It hould be-poin6Eld out that Beach was not in-

vestigating achievement in problem solving but rather in-.

,creased motivation to work indeliendently.

Trent.and Cohen (1974) reported that several inves-

tigations.concerning the interaction between teaching methods
V .

and students. who achieved most ir"conventional lecture situ-
o

ations, showed that these students. were characterized by mode-
. -

rate achievement needs, low social.needs and low creativity.
,

Studento,characterized by high creativity and/or by high-so-

dial needs, tended to perform.best in small discussion groups.

However, the few attempts to find differences in self-concept

and persor4lity adjustment variables have seldom shown meaning-

ful results for interaction betWeen these, characteristics'and

achievement.

Goldberg (1969) treating the class as a moderator

riablel-iiiteracting.with persOnality_characteristics such as

divepatterms,achievementand_satisfaction, found. no

icant interactive effects on achieiiement.

Additional studieS by Haigh and Schmidt (1956-) and

Tellmadge and-Srearer (1567) yielded evidenc%to show that

145
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there was no significant interaction between strident character-.

t

istics and teaching methods. Haigh and Schmidt*(1956-) found

\

'no significant difference between knowledge.of facts and

ciples on adolescent development when student's were placed in

teacher-centered and.g.toup-centered sections on the baad,s.or

stated preferences. Tallmadge.and Shearer (196'7).found no

significant interaction between instructional methods and stu-

dent characteristic varia4les. 'They stated howeVer, that the

nature of the material to be learned was critical and needed

40to be examinedas'an independent experimental vari a. .

/

Scarba (1976) in his study at Miami-Dade Community

College - North Campus- found inearaction.between the teaching

style used by the instructor and students' preferred learning
,

styles", as measurecOly'the LSI, significant at the 0.05 level.
JP

, ..
Stud, nt.swhose learning.styl thatched the professor's teaching

1, V ' 0 '''

mat od seetiee;,to achieve mor, intellectually as measured by

, l, c.grades. ', ',..if7'.'

A..

t.

7t1

ci -

It

, .t._ .

/A.

Thf ;
interactiOnIforcma chid teaching and learning

styles was found. fo 1 ndom,samplingetostudentin intro-
:' , .

,-

o

ductory, General Educe on, English and Humanities courses,

the same students-required to take the introductory, inter-
_

_

disciplinary, social science course being prepareb for this

study. t t

Grieve acid Davis (1971), when-com4 pirin9.the amount

-'of geOgraphy learned by extremely field-dependent And extreme-

-1y field-dependent and extremely fleld-independent ninth- Li

.

grade children, found that the field-dependent child was more
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likely to benefit'fromdiscoveiy in truceion,in which verbal-
.

ization of generalization came at 'he end of the instructional

sequence. Compared withthe\expo itorymethdd, learning by

the discovery.method, was theori ed.'to take place through in-

teraction with the teacher, a co text congenial to the social

orientatiaa\of-the more field -d pendent student.

.To conclude, the firs summary interpretation of the

results of matching student ch racteristics and methods'was

written by McKeacqie in the H ndbook of.Reeterch and Teachin.

(1963). He indicated only one study had been undertaken with

the primary aim of testing a theory about the conditions which

were effective in producing earning under different teaching

methods in different types o learners. The researcher found

that a dearth of studies continues to be the case. 'Few stui-

dies, fewer replications, and few clear cut indications about

the relationship of student characteristics to,teaching me-

thods were-found. All findings were tentative, since there

were no additional studies made to support or negate them.
4

This had indicated a nee for further study and/or for more

insight into the complex relationship of variables in the

classroom.

Some studies relevant to student Characteristics and

teaching methods, -yielded evidence that apparently indicated

students high in achievement needs and creativity would do,

better in small discussion groups; as would brighter students,

Students who were not as bright,. had lower achievement and

social needs, epparently'benefited from authoritarian, teacher-
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centered traditional methods. However, Beach (197k found

that small group study-discussion sessions motivated stu-

dents with lower grade-point averages toward independ&t

study. Scerbels study (1976), with students required -to

,take the curriculum being prepared for this study, found

-that students matched with teachers whose teaching' styles

corresponded with-their needs, maniested tendencies t6

ward higherpgrades. A study comparing the achievement of ,

high school students and teachers matched for cognitive

styles indicated positive etfecte of mathing on achievement.

However, other studies in which student character-

A 1'7"

iSt,iCSOSUch as drives or motivations, sociometric needs,

and other variables, yielded little evidence to support the

theory that personality differences interact differently

with varying teaching methods.

RESULTS RELATING TO INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Findings regarding the desiTability of individual-
,

ized instruction and its probable effects was sought in va-,

riouS studies. Use of ayariety of forms of individualized

instruction were considered by many to tie one of the keyfr

to offering adequate teaching to the extremelyheterogeneous

student popuTation found at the community colleges.'

Sepe and Connolly (1972) found no-significant re-

lationship between personal and academic data of "prefer-

ence" groups for instructi9nalmodels of traditional, group

instruction versus individualized instruction.

.;



No significant relationship (0.05 level) w s
found for age; sex, or quality point index.
Nor mere such variables ae-major,
pected in the course or the students per-.
ceived academic ability found to be signifi-
cantly related to preferehce.

Only three studies'of the effects of individualized-
.-

instruction upon achievement of community, college students

were found. Moraine Valley Community College (IllinoiS) Used

programmed lea tbeeks-i-ssi-f=psced learning, and.be-II

havioral objectives in traditional sociology classes. Some

findings were:

1) .the major factor influencing a student to take the course

was the expectation ylat he could work at his own pace;

i ndividualized'instrUctiori appeared to afford the StUdent

greater opportunities to assimilate course materials and

interact with the instructor;

3) the flexible scheduling did not stimulate learning be-

causecause too many students tended to procrastinate;

4) studentt favored the indivicivalize1 course to the tradi-

tional bourses, although they missed'-hsAng a class iden-

tity and class discussions. (Sioia, 1972.)

Hunter (1971) found that both' faculty and students

at Meramac Community College gave overall favorable responses

to courses offered all Community colljge students in self-)

directed learning units. HoweVer, judging whether students

would learn More and incr-ease their grade point averages'as a

redult of this method is difficult.to determine because the

, students enrolled were reported to °be 'Sri9hter and more. ace-
.

..

demicaUy matur,than their peer.s4at college.,0

119
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In an experimakaii program at the Community College

of San Mateo (California) reported by Warrich (1971), 49 poten-

tial drop-outs were actiyel/y involved in individualized ins-
'

trUction and their attrition rate was compared with 49 stu-
n

,-

-. i

dents who received no special treatment%
.

Tutoring by other
r /

students was considered the heartof the program, with flexi-
/ .

heart_of

bility the key experimer al feature, along with integrap.on of

aCademio'services with supportive psychological

and personal counseling. The expertimental.pirogram was proven

effective by both measurable and subjective evaluation. The
t

results showed that students. who would undoubtedly haveqiiith-
1

drawn, remained within the college study. However, the above

example of individualized instruction could not be considered

a true test insofar as normally extensive tutoring coun-

selingare not available. But the experiment does to to sup-

port what has been found in other studies. Kanun (1971) de-

tailed intervention techniques used in several California Conr-

munity.Colleges in an attempt_to decrease attrition among po-

tential drop-outs. These findings all point to ,the fact that

retention was improved when extensive tbunseling_and tutoring.

was used..

To summarize, personality and demographic character=

istics such as sex, age and quality point)aVerages were not

found to be indicative of whether the student would prefer in-

dividualized or trad1tional instruction. When given an oppor-
ee $

tunfty for self pacing,-students were obserVed to use it to
, I r.

assimilate material better. Houreqer, among students, self

, Jr

,st
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:pacing produced,a tendendy to procrastinate and the students

reported missing tha classroom interaction. Potential drop
\

outs tended to stay in the institution when a combintion of

individualized instruction, tutoring and counseling_were

used. Brighter' more acadernrcally mature tdents, favored-
, o ,

individualized instruction. The overall results for the

average student have not been fully explored.

es

(
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This bhapter present s findings on how community col-

t
9

lege students( viewed their educational, experience, their pre,

ferences ip,instructional styles, characteristics of students

end teachers as related to distinct preferences for instruc-

tional styles:, and findings, on the effects of matching dtu-

dents and teabhets and techniques predicted to correlate with

their cognitive styles. Research in the literature has pro-

videdevidenbe to show that: \.

1) A jority (54 'percent) of community college s udents do.

not rly prefer either teacher.-centered or student-
.

cente're+d instructional styles, tkpus either

ceptableI The remainder,'.22.percent expressed a strliong

style was ac-

preference teacher-centeAd and 22 percent for studeq-

centered-teaching instrugOional styles.

2) \Students 19 and younger are likely td be.diesatisfied

- with their academic experience, a third are likely'Lto

feel left behind and nearly half are bored.

3) lounger students are likely to be those who preferective

learning roles, more student-cerftered styles, of instruc-;.:
,

tion such as informal discussion rekateq'to their own in-

terests and autonomy in all areas of learning experce..

4) Younger etudentswhd desire student-centered teaching,

,want greater,academic freedom and self - determination.

Peradoxically research indicates that along with freedom

'
.

, .

15
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they express a great n

'freedom.
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t
ed for guidanceain the use of their

5), Older students are much'more likely to be satisfied with

their academic experfbnce and are'inclined toward passive

learning roles. They prefer that the instructor establish

all the details of'the course such as,content,'assignments

etc. They do not mind'thainstructor leading the class in

an authoritarian manner, but prefer an instructor whd is

"approachable" to.one who...is not.

6) Students who prefer instructor to student-Centered teach-
,.

ing styles or visa-Arsa, have characteristic similar to

-those found for field-independent ordependent cognitive

styles.' These charactbristics include distinct prefer-

ence for fields of,study (interests), for attendino

different aspects of the environment., and for ways of pro-

cessing information. ,

7) Field;dapendent students tend to favor stbdeht-centered

'instruction, they rely more on, and attend more Ao'social

cues and remember them longer. They haVe more "intuitive" .

.ways of btlinkihg and are not as articulate and analytical.

as the student who is field- independent. They tend to be

uncertain in theiridentity and unsure abdut their further

plans: They appear to re dire- feedback 'from others for

' their .image, and to 6e le.as certain of their<future goals.

The'mdjority of these Stuents tend to bb interested in

careers, the humanities and social sciences.

`The student whose cognitive style is field-
.

'153,
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independent is likely, to be more defin4e aboutJhis career

- pla'ns, more certain about his identity, and more oriented

toward fields of study that are involved with ','things" ra-

ther than with people. A majority of these students are.

to be found in the physical sciences, business and tech-

nical courses. Field-Independent students appear to fayor

teacher-centered instruction.

8) Teachers who are field-dependent in cognitive style pr'`jefer

to lead classes'in the mariner desired bijield-dependent

students. These teachers prefer student- centered'teachIng

styles, are more'inclined to agree with democratic class

,procedures .and facilitative or "evocative" teaching,styie5.

9)- Teachers who are field-independent in &heir cognitive

style prefer to lead the classroom .i.scussion and exertd

Aeater control amd'leadership over all aspects of the

class. In other wards, they are instructor-centered in
.

('their' approach.

10) Teacherp and students matched for field- independent and de-
,

pendent cognitive atyles find each other's personalities
..

and intellects more attractive; however, effects on- ,-
.

t .

'achievement are not clear.

,11) Students who score lower. an measure of academic aptitude

appear to. understand and, solve problems better through
.

teacher-centered approaahes.to instruction such as lecture

demonstration and close supervision' rather than through in-

formal discussion. However, inforMal study groups may
,

benefit less academically qualified students in stimulating

154
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... relevance in instruction in relation to their
,

,

._ .

career choices and fields of study, increased student-

their interest in the?u jact matter'.
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12) Studies in which student charaCtetistics such as the need.

for creativity, achievement and other motives when

matched with teaching conditions'have shown some effect.

However, the theory that such personality characteristics

interact differently with. teaching styles, may have

greater validity when the nature of the material to be
A

learned ia*also taken into consideration.

13) Community college students indicate they are in favor of

all aspects of individualized instruction except assuming

responsibility for rate of learning. Asked to rate the

-Features of instruction they choose exiernal-contTol of

. the learning.p rocess, group interaction, and the instruc-
.

for as learning leader,. They 'feel they learn better by

lists in and taking'nciies than by studying on theirerown.

14) Individualized instruction appears to be successful when"

there is 'a great deal.of support from peers in additio?;

to psychological and personal -counseling. With experi-
AP

en'tial students who arebrignt and self- disciplined

enough not to procrastinate it is also successful.

15), The follawing'were findings for students of,Miami-Dade

Community College - North Campus.

a. Students at Miami-Dade Community. College desire great-

teacher interaction, and improved guidance toward

15t;
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educational and vocational goals.

b. Students at Miami-Dade CommunityCollege favor experi-

ential learning,-or learningthrough'first-'hand con-

tact with material. They generally reject reading as

a learning style. Listening and visual represdntation

of ideas were more highly valued than reading.

c. Using Canfield rand Lafferty's LSI to match student

learning styles with teaching styles showed interactive

effects on grades of students for whom this course is

being desigHed.

o d.'Learning conditions,favored by students at Miami-Dade

Commrity College were as follows: Well planned,

organized courses in which the instructor

"covers" the material; a friendly class, atmosphere

with-informal student-teacher relations and interchange

rd/amo g the students. They do notexpress as much pre-

-1
ference for working independently, or for situations

in which competition is stressed.

I.

ih

1156

.er
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DOAPTER VI

SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND APPLICATION .

SUMMARY

A goal of the present study was to prepare a curri-

culum based onan experiential approach to learnipg that

would be effective with a diverse student-body representative

of the enrollment of alarge, urban community college such as

MiaMi-Dade and other Community Colleges'that practice the

"open door" admissions policy. The pecific course for which

the curriculum was prepared was General Education Social

Science 101, adinterdiscipl. ary social science course draw-

ing;mainly on the disOipline of Anthropology,- Sociology and

Psychology.

It was belieVed that the traditional lecture ap-

proach to-teaching and the emphasis on theoretical learning

used in this course, and many others, were not meeting the

needs or learning styles of-large numbdrs of students,admit-
i

t'ed to community colleges under the "open door" policy. The

purpose, then,-of this study was to prepare .a course'suited

`to the needs, learning styles,and skills of Students that

could be incorporated into the general education curriculum

of the community college.

The following major issues were investigated:

.1) What educational outcomes were considered important by

experiential philosophers, practitioners and researcheis/

157
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2) Now did experientially oriented philosophers, practition-

:"Z

ars and researchers theorize learning occurred? ,

-;A 4r
3) What techiSiques and activities were recommended 'for ca --

put an experiential approach to learning?

4) What learning skills and styles were optimal for students

in experiential and traditional learning?

'What student characteristics woad be the community col-

lege teacher of 44. required general education course

'probably encounter?.

6) What were the preferred learning styles of community col-

t. lege students and what results were obtained from match-
.,

ing student characteristics with instructional styles?

The survey method was used to examine the issues

'raised in this studity. The works of widely respected philoso-

pherst.theorists and prabtitioners of experiential education

were read and important theoretiChl and practical findings

presented. Data on student'characteristics, preferred in-

,structional method's and resultesof att mpts at matching me-
.

thods to student references or other chpractefiAtics was ob-
,

tained from a variety pf sources. These sources included fil2;

ports of research and results of surveys conducted at Miami-

Dade North Campu ind other community colleges.

A comp ehensive search was made.of 4iterature by

the author and imilar searches were requested from University

Microfilms, ERI - Clearinghouse for Junior College's, Educe--w..

, ', .1.4, /
tional Testing ervice and Florida Educational; esources Imjy

.. /
formatiori Center (FERIC). The findings incorporated in this

it

1.58
1

t
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study were then used in the design of a,theoretically effec-

tive curriculUm for SOcial Sciencp 101 teprbsenting an expel..

riential approach to learning in/the community college.
\

FINDINGS

ttzi\

. The question raised and the findings as they per-
.

tain to the design ofa curriculum for Social Science 101,

were as folldws:

1) What educational outcomes were considered important by

experiential philos0Srs, practitioners and resear

Tne.overall fi&angs indicated that the most valued

goal Ofthis curriculum would be increasing the studentt-

ability to learn frqm experience. These abilities were to

participate . in an experience, to observe all aspects of

that experience, including one's role, to reflect on them,

to draw generalizations, and, finally, to apply and evaluate

,these in new.situations. It can be seen that a premium would

Abe placed on enveloping student's ability to intellectualize as

well as to actively seek and apply his-knowledge. Such a cur.:.

riculum could stress methods desiOed to,.encourage'independent

thinking-and.the ability to acljytt to i changim wor1..

It was found that an emphasis on-learning through

,
experiential methodt waultt.fu fill anettitr important goal of

experiential philosophy which was that knowledge shouldjbe tsd

to action, not to verbal structurs,given by the instructor.

Such knowledge was highly valued because it would be gained

through and tried to the student's own motives, skills, needs

159
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and ,goals, not those of the teacher. Therefore,it was hypo-
..

thesized that the student.) who learned through action would be
4

able totransfer the prfficiples to new situations and .retain

them for a longer pariod of time than learning acquired in a

traditional setting.

Through methods used in experiential education it

was believed that students would be motivated to set their

own goals and to Seek new situations in which to test their

knowledge.

2) How did experientially Oriented philosophers, practition-

ers and researchers theorize learning occurred?

Experient01 educators pointed out how the acti-
.

.vities as well as processes involved in learning 'from expe-

riences diffarred from those used in learning from symbols.

In the traditional information-transmission learn-
ti to

in model, symbolic knowledge is transmitted from instructor

to student., The student,would act as a passive receptor of

this symbolic transmission, then would use cognitive pro-

casses-to,!!understand" these concepts. Inasmuch as many

. teachers in this situation do 'how 'draw on the student's own

'experience, it implied that the student had sufficient back-

ground to understand the symbols. However, the process often

stops at memorization of symbols and the student is unable to

either generalize 'the underlying principles or to, apply therh.

Whereas in experiential learning the student experiences con-

sequences to hiMself as a result of his action and'can there-

fore more easily transfer knowledge to new Situations.

. 160
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The researchers agreed that-th e primarily

four steps involved in the true ex0ariential learning pro-

cess.. The student starts with action in a concrete situa-

tion. In the next step, reflection and observation (.see

Figure 4.1) the teacher should act as a guide and through

,discussion and debriefing expedite the process of reflection

and observation. The student should be able to understand

the underlyinsl, processes and make gealizations thereby.

The third step (application), implies that the student be

able to seek out, oris given new experiences. He should

thepsbe able to apply the principles kiarned. With each new

" -- application the entire learning process should begin anew,

,resulti7 in further refinement or redefinition of knowledge.

The implication for the experiential teacher is that he en-
6

ables the student to approach experience in a pragmatic

fas
ow

regarding learning as a process that is cyclical.

'Whereas .the end product for many traditional teachers is

simply a verbal retention of symbols which the student can

then recall in a test situation.
\,

3) What techniques and activities-were recommended for car-

rying out' an experiential-approach to learning?

Research indicated the teacher should act as a

skilled provider and facilitator bf experiences, debriefin

exercises and reapplic4ation of principlet..

The types of structured experiences the teacher'

should provide dould be social simulations, gaming, role

playing, etc. The teacher should choose that form of action
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which provided the rules of interaction, types of p articipatioh

and content which were reletiant. The 'exercises used and the'

discussion should depend on the type of principl9s the instruc-

tor wished to enable the/student to apprehend.
.

The results of research examined in this study indi-

cated that the;tea heriusin4\experiential approaches would have

to master techniuee ed the stuant's analysis of

outcomes, feelingspiA cause and effect relationships; alternative

actions 'and possible effects. It would be necessary for him-to

motivate the student to enter into the activity, encourage for-

mation of generalizations and facilitate the obtaining of fur-

ther data for concept)forma,tion-through either traieional or

experiential means. The instructorl it was round, should serve(

as a facilitator taking careto encourage the student to draw

his own conclusions and proofs. He must aware of the danger

of imposing his own views, thus inhibiting the true learniqg

process of others, He would not be a dispenser, of informatio n

as such.02Aa skilled leader, knowledgeable in the processes of

learning from experience and techniques to facilitate these
0

and debriefing) the sharing process in Which interaction, with

procedses.

.At tone stage Of the learning experience (discussion,

other students through pooling of ideas, observdtiops, con

clusions, is important. Handling this social tedh-nique in the
o

experiential method requires skill on the part of the instruc-

tor. Thus, in addition.to providing experiences, the teacher

must be adept in ac,ting as a mediator so that the goals of the

x62
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experiential proceSs are not lost. Ha must use caution in

guiding the debriefing and discussion sassi,ons so they do not

degenerate into aimless talk or argument. When conakusions

are arrived at, the teacher should make the olyass aware oft'.

them, again, without imposing his'personal preferences.

It was perceived by researchers in experiential edu-

cation 'that the traditional methodology-should not be discard-
....

..
.

ad. However, learning by experience should precede trKdition=
4

al claisroom technique. Thus attitudes gained in
c

periential

teaching, e.g., self-motivation, application, will of use the .

_ t

studentip use of traditional
.

inethods. Sy.combining methods,

the student would experience greater` success in the traditign-

al classroom as well? as in life situations.
i -.,,

.
What learning skills and styles were ptimal for'' indents

,.....

'iel'exaerientialand traditional learn q?
_,

Kolb's Learning Style Inventory indicated four major.

).--
. skills were needed for experiential leautingt__All of these-

, , ..

skills are necessary for optimal learning from,, experience,
..,.,.

- . . .

however, no student would display equal ability.
.

Kolb pro- .

viaecka m eans in his LSI (Appendix) that woulaaenable *mu-
,

nity.college students' to analyze their'dtrengths and weak-

0

nesses.

The skills needed ould'be to actively iiivolve one.

self in experience (CE), make reflective observations (R0),
a\

formation of generalizations or'apsVract concepts (AC),..and
11 \

application (AE), e.g., the abilitY*to seek situations andIe'

actively apply concepts. Howeve indiviclual would be

. 63
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ceps, in the academic setting. '"New-students" also present -'

4 40

reading problems as'well
.

as having a low self-image. Remedial

151

\ -

equally compettnt in all areas., It would be the task of the
-

teacher working in conjunction with the student, usiu-Kolb's

inventory to analyze his weaknesses amt=worlkurith him to
---

strengthen these areas.

Inasmuch as it was found the community college-

teacher would also need to use traditional learning, the

N

teacher woulq want to know the stylet through which his
0

-dents beet assimilated symbolic information. For this he'could,

-
use the LSI. Students with strength in verballzatioft and

I

ability to - intellectualize their experiences are apt to do-

well in traditional learning mathodb.-

5) WhatLstudent characteristicb would the community college

teacher of 8 re uire _r al a-cl iott_course probably A

encounter?
.

The community college student usuallly comes from a

lower socioeconomic background, is usually the first in his

I/family to -go to college, and he has,less expectations for guc-
.

2

!

students were found to require special typee-e-diagnostic

testigand psychological counseling if they were to succeed.

Also women students, young students; and those just out of

'high school, were found likely to be in need of- career guidance

and realistic assessment of strengths and weaknesses. Many

'Cultan students might present problems of cultural conflict.

Older students were found to see the collegeas a means of
A.

training toward better job placement and -to prafpr traditional
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methods-of teaching. Two thirds of the students entering

Miami-Dade Community' College - Orth.Campus do, not initially

intend to pursue their edudation, that is transfer to a se-

nior'institution. They are not verbally oriented and regaid

edudation as a means to material success,, as training, and
6

value the application of ideas rather than abstrag concepes.

Black students tend to seek the community college end 'are 1

apt to present specisal problems in their lack of linguistic

152 a

skills and low sell'image.

To conclude the community college student frequent-,

ly comes to the academic setting not as well pr,ePared.emo-

'tionally'or intellectually for academic 'success as those/stu

dents entering traditional four-:year institutions. -.However,

practical, concrete ways of earning,Prom experience would

_indeed be well suited to the need's of most'community college

students.

6) What Were the preferred learning shleeof community vol-

lege students and what results were obtained from match-

ing student characteristics with instructional styles? 0

It was found lionat the commUncl-tey college student

would feel. secure if the'rate'of p.resentatiorr of material

were under the cOntrOl of the teacher.' He would also prefer

traditional group instruction to individualized instruction

though he admires the features of individualized instruction

he would not wish to accept responsibility for acing.his

own learning and would enjoy .the group emOhasi of tradition-
.

al instruction more than'he individual emphasis of

eV'
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individualized Instruction.
A

While any course offered in the comMunit call ge

6.
would be attended by students with a wide variety of earning

. /
styles, it was found that the majority preferred. learning

through first hand contact with material and the least pre-

(erred style of learning was through reading. Inasmuch as
.4

the experientiaL
1
teacher would retain some.of.the traditional

approaches he should bear in mind that the visual'and 16c-

ture method in the traditional approach is a valuable alter-

A native to reading.

National findings also revealed preference for

over materials and pre;entation4would begreater cont

strongest with younger community college students. Students.

over thirty, would be more inclined to go along with tradi-'

tional methods of'instruction._ National findings indicated
7 (

m re'than half the students at community colleges would not

expresd a.strong preference for methods,of instruction but

that 22 percent would desire strong teacher control over all
.

aspects of the course.,.while another 22 percent, mainly
w

younger students, would prefer to be in charge of all; aspects

f he course themselves.

'Results fromboth'Miami-Dade and national studies

indicated students would prefer,teasthers who were "approach-

able", they desire an informal relationship with instructors.,

Results Of Canfield and Lafferty's LSI'indicated that stu-
,

dente-at Miami-Dade would not desire competition 'and camper-.

ison among other, students, nor the independent setting of
,

0.`
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4

goals as much, as they would prefer a course that was well or-
.

ganized, with details known in advance, and in,whrch the in-

structor "covered" all.the material.

Results of matching students.with teaching tedh-
, J, 4 4 k

niques indicated. that more:direCtive, teacher-centeredap-

proaches to problem' solving and understanding would work best

for students with lower academic aptitudes. However, infor-

mal study groups would motivate those less academically qua-
,

. lified students toward greater-interest in the subject matter

and ta read more. Brighter students would benefit equally

from small informal study groups and from the larger lecture-
.

discussion format, so; for them, the specific type of'instruc-

tion was notsignificant as to achievement.

i'
Individualized instruction would apppar to Work

-well.with brighter students or potential drop -outs given a

counselling as well as individualiZed'attention. Both teach '

t

er and students express emotional satisfaction if there was

matching 6etween teachihg m'et,hods -and learning styles. At

Y Miami-Dade significant interactive effects for grades were

found when students and teaching styles were matched using

' Laffertyand Canfield's LSI.

,APPLIEATION OF CURRICULUM DESIGN
.

,

National and. Miami-Dade research on characteristics'-

and learning styles of students indic'ated comounity college

students *tend to have lower achievement expettations and
4 r

placed reading-among'the least preferred study"mpthods.

Therefore, it was believed that s curriculum designed to,

10'
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combine,experiential learning with tradition'al-methods would

be most helpful to the typical community college student.

The researcher prepared this curriculum using mate-
,

rials which would ,facilitate this typeiof presentation and 1

which would conform td the goals of Social Science 101, an

interdisciplinary, required general education course drawing

mainly on the disciplines of sociology, psychology and an-
.

thropology. (Appendix'8.) Goals of SSS 101 aim at enetling

the student to understand the complex dynamics underlying

our social class systems, mastery of some psychological and

sociological theories and their application, and understand-

ing of the nature of scientific methodology'. HoWever, per-

haps the primary goal is that the student achieve self aware-

ness, in other words, that he realize his agin needs and pa-

tential in relation to society.

It -was found that in he.use of traditional me-

thods (information transmission) the average community col-

lege student' expressed boredom and dissatisfaction. National
Ck

and Miami-Dade research on characteristics and learning

styles of students found they placed reading among the least

preferred ]earning methdds and experiential methods among the

most preferred. They prefer applied, over theotetical le'arn-

f
ing. 0 even more significance, it was also found at Miami-

,
. .. .

, Dadels North Campus that there was a pos.i.IIve effect on

achievement when learning:styles of students were_matched

with teaching methods, using Zanfield and LaffertY's LSI.

educators we cannot hold the subjects matter, sacred while
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ignoring the needs of thestudent.

With this in mind the researcher blended experien-

tial and traditioriaf methods in ways research indicated-would

achieve the content and, processes indicated by course goals

( 1 i
as given in the Catalogue or Miami-Dade Community College

course description, department guidelines, and the rationale

for a .genetal studies Course.

The following description of a unit illustrates the

way in which the.curriculum was designed to incorporate tra-,

ditional and experiential teaching methods and'a6tivities in

ways that were theoretically suited to the needs of the corn-
.

munity college student.- The following example Swill also trace

the learning process in which the activities of a typical unit

moves from concrete experience through various stages of de-

6ri4efing and acquiring additional knowledge, to reapplication

and testing iii a concrete situation.

-It will be remembered that all experiential edu....

cators agreed that knowledge starts with immediate involvement

in concrete experience (CE)(see Figurep4.1) before proceeding

to the traditional Methdd. Thus, in'order to enable the stu-

dent learn about social class in America, the caste systeM

in America, the' manner in which `individuals' are affected by

their socioeconomic position etc., students are asked to play

a) tsimulation game such as Indian Reservation or any other so-
.

cial simulation game in which the dynamics of social class and

individual. mobility ate experienced by the student. Social

simulation'gres are used whenever ,possible throughout the

curriculum because they include gaming and ro143 playing in a

169
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simplified model of reality and involve him in, immediate act-

-ivity. This particular game allows students to experience

life as It is today for the Indian on the North Plains. ' It

is an all purpose game. If effectively used, it allows stu-

dents to exriarienb vicariously membership inia minority sa4

dial class and ethnic group Subject to poverty, discrimi,na-

tion and relegated to outcasstatus.

After participation ,(CE),'the student is helped to
,5

learn from his expdriances. The teacher would go throUgh

the process ofclass discussion in which students would be

aided in verbalizipg wh'at they were trying to do in the game

and the experience0 they had (R0). A varietyaf reactions

oy his own peer group should make clear to the student that-

there is more than one way of- seeing and responding to reality.

This iri itself, is a valuable experience in realizing the goals

of Social Sciende 101.

-The teacher would then help the student thirik about

the outcome of his discovery, analyze cause and effect rela-

tionships, ekplore results of alternative'actions, etc. (AC).

They are thenencouraged by the teacher to draw conclusions

and to analyze the manner in which they Would be "true", and

'would help him cope with his environment (AC). "Truth" can be
I

,seen as a social construct, rather, than a rigid entit.' Hope-
.

fUl the student is enabled to realize that ceriaiii"truths"

are simply means by which men adjust to- society. Traditional,

methods should then be used to, enable the student tor!5ine

and broaden his knowledge of,concepts as well.as awareness of.

1 70
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the complexity and meaning of social class. In our curriculum

the film Social Class in America would be shown, and the stu-

dents asked to fill in a retrieval chart in which they list

facts about each socialclass. The next process would be de-

briefing aniVor±disoussion in which, again findings are, list41

ed, similarities and differences noted and students are

k
guided toward conclusions.

The final stage in experiential education is the

ability to reapply and perhaps modify-princl4es learned (AE).

It considered necessary that the student participate, in as

many experiential learning situations as possible in order to
,

apply, test -and redefine their theoretical *nowledge.Jn this

case the teacher enables the,student to reapply the principles

by giving the student a chance to Otay Life Game (a game in

which each player is given currency and diplomas, enters the

"market place of society" where he.is "free" to move yp the

ladder of success.) At thisstage the student shbuld b4e able
o

.to apply the principles learned and perhaps m4cdify concepts
-

derived froM Indian Reservation and Social Class inAMerica.

It is evident that this unit would probably Overlap,

others and perhaps take three weeto accomplish. However;
'1%4%4

the principles learned would be applied throdghout the course

and were designed to facilitate understanding of a variety of

extremely complex Social-processes. rh addition this learning
,

experience- would have transfer value, enabling e student to

recognize and.empathize with analogous situations in Mere-
.

tyre d life'.

. ,
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It w 11 be noted that goala.andobjectives were

stated in beha ioral terns. ; In other words, types of beha-
; A.

\

v
vior students ould be expeCted to learn would be tested at

f

-,, the end Of the semester.. They would be asked to demons-
)

0

ltrate le rninu through either texperiential,testing, by re-
1 L

applying principles in analo' go'us game sit ations, or

,,,,' through traditional tasting.
1

1 ,

It Ishould_ba noted that many of the goals of 'x-

periential education are difficult to measure because they
0

are-affective or deal with complex behaviors for which ob-

jective measjres have not been developed/. !

159

After, stating the tasks of the course in behavi-
..4

*;

oral, terms, (these tasks were then systeMatically evaluated
i

so thai tye most)efficient- means of teaching strati ies

would be deCided on. 1 In-acordance with the theory f expe-

1

i

rientiai an traditiOna0earning, the researcher found that

13

I
1

v
1

;

the most efficient meansiof enabling tffle student to learn
i

-I

certain co cepta wasithrOugh use of study_guld_e questions.

Therefore, the learning-teaching atra egies provide for in-

dependent reading and answering atudy guide questions which
I , A

are then gone over ,in t e classroom.
Ay . vi

I

In develcling this curricu

a number f guides rto Ixperiential

.

implementing the d

'dents di play a va

-
'various earning 't.ies and styl?as. It is impOrtant,that

.

the logadher and st d t be ateare of these. I order to

um the researcher found

tivities'which aided in

d goals. 'It mill be remembered, stu-
,.

f §kills and weaknesses in their.
I
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AP
assist the studentin theareas,,in-Which he is weak, both

1
f

'
Canfield and Laffertys and Kolb's;Learning Style Inventories

were found effective in working with students 164r:implementing

the experiential ,learning process.:
d.

CanfieldLnd Lafferty's
s I

t 1* , _._
t, a , ,,

Inventory seems to offer pa-r4cular promise of giving.an in-

sight into preferred learning styles of the cbmmunity college
r .

student.
44.

In chdosing which types of learning activit1'es to

use in experiential educationrbath Edg-ar Dale's "Cone of .

Experience" (Figure 6.1) and Kolb's model for "Learning Expe-
-

rience Design" were found toi offer,the greatest practical

help. -
-N ,..

dr /

Dale-has arranged types qif-learning activities in-
...,0

,..-, , , / .

I. 41 . 41/I

7, to a learning hierarchy ranging from active involvement `.

-.4

. (Direct, Purposeful Experiences) on the hand to symbolic
. . o

involvement on the other hand (verbal symbols). It will be

remembered that it was found only 15 percent,of the students

at Miami -Dade .choose reading as,a prefArre0 learning style.

Therefore, the researcher in choosing his materials fOund

that using this tone not only allowed his greater control

over implementing the-emphasis on active involvement of expie-

xiential learning but also in taking cognizance of his Stu-

dents' need. Kolb's learnihg model ties in with every phase

\of experian ial learhing, and yes; a gulaile to the activities

which were appropriate to eachFt-age,

OtheriNtrial 'which the r-esearchep used., and which.

the reader mO.ght-find 1181,61, were Roh Stadsklev's Handbook

173
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of Simulation and Gaming in Social Education (1974). Both

Stadsklev's Handbook and Baldridge's Action: An Experiential

Approach to Sociology (1975) p4wided many of the experi-

t encas that, were found appropriate :for 'this coui,se. ,

. .

1Gehe and Barbara Stanford's book Learning Discus-

sion Skilld Through Games (1965) was used as a souce of

exercises.(games) to help the student acquire the skills

...needed to create a climate that encouraged all persons to

share their ideas openly, to re-examine their own feelings
c k

and idtail and to listen carefully-to others. These skills

are essential to success .n experiential education.

Research indica ed all community college students

expressed a'Oesire for rel vance and the magazine Human

Behavior deals with current
a
research in areas of interest to

the studer. This researcher found that it stimulated the
ro

student'is interest in all areas of social science and is a
. . ...,

very inexpensive source of material.

.

he researcher requested the student to read an

article r lating to thearea being studied. He is then /

asked to write a,summary,bincorporating his.omn reactions to

the article. This enables the student to acquire the tradi-

tiorial skills of analysis, abstraction an4 communication of

ideas.- The researeher makes'it clear that they are not the

author's own words,and emphasis is placed on his interpreta-

tion of the article.

Thus a brief review of the Appendix will reveal

that it has been designed to maximize use of.research and

174
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Verbal

Symbols

Visual Symbols

Recordings Radio
Still Pictures

--- Motion Pictures ....,

s---.._.. - -

Television

Exhibits

Field Trips

i

Demonstrations

Dramatized Experiences

Contrived Experiences

Direct, Purposeful Experiences
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Material so that a combination of experiential and tradition-

ally oriented methods related to student needs will yield op-
.

timum'results.
4.

APPLICATI

believed the effective giop 1 ation of this

curriculum would provide an idealized mo el of instruction.

which would accomplish significant objectives. It would meat

goals that would enable the, student to transfer learning from

the classroom to "reality" by using teaching techniques which
41111.

actually corrals v with,the needs and abilitiQs of the stu-
.

c -4- I.

dent.

The success of imp ementing this curriculum would

depend greatly on the skill of the teacher since fie would be.

called upon to provide a'greater variety of experiences Ilan

in a traditional setting. He must assist in transforming the

student from,
}

a. passive observer, unwilling to take responsi-

bility, into an active participant in the learning 'process.,

The instructor who wishes to - implement 'techniques

which require greatef-student paricipation may wish to con-

sult "Staging a Behavioral Science Leaining Experience:

O

Transforming abservers into Pyticipants",, by Culbert and
.

Schmidt, and Human_Interaction in Education byStanford and

Roark. Both give-insight into how-the learner is likel to

approach experiential techniques, and practical help in.ob-

taining meaningful participation by the lear.

The author will implement the entire curriculum in

.

the Fall of 1976, with one
.

of his classes: The class will
. .

i.

,

.
. . ..: .

. _,

,

0e,

, 17C
4,
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meet in a regular classroom. Student assistants who have

- .taken the course will also be used. The student assistants

can be used as, effective critics as -1e /. as an additional

resource for'studehts to relate to.
1

(1

. EVALUATION'

The curricul,um suggested by the present study
.

should .be evaluated before it 2.4k used'on a broad scale.

of The following is a plan tb obtain objective assessments of...%

the.model at Miami=Dade Community College.

Sub'ects - The subjects will be students whosign

bp for the one of threebmorning classes of the instructor.

. Each class will meet in the same room, one of the classes

will' be randomly selected to be the experimental" group.'

The non-randomized control=grbup pretest-posttest design will,

be used. The preassembled.groups will be as similar as

avail ity permits and given pretests. Pretest means and

standard deviations will then be compared for similarity.
o

All three classes will receive the following pre-
.

tests:
01.

1), The pretest will include" at least two item's for every

objective., The items will be checked to see that they

measure.he action called for by the verb in the-ob-

jective;-and tb see, that the item employs the v."tement

of given conditions set f6Tth in the objective. 4-r

2) Personal Orientation Inventory (Shostrom, 1966).

3) Canfield and Lafferty1,s Learning Style Inventory.
" 74P -

...4)1 An instructor prepared measure f attitude, toward the

. .
17'.

4.
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four processes of experiential education, their acceptance

of actiye'involvement, reflectiVe observation, abstrebt,
l

conceptualiz4tionYand active experimentation will be
Itiou .

measured. The instrument' will also be..ppepared to me sire ,

., .

students' attitude toward each topic ,of instruction. Th

respOnses will be written to reflect a highly favorable

attitude toward experiential approaches to learning,

through favorable, neutral,,unfavorable, and highly un-
0

, favorable. Students will use their identification numbers,

and atclass member will collect and hold ppst-test answer

o shepts until the final grades_imere posttd-;---Atlempts will

be milde to contact students who withdraw from the coarse

and to find out the reasons for their withdrawl. These

responses will indicate their attitudes toward experlen:

tial education.

Procedure The experimental group will receive the

entire curriculum as.described in this study while the other

groups will receive regular instruction_based on more trad4-

, tional approaches to teaching and learning and subject matter.

F011owing the
itourses, all subjects will be given

all the measuree.deScribed above except for the LSI.

Analysis and Predicted Results - Analysis or covari-

ance will be applied to, measure the relationship between he
.

grade of the studene%and his preference_ orIlevning style as

measured on the LSI: It, is hypothesized that significant

interactions (at the 0.05 level) between grader preferred
. .

learning style of the, student and - instructional style the

t
f
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student 4s expbsed to ('either the exceiential or the yradi-
,

tional) will be found.

Mean post-test scares for both groups' will be found

for both the attitude survey and the achievement test,: The

4 'difference biitween the pre and post-test means should not be

different for each group for the achievement /test. It is as

sumed that the application of experiential dethgds will be,
/

associated with.a significant change favoring the_experiment-
.

al group over the control group in regard to attitudes 'oward

the processes of social. science and experieritial education.

It is hoped that the experiential course will be a,
, .

factor producing a significant gain for to experiential

group when compared with the randomly matched control groups ,

following:scOreeof the Personal Orientation Inventory:

'Support Ratio (0/I); Self Actualizing Value (SAV); Existen

tiality (Ex.);. Self-Acceptance (SA); Nature of man (Nc);

Synergy (3y);.and the Capacity for Intimate Contact .(C)..,

AttitiOnal Evaluation Strategy - These additional

-evaluation strategies could be u sed. An experimental situ-

ation can be used to assess the unique skills which experien-
/ .

6 ; tial educators aim to impart' totheir students., It will be

`seen whether significant differehces can'be,nOted between

the particip tion.of stUdents in the'experiential,group and

,the re gular groups in a game Such as Star Powe4and'the

sequent debriefing process. Participation will be,audib-
'$16'

t..aped and.latious.tre4eviors,noted, such as numbeT "Ofobser-,
. r a`

nations madegy the.studenta of their' participation, number
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of cause and effect relatiOn-ships noted,'number of general-
.,

izations offered, numbei of proofs and applications -suggested.

Signifidant differences for these and other behaitiors between

experimental and control groups could be dgarmined. .Other

observations such as abilities to listen to each.other,

ber of students who Orticipatel number of self disclosures,

could be made.

-Finally.a class evaluation form could be given in

-which the students evalu ate the curriculum. Both, open ended

and close ended questions could be included. It would have

'to,be determined whether the students favored the experien-

tial class or the traditional class.
a

Unobstrusive measures'of class- interactions should,

be used to assess experiential education. 9bjective.rating

scales might-be developed to assess pear interactions, fre-
,

queficy,of boredom, degree of participatibn and other similar

behaviors.. These scales could also be used to establish the

degree to which condition's under which 'students interact in

'the processes of observation, reflection and generalizaticn

. 'are ,being_ implemented.

4 1
.

f
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learning. As'you-take the inventory, give a high.rank tb
1

those'words Which best characterize the way yoU learn-and a

LEARNING STYLE INVENTORY

178

1.

This inventory is designed to assess your 'method of

law rank to the words which are least characteristic oryour

learning style.

.You may find it hard .to choose the words that best

describe your learning style because there are no right or
.

wrong,answers. Different characteristics described in the

inventory are equally good.. The. aim of the inventory is to

describe bow yoU learn, not to evaluate your learning ability.

InStructIons

There are nine sets of four words listep below.

Rank order each set of four words assignrhg a 4 to the word

41-0,ch best characterizes your learning style, a .3 to the word,

which next best characterizes your learning style, a 2 to the

next most Characteristic word, and a 1 to the word, which is
o

least characteristic pf you as a learner. 'Be sure to assign'

. a different rank snuMber to each of the four words4in each set.

Do not make ties.,

1) - discriminati

.2) receptive

3) - feeling

4) - accepting

5) - intuitive

- tentative - involved - practical

- relevant - analytic,1 impartial,

- watching

risk -taker

- praductive

194

thinking - doing

\evaluative - aware

logical: - question-

)14
ing

":r
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6) - abstract - otserving

7) - present-
I

orilinted -'reflecting

. 8) - experience - observation

9) - intAse

CE

eserved

For Scoring Only

234578.

179

'concrete - active,

- future-
oriented - pragmatic

- conceptu- - experi-
alization. menation

- rational - responsible

RO. AC AE

136789 234589

Scbrino the Learning Style Inventory

S.

136789

To ot#ainlyour score on the four dimensions mea-

sured by the inven Conciite Experience (CE), Reflective

Observation (FAO), Abstract Conceptualization (AC), and Active

Experimentation (AE),4sum each column including only those
. -

words whose item number appears_ under the place for the total,,

score. .''For example,

for words"2, 3, 4,

total the ranks for

fot CE, -total the ranks you have given

5, 7, and 8 in the-fir-St-column. For Rrn,

words_1, 3 6,.7, 8, and 9,in the second

c. o.
.

wordscolumn and son for AC'and A. Ignore the honscored

in each columc...(A4ipted from Kolb, Rubin, McIntyre, 19'74,

_page 23.)

'Norms andpercentttes'have not been established
1

for the community college student. Score on any learning

.
.

style can vary from 16-24. The'higher the score the more that
I

;

.
. ,

is represenittive o yoUT learning styles: Do your learning
,

" profile scores seers- 'valid to rd6? How .do ,you charbOterize the
.--

. .

way you What do you think is your greatest strength. as

a learner? What is your greatest weakneSs?)

.195
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INTRODUCtION'',

181

The researcher using the findings developed in this

iflajor Applie Research Project on student 'characteristics,

leaining styles, learning theory and practical aspects of ex-.

peiiential education, developed the curriculum for

Social Scien6e 101, a general educationt'interdisciplin'a'ry

course taught at Miami -Dade Community College.

The curriculum was divided into long range goals

which would be achieved through a series of short range objec-
.

tives Ind their teaching strategieS. Both objectives angi

goals were defined in ,terms of what the students would be able

to do when he had mastered the goal. or objective, i.e. in be-

haviotal terms. Unless otherwise stated, it was assweed that

students would comply with behavioral terms in writing. When

other modes of compliarice were preferred, such as'orai'res-

pones, these were stated,. Goals and objectives were written

to include cognitive and affective domaihs'of competence' in-.

'terpersonal skills and thinking skills._

°A teaching-learning strategy for each objective was

also written. Experiential learning theory, it was found,

stressed the student shoup.learn by- Kakirig decisions and ex- ,

periencing and evaluating' the consequences of his actions.,

Traditional- teaching- learning techniques, such as lecture and '/

use of stpdy, guide qUestions'were included, but the emphasis

was on using a variety of experiential teaching m hods uch

as social simulations and, simulation games.

19'1



Behavioral objectives were not written to include the

* criterion revel of achements. Setting levels of achievement-

was considered the task of the teacher. Not inclUded in the

.

curriculum_ itself, but cOnsideied vitallyimportarit, wereother
_ . .

methods of evaluation and of giving students feedback on their
,

: partipipation in experiential.learninip. This could be done
'(

.

throtligh short reaction reports written by the student or the

teacher could evaluate the student using shdrt observation

forms. The reason for hot including such meana\of evaluation

in the curriculum itself, was the belief that the community col-

lege teacher often might not have sufficient time to grade. such

.reports.

Course goals"were chosen by reference to the philo-

saph of experiential education, the philosophy 'of g eral edu-

,catioh,-thp text used, A Survey of the Social Sciences (Brown

and Brown, 975), and the description of the course itself.

The course description as takers froatthe Miami-Dade Community

College ,Catalogue of 1'4:76-77 was:

An interdisciplinary pnalysis of social interaction,
social orgagization_anvi personality development.
There is a major emphasis on culture, its character-
shaping functions and its reflection in language,
attitudes, values and behavior. Major concepts are
selected from anthropology, sociology,.and psycho.;

-logy. (Miami-Dade Community College, 1976, page
235.)

In addition to consideration of the course descrip-

tion as stated in the catalogue and in kbalping with theophilo-

sophy of experiential educatioW4hdjectives which emphasized

the learning of processes, not -just content were stressest.

The cohtent was laTgely viewed as a vehicle for process

198
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education. Ability to solve problems, make decisions and seek

new experiences were emphasized rather than Content.

The philosophy of general
.
education .dictated that a

balance be struck between constructing a curriculum that "en-
.

riches", thestudent's life by broadening his knowledge, and

one that gave the student survival" skills necessaiy for the

A.andividual to be able to satisfy his basic needs and wants in

a 'complex satiety. Opportunity forenrichment was provided by

including a broad range of concepts,eprocesse5 and models from

the social sciences for the student to experience, analyze and

*draw Conclusions from. _Opportunities for imparting "survival

skill's", i.e. s kills of Working effectively in groups, and

problem solving skills, Were providedby involving the student

in a number of simulation games facilitating interaction and

logical r ational thinking..

. In preparing a course' that was tailored to the needs. ---

and learning styles Of community college students it was hoped

that another important goal of the general edubation would be

reached, -that the student would experience success inan enjoy-

able, ihteresting learning situ ation. Thusthe student would

leave the course favorably inclined toward general education

and desire to seek further learning experiences Which would

make his life more meaningful.
e
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'RATIONALE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE 101*

185'

The purpose of Sob,ial Science 101 is to exRlore hu-

man behavior from a variety of viewpoints. The student will

analyze the natureof man, thesstrUcture of society and the

patterns of social processes. He will relate his own experi-

.enca,to the 'investigations of the social scientists and sub-
.

ject the hypothes4p social science and his own ideas to
/

.critical examinatio n,

.The areas of huma n behavior, society and social pro-
.

cesses arestudied most by 'sociologists, psychologists and

anth;opologists and will be drawn from a great deal for our

understandings.' ,
k

' r.

.

This course aims at giving the student greatqr

awareness of,who he is, and what'his goals are.. Another goal

is to increase one's tolerance of, and ability to work with *

othezS. B.y providing the student with a variety of'experi-

.

ences and guidance in participating and learning from an expe-

rience the student will'learn more about how to participate

.in .and'learn from similar "life" situations. -A further aim

of.this course is to provide the student with chances to cope
. -

with situations created by the'process of social change, un-

,equal-distripution of and other}.social processes

that underly some'of:the prbblems encountered in our society.

*Social Science 01 as'taught at Miami-Dade Community

College - North CaMpus during 1976-77.
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GOAL*

187

Throughout the course, the instructor will develop
students' skills of participatflg in various types or discus-

'. sion.s. These include skills in participation in discussions
whose purpose it-is to: solVe problems, air 'opinions, vent
feelings, clarify one's point of. view, re-evaluate one's.
Opinions, and<gain feelings of acceptance and belonging.
(Stanford, 199.),

08JECTIVE*:. TEACHING - LEARNING STRATEGIES*-
filt

41--

Students will get'acquainted,
experience organization and ,

control for productive discusr
sion, take responsibility to
contribute, resporid* to other
'contributions, li4ten care-
fully, liiten to perceive
agreement among members,
learn and p ay new roles in
tiscdssions understand why .

they are important,, encourage
contribution and experiehca
arriving at-consensus. The
instructor will devise an ob-
servation fdrm for use in
giving each student'occesion-
al feedback on his mastery
of these skills.

N.D..

Students at the end'of the
course will respo.nd with a
high degree of agreement that
the instructor encouraged
participation and discussio
and an atmosphere of pa ci-
cation 'and trust.

1.

# ft

*From
hereon, /
,' the format for all goals, objectives

// .

and teaching learning Itratgie.s will be the same. The head.

Ten lessons are interspersed_
throughout the course start-
ing with skill and trust.
building exp,rci-ses,and build-
ing up to ,the teaching of,
more complex skills. The
process of. developing group
cohesion is undertaken slowly.
For example, after a first
day get abolu*ntance exercise,
students in small groups will
be given a problem to solve
such as calculating' the aver-
age height of the:group. Dis-
cussion will focus on the pr
cesses used, the alternat' es
availzbla, and on the
for organization control.

Instructo
perso

ill enco
o share t

y, without f
assment, tali

and to re-exam
feelings' and

rage all
it ideas

ar df ember-
en 'carefully

e their own
deas.

Wings wi.131 b.e Ommitted
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Instructor will, assess the learning styles of: stu-
dents. 'This will provide him with a rational basis on which..
to'addr:esp the' various learning style of his students.

Student% will report their pre:.
ferredlearning-conditions,
learning modalities and learn-
ing abilities by answering an
essay question asking how they
learn best and what their

, learning strengths" and weak-
nesses may be.

* * * * * * * * * ;(: * * .* * *

Students will take Canfield
and Lafferty's as well as
Kolb's Learrlinq Styles In-.
veritdries. The° results and
theories'...of learning wild
be discussed in claps.
Students, after a getting
acquainted exercise will
share results with each
'other ifi small groups.
Instructor will use 'a veil-
ety of teaching methods
tailored to studefits who
are believed to,haip spe-
cial needs.

:
.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

0 .

The student,completing the,boursa maybe expected''.
to move toWard being more receptive, and corTscious of he im-

, .

..-
pace of new experiences.

fhe'group of students taking
this course will; as a whole,
%how a significant gain, -when ,

compared with a randathly--
matched control group th phe

'.following -scores of the Wer-
aonal Orientation Inventory
(Shostrom, 1966): Support
Ratio (0/I); Self-Actuilizing
-Value (SAV); Existentialit
(Ex.); Self-Acceptance (Sg);
Nature of Man (Nc); Synergy.
(Sy).; and the Capacity'for

. Intimate Contabt (C) .

A

Whi,lp it is. hoped the'
course will be a factor in
produCing a significant dif-
ference in sore it is,as-
sumed that this in itself.is
not, and that tutead the
modeling of self-actualizing
beheviors by the faculty wii4'
be-the.most Significant
cause. For, experimental pur-
pose& the hypothesis witill be..
expressed in Null Hypothesis
and Mill be tested f,gr ,signi-
ficance at the .05 level. ,
Students will be compared on
all scales at the start and
at the completion of the
course.

* * * *i * * * * * * -* * * * * * * * .* * * * 41: .* * *: * 41: . *. * *
44.

Students will learn principles of...studying andflmoti-
vation-and demonstrate comprehension by providing.definitions
and application by_providing personal examples. .

20
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Students will'demonstrte com-
prehension of learning plateau,
Thorndike Effect, learning sat,
rate of forgetting with and
withoutreview,positive and
negative transfer, comprehen-_
sion and hciw-to stud for cpm-,.°
prehension by providing defi-
nitions ,upon, request and will
demonstrate abilityito apply

-/ this knowledge by criticism of
a sample of_incorrect 'Study

'habits.

0

189'
_)

Exercise in Which students are
asked to-recall het they have
heard a previous lecture,
inductive.questidning and fur-
ther lecture with examples.,
Practice in application'
through joint criticism of" a
case study..

Students will be able to distinguish between topics
andtypes Of conclusions likely to be of interest to sociologists,
psychologists and anthropologists,..'

Students will, show.6bmpreh ension.
of typical areas of- interest,
methods used and hypothesis .

likely to be formulated by soci-
ologists, psychologists and
anthropologists, by classifying
samples of work, hypothesis, and
types of methods used according
to disbipline. 4

.1
jE * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * dE * * * * 3f * * * * *

t't

Browp,)G.D., and Brown, D. A
Survey,pf tOe Social Sciences.-
New Yorki' McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pahr, 1975. - (Hereafter A Sur-
vey of the.Sodial ScienceS will
be simply referred to as "text ".)
Study guide questions ,(Hereaf-
ter referred to as SGQs) and
discussions with simples of_
work, methods and hypothesis
for studehts to classify. ,.

- ,
, _,

.

Throughout the c ourse Students will experience end
report their experience with different instiuctional,materials-

.and means of instruction,- .

. ,
.

'. ,

Students will periodically Different matetie'ls wi ll be ,
comment'on:different methods :USed and evaluated.- The fol-

..--pf teaching. y lowing questions used to peri-
odically assess a particUlar

'. teChniqOes '"List all the nega-
tive influences pn,y06r learn-
ingJmith respect to the use of
the ',game Starpower. ,List all
the Positive influence do your
learning, with respect Vo, the

1,use Pf,the game ,StaTpower,".

'it.
* * * * * * * -x: * *.* * * * * * ,* * * * *: * *
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Throughout the course the students will'use observa-
tionalapd analytical skills. They will enlarge their percep-
tual fields through'.4xploratid, re-examine their own stereo- '
types and asSumptions-aad show awareness Of the multiplibity
of ways in which individuals- and socidty cope dith theif. prOb-
lems. They will also be able to verbalize attituded, percep-

t tions and tentative conclusions; either orally or in writing.
.

P

Students will,demonstratS use
Of analytical skills by Oro-
viding concludions ancrevi-
dence to: supptrt conclusions.
They will do-so.in writing or
orally. Their attention to
alternate conclusions and
evidence will te noted either
by their participation or in
short essay-form.

. Student's will participate ine,
a variety of experiential
teaching-learning stra'teges,
and in their debriefing ex-
ercises

-
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ti

Stpdents will describs the,effects that culture, .4
culture relOtivity', and ethnocentrism may_Oave on individual
-beliefs, values, behavior, aftd intergroup ommunicatiw and
behav4or. 0

Students will demonstrate*
understanding of the concept' :"
of culture and how-oRe may
develop counterproductive-,at-
titudes, mispercieve events,
and communicate poorly when
interacting with another cul-
ture-or subculture, by an-
swering in writing the
question: ."Anyone playing
this gamey uould conclude'.
that ...;-?"

4

/

/ Students/ will demonstrat
coMorehension and application
of culture, culture relativity.
;and ethRocenirism by labeling

Students will participate in
the simulation gama. Baf.A Bafif.
Particibants are divided into
Alpha and Beta .groups or cul-,
-tures, they fern pres'bribed,

r-sets of norms for their parti-.
cular'society.:,Each culture'.
sends threepersoms at a time.
from the group to visit the
other cultdrd and bring back ,epoe

rgports of their experiences.
Visitors are allowed to observe
and interact tut are prohibited
Trom,asking-specific questions
about rules. :Based do thd:'n.1
formation gathered by tucces
sive visitors,; _each group de
-lops and refined: hypothesis
attiut the other, culture.
Source: Simile II, 218-1Z Street,

-P.O.Box.910, Del Mar, California,
92014.

,,

Debriefingof simulaticin game . .

8afA BafA in. which labels for 4,
experiences,art\provided by
instructor. Also text and SGQs.
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.new definitions and examples
of these terms.

Students -will demonstrate un-
derstanding the effect of
culture On customs by not la-
beling a 'strange custom as

"primitive and/or labeling
such as socially conditioned.

Post game discussion of Baia
Bafa.

. Students will demonstrate j/ Post-game discus
that they appreciate that, Bea; Test,
Indian cultures maybe neither
primitive and strange but as
suited to a certain environ-
ment, by rejecting-statements
_that make the opposite case.

Students will demonstrate abi-
lity todistinguish between
fdlOways, mores, norms a
values' by laoeling new
examples ,as such. b

Students will, monstrate they
understand c sequences s-of
holding e nocentric beliefs
bytlisj g these.

on of_Baf4,
s.

Students

by Horace

udents will read the ar-,

Na
ticle "Body Ritual Among the

Source: American Anthropolo-
gist, 58,-S 1956. In this
essay on the - 'health practides
of the "Nacireme (American-
spelled backward), Horace
miner employs the technique
of looking at something'fami-.
liar as though it were some-
thing strange. This will be

- discussed along with the
role of ritual-and customs in
American and any culture.
Students will-also be asked
to pick out examples_of,. folk-

. ways, mores and Values;; and
ethos. They will discuss
some of. the difficulties of -

understanding other cultures.
:4,

Students will demonstrate un- - Movie: misskpdail acrd the.
. derstanding of biologica ne-. Wild Chimps. Fild stresses

tA.ire'orman and its impaica- Goodallfs:findings,that chimps
tion for culture by choosing -save "culture".and'are similar
.;correct generalizations re ..' to 'humans. in2many-wayg. Stu- '

:garding these conditions.' dents will be asked to iden-
,

."---.- . tifycultural and physical
. Students swill show under- differences between man and
standing-that cultures what chimp. Inductive discussion

i enables man to survive and in,whiCh students are asked
control his environment by ,,for e)camples of culture, how -
'chbosing'the term- ,culture the environment conditioned,

l 4
from among other Choices such the'qulture, and how and Why-

)
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as instinct, ety.

Students demonstrate un-
derstanding that culture is
man-made by rejecting,state
ments to the contrary.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

192

man's culture is different.
Source: Films Incorporated,
5589 New Peachtreelioad,
Atlanta, Georgia 30341.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Indians of the Northern Plaips live, and speculate as to the
Students will conditions under 'which

causes of these.

Students will demonstrate
awareness and understanding
Of the:proble0ejfaced.by.
Indians living on theiNor-,
thern PlainsJieservations
through comments on their
experience in the game-
Indian Reservation, and by-
answering in writing the
Auestion: "Anyone playing,
this.game would conclude
that ...." Answers will be

_sbaree arid discussed in ,

class. Supporting evidence
will be sought, tot students'
statements. Time may allow
,further research of conclu-
sions in journals.

Students will partibipate
the simulation :game Indian'
Reservation. Partitipant
become members of one of
four families, ranging from
full-blooded to quarter-
bloded Indian, living o an
Indian reservation-of the
Northern Plains. each fami-
ly has from three to.eight

who experience the
problems encountered by
Indians as they seek educa-
tion, employment, and deal
-wi.th tribal polikics, all
within a structure created
and adMillistered by Ihdien.
Affairs. Source:, Institute

7:if Higher Education Research
and Services, the University'

- of Alabama, P.0,8ox 6293;
University of Alabama 35486.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Students will be able to describe social stratifies
cation sildp as it may exist. in the bnited'Statss and point
out costs and advantages to those who find themselves at va-
rious

)
places within this and other social stretiPication

systems. . .

5tudentswill demonstrate
r call of the dimensions of

Text.

dial, 'stratification by
,atchieig definitions with
labels. .

208
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Students .will daMonstrate'
knowledge of the meaning of
the term "social,.stratifi-
cation" try matchii'g appro -'
priate definitions.

Students will experierice
the various behaviors inhe-

--rent in the roles '`a player--
is forced to, act out via
his Change in status, and
the dynamics of stratifies-
tion/ip-tha social class
system: They will demon,-
state their awareness-of
this experience by filling
oata work-sheet and parti-
ciOation in structured de-

' briefing'.

Students will experience
the difficulty of social
Mobility and-survival for
those who do not possess
"resources" needed for Mo-

-bility, and the frustra- I

t'iOns of being poor, and by
:dxperiencing.the dynamics

1..of stratification, the so-i
class system, and so -(

vial institutions.' They,
acquife greater em- .

pathy f he poor.

Stludents will experience'
acting out different roles
as they change from as-
cribed' t,a/ achieved status.
They 4/.11 apply undefstand-
ings.of status by choosing
examples of achieved-and ,

ascribed status, and list-
ing their own ascribed
status.,

Studelits will' identify from
a 11A/ which incOmd is con--
siderfed below the poverty'
line/'and what percent of
the/population falls below
this line.

/
.(

193

Test.,SGQs.

Ja.

Life Game and kiebriefing. Each
player.s given currency and
diplomas, enters the "market
place of society" where he is
"free ", to move, up the ladder of
success. Must-deal with social
situations. 'Structured de-
briefing. Source: Saldridgs,
1975,: page 132.);

Post-game idiscussion..'of Life
Game.

Post -game discusglon of Life
Game.

Test. SUIs.

, . 200
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0Students.will choose from a I Test. -19GQs.
list the percent of the people o

onwelfare and the perbent of'
people on welfare that are
able bodied.

Students will icipaie-in
the similation

art
6 StaiL,

power. -A three-1 -pled soci-
ety is built by d stribdting
wealth in the fotm of chips
and then allowing\ roups to
trade for dealthl progress
from one level to nother.
Oncethe most wealt.y sq.:piety
is established it7makes the

15 rules of the game. '1Debrief-
, ihg should help -the ipartici,
,pants uncover their feeldhg64
andlconclusions and also

.should'f,ocus on hoW game
should be redesighed so that
cooperation rather thanooM-
petition should be presept.
Source: Simile II, 2.18 12th
Street; P.0.8ox 91.0; Del Marl
California 92014.*

Students experiencethe
Use and.mis-use of power in
a competitivesociety andthey
will telate these ideas to so-
cial stratification. They
will demonstrate this.unde*
standing by,patticipating in

. defining the. 6cial model-of
the_game and in reaching the
,conaueions abodtfit. They "--
may also,demonstrate this
knowledge by bering assigned an

. essay in which donciJobions
-reached frbm playing the game
and the data these concldsIbne
are baded on gie xplained.

J

Students will.label the .soci-,
ety without the opportunity
.for mobility; and'ascribed
status 'as 'caste system an
label the'.systeM with mobility
,and ascribed status as class
system. They will demonstrate
awareness of the possible-dif-
ferentsystems of motivation,'
ideology and values by aiding
in thecontragting of the two.
They will also respond to the
idea of the social costs of
each* system by aiding in the
lieting of ehese.

'Students will demonstrate un-
derstanding/of mobility by'
responding to'trde-falte
statements/that assess whether

--gtudents elievecome of the:
li'r'e prevkWrit "riqths"/S.bout
social mobility and whether

) they understand its costs and
criteria Air "success ". They
will demonstrate awareness'of

' -194
Ji

Test. Sals.r Digdussion or-
SGps.

---t' t e

210

',Post-game discussion cif Life
Game which includes listing
costs and advantages of 'open
clasg gystem. "Competitive",

Bdt What if ,the DreaM
Comes True? r/filaviei'portrays,
peop.le"who have achieved the
things, they- have worked 'for
all their lives. §4tddente
are ask's& to list the



1

the cost of the "American
Drebm" by participation'in-
discussionl'

195

problems, and rewarde) Open-
ended question to encourage
students to think and' value
their own ideas as efotl.l asst
the ideas of others, roes
the American,DreaM ne d mo
than money, status and com,,
Port?" SOurce: Columbia
Broadcasting System, 382

/ Madison Avenue, N.Y.,
10017.

* *, * * * * * * * * * *, * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * *

. Students will examine their basic values inn relation,,

to various aspects of life and describe them in a short'essay.''

Students will demonstrate
understandinglof their basic
values by writing an essay in
which they exploPt their
feelings towards themselves,
their friends, their family,
society etc.; as they.relate-
to 'the decisions in,HuManus,.
Students will, be given step
by step guidelines for doing
this.

Students will participate in r
the ,social simulation Filimanust_
in which students becume mem-
bers.of-a "survival cei,X," that
has1to make certain deci6ions,.,
if they'areto_survive. Aftei07,:i

the simulation each group is
to explore the question of
"why ", they made the decisions
they did: Differences'Insde,
cisions between groups, the
reasons for-these differences,
and consequences of these, dif-
ferent decisions will also be
explored. 'Source: Simile II,',
218. 1 th Street) P.6.B4 910,
Del M r, California 9g014.,

t

* * * * * * * * * *

k I

al expectationsiand
and conforMity. '!

Simu]rptiOn Exerci e: Uho's
Sick. Illustrates that once
someone aookS for eviantkbe-

.

haviRr, it is like y to be
easy to find, akso how those
who ar'latrered as "deviants"
begin, to think Of temsel4s
as sudh.' Inductive,r'discUsSion
Will,lead.tpexPloration Of"
cdndapts.O,f/doCial=prsOureS,.
and "labeling" theoryof
ation.(Baldrige, 1975 Page'll2.)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *" * *

Students will describe how soc
other social factors influence deviation

Studenti wi 1 de onstrate
-understandin of/ dyna ics
of labeling a d sesfeo yping
by answering the question,
"Anyone participating in
this game as a- labeled person
would.experience.._."

1 4 1 1 , I e 4 A .4.. I I

I

\
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Students will show un er-
standing of degree to which
society produces conformity'
bychoosing-generalixation
regarding opportunities for
autonomy.

a

196

Test, SGQs. Lecture. Listing
forces of social control, then
examining question, "Is there
too much social control? ,1,11t
form does, it take?" Lecture
will start with movie: Re-
finers Fire. It i4 en'ani-
mated abstract ballet about
conformity.. The chaeacters of
the films are, squares and-
circles which take on human
1.characteristicS as they take
on conflict that arises between
an established society and its
idealistic members who-diecover
and preach a new truth;
Source: Multi media Presenta-
tion, ,Garden City, N.Y. 11530:.
Experiencesfrom participation
in earlier simulations.wil4
so be drawn for either side of
this argument.

1..

, ,
StudentsWill,demonstrats com-

.

preheAion of. concepts of so-
cial coontroi and sanctions by
choosing new examples of each
and do the same for the con-
cept of socialization'and

influences.

Students will demonstrate'a
receptiveness to the idea that
social deviation has positive
and negative, aspects by
.ing each and labeling an
example of positive deviation.

Students demonstrilee'their
receptiveness to the idea that
..labeling is bottself-fulfill-
ing and alienating through
participation in discussion
and correct answers to true-,
fq.lse statements.

Students will demonstrate that Debriefing of Who is 'sick?
deviation is a phenomenon re-
squiring social labeling by
choosing statement to that Sf-
rePt, from, other statements.

Test, SGQs.

0

-Inductive discussion. After
students classify examples of
positive and negative deviation.
.Discussion of Refiners. Fire.

Post-game discussion-of Who
is Sick?

2L2
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Students Will. be responsive)to Inductive disc4ssion through
idea that definitions of devi- qaMples-es by,instruc-
ation vary from time to tine tor-
and society to society by pro,
Oiding .examples and by attend-
ing

..

to the examples giveo.
.

A....!,-* *, IX: * * * * * * * * * * * * * le * * * * * * * * * * `it- * * * *

Students-will describe the work of policemen,cement their
problems and the manner in which police_dan be expected to view
the problems of society. They will examine and report on their
own attitudes - toward authority. They will also-report on how
six different interests grdups view increased violence in the,
minority section of a city; provide reasons for these views and
experience conflict and resolUtion processes.,

Students will demonstrate un-
derstanding of police work by
identifying statements about
the,rtile of police, ,their
prOq:Ismt) as either true or

Student --will play police
Patrol, a role playing situ-

/ .ation which' asks students in
groups to handle actual cases.
Students, play the roles of ?
police,, suspected criminals,
and citizens in need of help.
Authenticated cases are used.
Sourse: Simile II, 218 12th
Street, PO.Box.910,'Del mar
California 92014.

Studenti will gain. insights
into attitudes!and interests-,
of .six social groups, includ-
ing ethnic ,and class groups,
the nature and complexity of
social force-6-1 the need to
work together to accomplish'
,something and, gathering,
# manipulating and interpreting
data' of the ectivity for
meaningful decisions. . They'
will demonstrate understanding
of the situation by the deci-
sionA,he makes and his questions-
and contributions-and written .

answert'"ed questions.

Sdbial §imulation: Law and.
Order in Polis. City. Parti-
cipants assume roles of com-
munity moMbers and leaders in
an.attempt to find a solution,
to the increased violence in
the minority 4e'ction of Polis
City. Source: Stem, P.O.Box
393, Provo, Utah 84601. Eebh
of six groups has own percep-
eion, attitudes, resources
which it uses to achieve goals.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Students will ,describe the Afects of and attend to
examples of prajudiCe, and discrimination.

Students will demonstrate Tixfi.StQs.,,.?fflOvie: The- Pre
ability to apply'kgowIedge dfce,FklmrtThe,students are

ckf the meailting and chdrac-., to1sok for the historical ori-
teristiceThf ethnic, racial of,pTejJaiWal and list-the
and minority groups by , eonte orpry forOb of prejudice.
Choosing correct labe1S Sdurt :4Avanti Films(fflotiva-
examples. -tional Media,,,:8271-elrose Ave.,

Students will demOnstrate
1 they can'distinguish-ber

, tween prejudica'and discri-
minatib0 by choosin"g be:'
,tween eXamples of,thd two:

tos Angeles, California 90046..

(
It

s.

ogt-rilm discussion. 'The Pre-
.'Lidice Film. .

,

'Student§ will demonstrate, a PAst.,7film discussion. The Pre-
negativ,e response to idea . IpdiEd Film.
DT prajUdice by giving -and

/

''attending to personal
&gambles of discrimination
and/or prejudice.

Students will demonstrate. oPt.film discussion. The Pre-
they know" cause's of preju... jbice Film.. .

.

dice by choosing, examples. -

,4.,
Y, '. &

''"-o . .

.Students will choose state -;

"a

ment which summarizes the-'
situation of discrimination
today with regard to employ-
ment_and housing opportuni-
'ties for blacks,,thus de-
monstrating- the knowledge
he has ofthe subject.

Students will demonstrate
they recognize the behavior-

'oP a bigot andsome of the
reasqnsleor his behavior.
by i;esponding correctly to
true-false Statements.

Text, SGQs'.

vie: Bill Cosby on Prejudice. .

. 4.&.

.,Ondents will attend to examples
of hatreetoward minority. groups,
recallthe.se examplet*, wand dis-
cuss the'prejudices,whih are ,ex-
perienced by all. Source:
Pyramid Films; BoX'1048Y Santa
Monica--California 90468.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1(. * * * * * * * * * * *
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Students will distinguish- dinbh0-tyribg-tif-s-ocIal-move=:
ments. They will be able to identify their attitudes, and the i

attitudes of others towards the Womep's Liberation Movement and '

the effects of discrimination and Women's Liberation on'the sta-
tub of women,.

Students will attend to and
-compare.assumptions and tac-
tics of various'types of so-
cial movements.

Students will observe hoW
groups can arrive at radi-
cally different solutions
and tactics based on both'
their roles and approaches
to change. They will show_
they can associate tactics
and outlookt ith social
movements in ,-.. matching
questions.

- , .

Students will choose from
a list the description of
the most widely'heid
theory of social change.

Students willidentify from
d list those faCtors which
constitute to the success
of a social movement.

Social simulation: Senatio of
a Social Movement.' Inteiest
groups with different philoso-
phies cf social change set out
to solve the problems of a
school. In this activity, stu-
dents in groups usually arrive'
at radically different solutions

',and-tactict based bn'both their
roles and approaches to change.

8aldridge,,1975,spage
198.

'Pist-ged5iscussion.

. .Students will orally.ex-
prets conceptions of male-

: female roles, they will
attend td, and answer oppo-
sing views and will parti-
cipate in conflict resolut
and consensus seeking.

-4.

. -

r

215

Text,''SGQs.

.Text, SGQs.

4

cial Simulation. Polariza-
tion - Students are divided,
into groups, based on their
answers to opionnnaire on
Womanhood. Most achieve a
consensus on a"point of view
about a case rstudy given to
them' and try to 'persuade other
;groups to ,accept .their portiere
lar Viewpoihts. Source:
8afldridge,'1975°, page 204.



4

- _ Students will deffiOnstrate-he-knOws----TeXtf-S0s,
the place,...of wopien as a minority
group by selecting correct state-

ment on.the matter.

Students will demonstrate that Text, SGQs,;

they understand the effects of
discrimination against women by
correctly choosing Prom a list
of professions where women are
under;-represented in comparison
to men. ----

Students will-be able to choose Text, SG0s.
'..a.Statement oP the probable im-
pact of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment from among incorrect state-

, A
ments.

200

* * * * * * * * * * .* *

Studen.ts will be assigned or will select articles from ,

Human Behavior Maoazine; by their attending to and commenting on

these articles they will demonstrate interest in and appreciation

of the usefulness.of work of social scientists.

Students will select articles
of interest to read.I.They
may be asked to write abs-
tracts and reactions 9r, in

the case of large classes, be
expected to answer true-
false questions.

0. * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

tic

Students will subscribe to ..

three monthly issues of
'Human Behavior Magazine and
be asked to read articles
Of interest, pertaining,
when possible, to the sub-
ject beihg considered at the
time. Source: -Human Beha-
vior Magazine, Mason Western
Corporation, 12031 Wilshire
Blvd.,'Los Angeles, California
90025.,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Students will differentiate between neurotic and psycho-

behaviors and alternate explanations" of these behaviors.

Text, SGQs. Examples of over
use of defense:: mechanismS,
discussion of'fearful ideas
to present students with pos-
sible motives for cWeruse of'
defense,mechan.t.smsin
neurosis.

Students will chocAe defini-
tion ofneurotic\in contrast
to psychotic in a.true-false
statement. Students will- in-
dicate the role Of feat arrd'de
Tense mechanism's in neurosis
by answering.true-false state-
ments regarding these.

440,,
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-,,-Students -will valun'teerfrear
they have and be receptive to

, the idea that' neurosis, maybe
caused by' fears: Later, btu..
dents will respond-to idea
that neurosis is explaihed by
operant conditioning.

-.

Students 'will differentiate
between normal and neurotic
ideation.in s mbl.Eiple choice
question. .

St4dents will be able to' sug-I

gest, orally or in writing,
various ways in'which mass
media may contribute to neu-
rotic ideatIon.,(E.veryone
should love me, I'must be
sucdessful in all things,
images-of 'romance*Shd love,
etc.;)

, Students will demonstrate
knowledge of the definition
of paychasi as distinct
from neurosis by.labeling
examples of each.

Students will choose from -

examples one that illustrates
. the! peefOred manner or view-
ing those who have, had a'
mental illness.

They will experiehCe the
consequences,of "labeling" in
g'stereotyping,exercise. _

Students eill ply under
standings of eh meaning of

'functional apd orgapic causes
of mentalillness Micorrect-
ing labeling statements cones
taining different causes va
being true or' false.

1

201

LectUre:---Students-provide-
exemplesfor "fear thermo-
meter" - ranging "from
alightly to very fearful
examples.

I

4 ..' ' -s ..
'Text, Ss. Transparency.,
with contrastcnd behaviors
of "n6r4]..:and neurotic. .

.

ExarAples of role of..the mass
media in establishing crite -.
ria of success and other cri-
teria. . .

Lecture: Definitions of ,, ,

*American Psychiatric 'Associ-
ation given anddiscu'esed,.

,

**.

Text, SP:)s. Contrast of tra-,
- ditional vs. modern views and

treatment of mental illness
including latest efeofts at
"deinstitutionalizirig" the
treatment of mental illngss.

Social- simulation: /Whpis
Sick? Labelihg exercise, dis-
cussed earlier should give'f,eel .

for how it feels to be on re-
ceiving end of labeling.

Text, SGQ.

g .students will demonstrate TextP4SGQs:- Lecture; arid latoR .
awareness of mental illness ae' exOrcise in which / tudent par-,
a curable illness by respanding ticipates in g labeling. exerbise

.

...

, .

..

i ,
4,
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correctly_ to true-CalSe state-
ments on the nature of mental
illness.

2b2

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 6* * *

Students will learn about the nature of defense me-
chanisms and be-able to demonstrate application by labeling
flew definitions and exempla's.'

Students must i 4D:fly word-
ed def:ini ns of defense me-
changs.s as well as.apply
theircihderstandings by label,-
ring defensenech3nisms arising
as a.resutt -of experiencing

'frustration in a classroom si-
tuation. Students. Must also
Despond to true-fElse state -
ments ,regarding the.reasons
for the use of defense metha-
nisms'end the effeCts of theiroP

It

use.
.

Text, SGQs. Discussion bf
videotape: Defense Mecha-
nisms., Videotape provides
charactertsfics and illus-
trations of- rationalization,
regression, compensatioh,-_
reaction formation, projec--
tion, displacement and fan-d

-tasy. Students arse to ,-
_characteritics and examples
and' are to answer the ques-
tions, "HoW, .vulnerable is

.the ego tot, a6y\ponflict or
anxiety,,hod does distortion
Of re0.ity...help rtriagthe

ego''and how can de ense
nisms,a times 'be helpf91.:or
harmr01?" Orpe: Coae.t_Com:-'

± ;, Costa Meisa,
California.

w

- * * * * * * * * * * * * ih * * * * * c* * *

Students w,41 demonstrate knowledgeof. andability to
aoblry the concept of the self concept, its theoretical role in
perception and self-actualization, by fabefing new, examples as
either true or f151.ge.

Students will indicate kao-
ledge of the meaning bf the
term "perception", the effect
of self coRcOt on perception,
and the influence perception . .

is believed to have on behavibr,^
by indiciting correct statements
n a multiple choice question.

MR

4

Text, SGQs. Discussion of
movie: Eye of the- Beholder_n

.Students ate to look for
examples of"psycholodical prq-
jection influencing behavior,
and discuss the role.ofself
concept of this process..,
Source: General Electiic
Educational Films,.Corpora-
tions Park, Building ,788,
Scotia, N.Y. 22302
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Students will indicate know-
ledge of some of the ways it
is believed self concepts are
formed b'y selecting correct
from "incorrect statements on
A multiple choice question.

Students will select state-
ments that correctly indicate
What factors Humanists be-
lieve are responsible for de-
veloping positiiie and negative
self concepts.

203

Text, SGQs. Illustrations
from lecture.

Text, SGQs: Class discuvion.,

Students will select state- Text, SGQs. Class'aiscussion.
merits on the influence of
self concept on-behavior as
seen by the Humanistic Psy-
chologists.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *4* * * * * * * * * * *

Students will learn to differentiate betweenself-
actualizing and non-self-actualizing behaviors and interpersonal.
relatibnships, and will demonstrate their learning by classify-
ing and attending to examples of self-actualizing behaviors. in
role playing exercises;

Students will list the char- Text, SGQs. 'Discussion.
acteristics of self-
actualized behavior.

Students will demonstrate Role playing situations
knoWledge of.'self-actualiz- _devised by instructor.
ation by selecting examples

-

or non-examples of self-
actualized behavior.

Students' will demonstrate Un-
derstanding of self--actualized
behaviors by giving evmRles
and.non=exaMples from his own
life, or of people he.knQws.

Student will demonstrate hiS
knowledge of elf-actualiza7

4 tiohby.giving and defending
en example-of making a deci-
.sion that reflects self'.-
Actualizing values.

Instructor-made board game
where students draw chance
cards requiring definitions and'
examples.

Requirement in boar-game
mentioned aboVe.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * it; '* *, * * * * * * *, *

219-
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Students will be able to describe principles of
modeling, operant and classical conditioning, and will de able
to contrast the behavioral approach to..ynderstanding personal-
ity to those of the Humanist and Psychoanalytical, scAddld.

Students will demonstrate
knowledge of4the principles
uporl whibh the design and
operation of a Skinner,Box
are based, by selecting
correct frOm incorrect des-
criptions of how the box
.operates, and
it,S use in conditioning. He.
will show interest in its
operation by asking.
questions regarding it.

Students will demonstrate
"ability tq contrast the ap..
proaches to behavior modiL.
fication of the behaviorist
with the psychotherapeutic
school correctly labeling,
new examples of each.

Indubtive lecture in ,which stu-
dents first view vigleotape:
operant Conditioning. Tape il-
lustrates 'the use of operant'
conditioning in a variety or
training situations. Source:
Coast Community- College, Costa
Mesa, California. Students are
asked to list principles, then
these,ire demonstrated with 'an
actual rat and Skinner Box
brought to class.'

Discussion of Operant Condi-
tionino in -which students are
asked to suggest hob approaches
to.a'specific example would be
different.

Students will demonstrate Text, SGQs. Review.
knowledge of behavioral psy-
hologist'sapproach to pu- -.

nishment by-choosing correct,
from incorrect statements. -

One multiple choice question,
would deal with appropriate
kinds of punishments beha-
vioral psychologist would use,
and another with his atti-
tudes toward use of punishment. "'

,

Students will show they 'can
apply principles of shaping,
neghtive reinforcem-ehtl, pri-
mary and secondary reinfprce-
meht by choosing correct from
incorrect, examples on. a multi-
ple choice question.

44.

TeXt, SGQs. Review, Discussion
of Operant-Conditioning:

Studenta!willademonstrate they Text, Review, discussion
understand the principles of- of Operant 'Conditiongna.'
operantJcOnditiohing., by writ-
ing a short statement in which
they illiAtrate with examples
how "the world is actually a
large Skinner Box.!!

,226
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tudentsa would experience -an
example of behavioral the-
rapy; understand how feed-
back has been used in a,va-
rietY of treatments. tie

would seek odt4 if he feels'
he needs it-1- therapy on're-
laxing for tarts.

Studiints,: will demonstrate
they-understanddbjections
to behavioral,sbhool arid the
answers to these objections
by selecting true-false.
statements.

. 205

Bio-feedback machines would be,- .

brought to class, Jiemonstrated
and explained: Students who
experience tests anxiety (as ob-
served by difference between
knowledge- =and ltest results)
would be adliged about.the
availability of'couseling,
and of bio-feddback therapy.

'Text, SGQs. Review.

,.

* * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -* *

The student will learn explanations of the personal-
ity of the Freudian school.of thought, and.given,a case study,
be able tp contrast these with those of the behavioral, and hu..!
manistic points of view regardinb-formation and-change of in-
dividual behavior.

Students will be able to
label definitions. and ex-
amples of parts of the per-
,sonality and give examples
of \heir function according
to Freud. Students Will de-
monstrate-comprehension by
selecting correct state-
ments made about the prin-
ciple dynamic of the psqi.c.
sonality and how normalL"
functioning is achieved ac-
cording to Freud.

Text; SGQs. Students will re-
view with each other and learn
through recitation and examples
the principles of psychoanalysis,
stages of development, parts of
the personality,-and defense me-
chanisms by'playing a board game
where advancement depends on,
their defiding and give examples.
Instructor prepared boara,game
in which students-advance to be-
come successfully functioning
f_ndividuals with problems and
-examples they must give_ along
the way in the form of chance
cards.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,* * * * * * * * * *

Students will be able to classify ttleories of therapy
as pertaining to either the Freudian, Behavioral or Humanist47t,
soboolis of thought, and to describe theory 'underlying eadhu./

. ,
Students_will.demonstrate re- Text, SGQ6... D'scUssion
call-of how tranaference
works by selecting the

5
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correct statement about its
'processes from among incorrect
statements on a_smultiple
choice question.

Students will demonstrate in-
terest in the process of psycho
analysis Cy asking questions of
the instructor.

Students will demonstrate that
they understand psychoanalysis,
how it works, and its goalsi
by choosing incorrect from cor-
rect statements on a multiple
choice question.

Students,will generaliie about
how the process of therapy
works, by participating in
class discussion.

206 .\

Students will be given ex-
- amples of hOm psychoanlysis

works and the,end goals of
psychoanalysis.

Examples ofdream,analysis
and of how therapists with
training in the behaQiorist*
and humanists theories are-
treating the same case.

5Students will demonstrate they
know the views of Fraud regard-
ing man's rationality Vs. ir-
rationality, by choosing a cor-
rect statement on a multiple
choice question.

Discussion in which students
will be'asked to generalize
about the process of therapy,,
from the three case studies
which are believed to be
typical of different ap-
proaches to therapy, pre-;-,''

sented above.

Lectui.e which the issue
of rationality and irra-
tionality is discussed and
examples given. .

4 * * * * * *, * * * * * * * * * * * ,* * * * * * * * * *

iQ
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GEORGE H. EMERSON`
Miami-Dade Cluster
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George was born in San.Francisco, Apiil 14, 1941.

His father was a research chemist, his mother an artist and

,his brother is:a pradticing financial analyst.

, George grew up in California, in the Los Angeles

area. When he was fifteen he lived a year in Mexico learn-

ing Spanish.well enough tO earn an elementary school certi-

. riCate. He_enjoyed living in Me*ico immensely and was pre-

7 pared to.finish his education there when a leg injury

brought him back to the States. He finished the last three

years of high school at a b arding school, in New MexiCo.

He stayed in Albuquerque to receive a Bacheldrs

of Arts from the University of/new:Mexico with a major in

''Latin American Studies. He returngto Mexico POI. two sum

Alers of study at thR National University in Mexico City.

He then studied at he School of International

Service of American University in Washington, D.C., and re-

cdived an,M.A. *in InternatiOnal/Relations. He workedfOr

Lattin American Gulf Oil as an economic analyst for a short

while.. In 1967, yie began teaching the general educatioh.

Social Sciencd 101-102 course at Miami-Dade' Community Col-.__

lege. ,Since then, he has taught in a variety of, programs

including: Micro-College, Bilingual Studies, Latin American, .

History,-and_Education 101. He is sponsor of Phi Theta

1

.Kappa, the. National Junior College Scholastic Honorary
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Society and active in curriculum deyelopment.

While in Miami he net his,wifg, Sunny, who is a

reading specialist. They have two sons.
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